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LL INTRODUCTION
Thiss study seeks to estimate the wealth held on the eve of World War II by the
Jewishh populations in countries that came under Nazi domination. For these the relevantt dates are generally 1938/39, except for Germany, where they are 1933/34. The
basicc purpose is to provide some indication of the amount of assets that could have
beenn moved to safe haven destinations. Chapter II sets out the general context withinn which the central question is asked, Chapter III deals with the methodology,
Chapterr IV presents the individual country studies and Chapter V summarises the
results. .
Thee investigation most directly involved a search for a methodology that would
yieldd the answer to the question we had posed. But more centrally, it was an adventuree in applied economics. As such it did not seek to illuminate or find new insights
intoo theoretical precepts, but rather to demonstrate the use of the analytical tools of
appliedd economics to fill in gaps in socio/economic knowledge. Obviously, the
inventivee use of the tools of the trade presupposes a thorough grasp of the fundamentalss underlying economic analysis. The particular excitement of this project was
thatt the tool chest normally used in economic forecasting proved equally helpful in
helpingg discover the facts of the past We hope therefore that we have contributed
nott only to the knowledge of the size and treatment of Holocaust era assets, but that
wee have shown how exciting an exercise in applied economics can be and, thereby,
havee made a contribution also to the fund of teaching examples.
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H.. CONTEXT AND BACKGROUND
H.. 1. DORMANT ACCOUNTS - DORMANT ISSUES
Thee question of the wealth position of pre-war European Jewry, the subject of this
investigation,, was raised in very specific terms in 1996 in the context of the search
forr dormant accounts in Swiss banks. At that time the Swiss banks and the Jewish
Communityy agreed to look together into the matter of the financial assets of Nazi
victimss that were still in the hands of Swiss banks. On May 2, 1996, the Swiss
Bankerss Association, the World Jewish Restitution Organization and the World
Jewishh Congress, on behalf of allied Jewish organisations, established a Committee,
underr the chairmanship of Paul A Volcker, that was mandated to ascertain the fate
off the dormant accounts of Nazi victims in Swiss banks and to assess their treatment,
too the extent that this was feasible given the passage of time. It was the first time
sincee 1945 that resolution of the dormant account question had been placed into the
handss of an internationally recognized group. Obviously, the Committee, the
Independentt Committee of Eminent Persons (ICEP), came into being only after
ratherr lengthy negotiations. Its gestation period reached back into 1995. What happenedd between then and August 12, 1998, when class action lawsuits against Swiss
bankss that ran into more than US$1 billion were settled, is a matter of history. Part of
thiss history is how the setting up of the Volcker Committee triggered what would
becomee a virtually worldwide search for the facts of the treatment of Holocaust era
assetss - assets that, unlike their owners, needed neither visa nor faced "Eintritt fur
Judenn und Hunde verboten" signs.
Whilee the amount of US$18 billion, which recurred in many claims, was understoodd to be symbolic: the number 18 in Hebrew also spells the word "life" (chai),
ICEPP still was faced with widely divergent claims and counterclaims regarding the
totall amount of assets that might actually be involved. This led Paul Volcker to look
forr a benchmark against which the plausibility of the wide range of numbers that
weree being bandied about could be tested. He, therefore, asked what the total
amountt of assets at the disposal of the Jewish populations in Nazi-dominated
Europee might have been at the eve of the war and, more specifically, how much of
thesee assets could have been movable.
Clearly,, one could have expected that a few weeks of research would provide a
reasonablyy well-founded answer. After all, the questions of the extent of Nazi looting,, of what was recovered and what had been lost had been with us for more than
fiftyy years. Almost a quarter of a century had passed since a number of countries,
includingg Germany and the United States, basically closed their official books on
thee issue. Yet, there were no readily available answers and, in the end, a considerable
amountt of green field research, reaching into archival and economic records on
threee Continents, was required.
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Thee underlying question, thus, concerned not only the issue of what accounts of
Nazii victims were still lying dormant in Swiss banks, but a much broader one:
namely,, why had the issue of the incomplete accounting for the spoliation of Nazi
victimss itself been allowed to lie dormant for more than a full generation? It is not
thatt these questions suddenly sprang, like Athena from Zeus' head, fully blown unto
thee scene. Much of the facts that eventually led to the setting up of the Volcker
Committeee (ICEP) had been well known and well researched much before 1995.
Thee story of the Swiss accounts, the flow of Nazi-looted gold through the neutrall countries and the litany of abortive efforts to obtain an accounting of the
amountss involved, had been the subject of a considerable body of scholarly and
investigativee work. Aside from contemporary analyses of the Swiss-American
Accords,, which dealt with the treatment of German and victims assets in
Switzerland,, much of what is known about the Reichsbank's gold today was
alreadyy set out by Stanley Moss in 1956.1 In the 1980s there was a mini-explosionn of research on the subject: among the historians, notably by Werner Rings
andd Arthur L. Smith, Jr.; among the investigative reporters by Ian Sayer and
Douglass Botting and Nicholas Faith; and a little later in fiction, by Paul Erdman
inn The Swiss Account, possibly the only novel of its kind to be festooned with
scholarlyy footnotes.2 The latter is perhaps less surprising given the fact that
Erdmann received his doctorate from the University of Basel in 1956 with a dissertationn that delved in part into the Swiss-American Accords.3 In March 1985,
thee Swiss National Bank itself published an account of its gold transactions with
thee Reichsbank.4 While the author was able to draw on documents that, under the
Swisss 35 year rule, had not been accessible before the 1980s, the article did not
addd to the basic facts already set out by other authors. Much, in fact, dated back
too testimonies takenfromReichsbank officials immediately after the war and has
beenn in the public domain since the Nuremberg Trials. What was new was that
thiss material was now cited in a Swiss National Bank publication and that the
authorr could depict the Bank as having put a "naive trust in the good faith of the

11
Stanley Moss, Gold Is Where You Hide It: Whathapp(medto thetechsbankTreastav?,AnbcDaitehLtd.,
London,, 19S6.
22
Werner Rings, Raubgold aus Deutschland: Die "Golddrehscheibe" Schweiz im Zweiten Weltkrieg,
Artemiss Verlag, Zurich, 1985; Arthur L. Smith, Jr., Hitler's Gold, The Story ofthe NaziWar Loot, Berg,
Oxford,, Washington, D.C., 1989; Ian Sayer and Douglas Botting, Nazi Gold, Congdon and Weed, New
York,, 1984; Nicholas Faith, Safety in Numbers, The mysterious world of Swiss banking, Hamish
Hamilton,, London, 1982; Paul Erdman, The Swiss Swiss Account, Andre Deutsch Ltd., London, 1991.
33
Paul Erdman, Swiss-American economic relations, 1936-54, Tubingen, 1959.
44
Robert Vogler, "Der Goldverkehr der Sch\wizerischenNarionaIbankmit der Deutschen Reichsbank 193945",, Schweizerische Nationalbank, Geld, Wanning und und Konjunktur, Quartalsheft No. 1, March 1985.
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Reichsbank".55 But none of this knowledge and none of thisresearchled to remediall action until the mid-1990s.
Thiss inaction was not for a lack of attention-focussing opportunities in the interveningg years. Indeed, there were several milestones that could have served to trigger
action.. Foremost was the capture of Adolf Eichmann in 1960 and his subsequent
triall by the Israelis in 1961-62. This ignited a virtually worldwide debate around the
issuess of the treatment of persecutees, of acquiescence and collaboration by victims
themselvess and by their fellow-countrymen at large, and of historic fact and the truth
off personal recollections. While the trial succeeded in its aim of heightening the
awarenesss of the facts of the holocaust, especially among the younger generation in
Israel,, it may also have been the opening move in a number of countries in the
processs of confronting their own histories. In Germany, where this process had
alreadyy been in train for some time, it added impetus. But clearly, the time was not
riperipe for anything approaching a concerted search for objective facts such as was initiatedd in the 1990s.
Second,, in 1967 the Six Day War, more than anything, established Israel as the
focuss of Jewish awareness, especially in the United States. And this greater awareness,, in turn, also sharpened that with respect to the holocaust. Still, it took until
19933 with the opening of the Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington for
broaderr interest to be both recognized and generated.6
Whilee the arts produced a spate of holocaustrelatedworks - from the Diary of
AnneAnne Frank to the Shoa television series - these were largely personal-history based
andd tended to treat the subject morefroman ethnic/cultural angle rather man as part
off recent national history.7
H.. 2. SEARCH FOR HOLOCAUST ERA ASSETS: WHY THE MTD-90'S
BOOM? ?
Whatt then was so special in 1995 that it could break this inertia and set in motion
aa wholesale questioning of the economic facts of the holocaust ? A questioning that,
inn the end, would spark virtually worldwide efforts to trace what happened to the
assetss of victims of the Nazi regime both during its reign and after its defeat.
Obviously,, there is no one factor that can explain why over the pastfiveyears dozenss of entities, including 22 national Commissions, have engaged in documenting
55

In fact, Reichsbank Vice-President Emil Puhl, the key contact in the Swiss National Bank's gold
dealingss with Germany, was sentenced mainly because of his involvement in the Reichsbank's handlingg of gold looted by the SS, including concentration camp gold (the Mehner deliveries). See also
Arthurr L. Smith, Jr., Hitler's Gold, The Story of the Nan War Loot, p. 42-47.
66
Although planning for the museum was initiated in 1979.
77
Fat mis and me foregoing see, for example, Wo de Haan, Na de ondkg^Sdu Uitgevers, Den Haag, 1997.
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theirr part of this history. Rather, it is a confluence of circumstances that prepared
thee ground. A core set of explanatory factors, though different observers will
assignn different weights to individual components, figures in all accounts.
First,, everybodyfclist includes the fall of the Berlin Wall and the disappearance
off the East/West divide, which helped open archives hitherto inaccessible to westernn researchers. Suddenly masses of valuable material on the Nazi period, especiallyy that held in the archives of the former GDR and in some eastern European
countries,, became readily available. Although access to important files of the financial/economicc institutions of the Nazi regime, which the Soviets had removed from
Berlinn to Moscow, remained difficult, it no longer was foreclosed. And in this
instancee supply created its own demand.
Moree directly, the collapse of communism removed the political barriers that had
preventedd the flow of restitution from West to East. Together with the restoration of
privatee property rights in the former Communist countries this meant that those
Nazii victims, or their heirs, who had lived behind the Iron Curtain finally could
lodgee claims for restitution and compensation. And those who lived in the West,
could,, together with everyone else, pursue efforts to reclaim property in the East.
Still,, it took until 1995 for the United States to consider these developments sufficientlyy important to name Stuart E. Eizenstat, then Ambassador to the European
Unionn in Brussels, also the Government^ Special Envoy for Property Claims in
Centrall and Eastern Europe. A portfolio that he took with him when he returned to
Washingtonn to hold executive posts in the Departments of Commerce, State and the
Treasuryy and that made him the government's lead in the expanding area of restitutionn claim activity.
Second,, the 50th anniversary of the end of the war triggered both reminiscences
andd a new flow of information. The release of official documents, sealed for half a
century,, added further to the stock of newly available archival information.
Third,, and crucially important, the passage of half a century had sharpened the
awarenesss that no time was to be lost if living memory was to be passed on, if forgottenn or buried truths were to be surfaced and if justice was to be done. Among
nations,, it renewed the hunt for, and prosecution of, war criminals; among survivors
itt brought home the realization that the next generations were owed a share in the
memoryy and helped break the barrier of silence mat had divided many from their
childrenn and grandchildren. Psychologists have attempted to explain why the silence
keptt until recently by so many Nazi victims, or their heirs, also extended to the recoveryy of their material possessions. Prominently among the reasons given was the
desiree to seal off a past too difficult to be dealt with, the need to rebuild their existencee and, indeed, to rebuild their devastated families. Survivor guilt alone explained
muchh of the reluctance to pursue, or even raise, matters of property with any vigour.
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.

Fourth,, over the past generation there has been broad acceptance of general preceptss regarding civil and humanrightsthat made pursuit of individualrightsa matterr of course. Historians recently have augmented the psychological explanationss for
thee reluctance on the part of many Nazi victims to engage in an activefightfor their
propertyy rights by pointing out that the post-war environment in which victims, or
theirr heirs, had to pursue their claims was inauspicious, to say the least.8
Obviously,, when in 1947 the U.S. Military Government in Germany imposed a
restitutionn law in the U.S. Zone of Occupation,9 claimants could not expect to be
welcomed.. It is not surprising then, that at the outset many either eschewed engagementt with arigid,and not always fully de-Nazified, German bureaucracy altogetherr or were discouraged by the cumbersome machinery. Nevertheless, eventually
restitutionn efforts of the German Federal Republic (which until reunification in 1990
coveredd claims against West Germany only) reached thousands of victims and by
Januaryy 1997 payments amounted to just over DM 100 billion.10
However,, it is noteworthy that the overwhelming share - more than 90 percent off these expenditures was for compensation claims, that is for loss of health, pensions,, professional pursuit, schooling, etc., while just under 4 percent, DM 3.94
billion,, covered restitution claims proper, that is claims for loss of property.11 Prof.
Walterr Schwarz, in his contribution to the monumental analytical documentation of
thee restitution process in West Germany published by the Federal Ministry of
Finance,, concludes that "|T]t follows that the value of restituted property, even if

88
Through the 1970s, the issue of the restitution of property to victims of the Nazi regime hardly figured
onn the horizon of historians tracing the period of the US. occupation of Germany. A perusal of the indexess to a number of studies that have achieved core status in the literature shows that, when restitution is
mentionedd at all, it generally refers to the return to the relevant governments of property the Nazis lootedd from countries or territories outside Germany (generally known as "external restitution"), and the
topicc as such receives a couple of mentions at best See for example, John Gimbel, The American
OccupationOccupation of Germany: Politics and the Military, 1945-1949, Stanford University Press Stanford, CA
1968;; Earl F. Ziemke, The US. Army in the Occupation of Germany, 1944-1946, Center of Military
History,, United States Army, Washington, D.C., 197S; Harold Zink, American Military Government in
Germany,Germany, MacMillan, New York, 1947.
99
Military Government Law No. 59, which eventually was also adopted in the British and French
Zoness and thereby became the basis of German Restitution Law.
100
Statement of German Delegation, "German Restitution for National Socialist Crimes" in Foreign
andd Commonwealth Office, Nazi Gold, The London Conference, The Stationery Office, London,
1998,, p. 286-292.
111
The remainder, about 6 percent, reflects a mixture of compensation and restitution payments
underr governmental agreements: DM 3.45 billion under the Israel Agreement and DM 2.5 billion
underr global agreements with 16 nations, idem, p. 291.
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confinedd to West Germany only, represented but part (sic) of the assets lost as a consequencee of persecution".12 Although the amounts quoted for restitution payments
cann only be approximations because of valuation problems and because some restitutionn was in kind and some bypassed the restitution machinery altogether, there can
bee little doubt about either the relative shares of compensation vs restitution or the
validityy of Prof. Schwarz' assessment.
Perhapss most surprising, and therefore more daunting, was the unfriendly environmentt in which restitution claims had to be pursued in countries where victims
couldd have expected an amicable reception. This was especially so with respect to
thee United States. After all, the United States was a driving force behind, if not the
initiatorr of the provisions of the London Declaration of 1943, which warned that
transferr of propertyrightsunder direct or indirect duress might be reversed; of those
inn the Final Act of the Paris Conference on Reparation in 1945, which began to recognize,, at least with respect to the neutral countries, that heirless assets of victims
off Nazi policy should not escheat to the State in which they were held; of the Peace
Treatiess with Hungary and Romania, which explicitly required that property looted
fromfrom persecutees be restituted to the original owners or their heirs or, in the absence
off any heirs, to representatives of the surviving members of the victimized group in
question.133 As noted above, it single-handedly laid the basis for the German
Restitutionn Law when in 1947 it ensured the adoption of such a law in the U.S. Zone
off occupied Germany (Military Government Law No. 59). This law put the reversal
off the transfer of property under duress on a legal basis; recognized that property
leftt by victims without heirs should not, as normal, escheat to the State, but be
assignedd to a Successor Organization which represented the group of persecutees in
questionn and which would use the assets for the benefit of the survivors of that
group;; and, finally, emphasised the need for speedy restitution.14
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Thus,, the intent of U.S. policy with respect to property looted from, or abandonedd under duress by, victims of Nazi persecution was clearfromthe end of hostilitiess onward: a full and speedy return to the original owners or their heirs or, in the
absencee of designated heirs, to an officially designated successor organization,
whichh was mandated to utilize these assets for the benefit of the population group
too which the original owners had belonged.
However,, neither of these principles appeared to govern the treatment of those
victims'' assets that had come under the control of the U.S. authorities themselves.
Thee United States, early in the war had moved under its Trading with the Enemy Act
(TEA)) to:
1)) prevent the Axis from fuelling its war effort with the external assets of its
ownn nationals or of those held by the populations in the countries and territoriess they came to control, and
2)) divert the use of such assets to the U.S. own war purposes, including the
eventuall provision of funding to satisfy war claims.
Inevitably,, victims' assets were caught in this program. Indeed, the sequestering
off victims' assets was seen as a way of"... protecting and preserving the property of
ourr allies andfriends,the victims of our enemies..".15 But, when it came to relinquishingg control, many survivors or their heirs may have wondered about the effects
off this act of friendship.
Abrahamm S. Hyman, a former Acting Adviser on Jewish Affairs to General
Luciuss D. Clay16, wrote in a draft article in 1953: "As a general rule people are more
circumspectt about their behaviour at home than about their conduct abroad.
However,, in dealing with the heirless property of victims of persecution, the
Congresss of the United States has made it appear that the reverse of this rule appeals
too the United States."17 He might have broadened his dictum to cover survivors,
theirr heirs and the U.S. Executive branch as well.
Itt seemed ironictohim that the U.S. government, which had been the driving force
inn wresting recognition of both the rights and the plight of the victims of Naziism from
itss sometimes unwilling allies andfroma generally unwilling Germany, should turn
outt to be lagging in acting on their behalf at home. The slowness with which victims'
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assetss were released after the war clearly was at extreme odds with the precepts the
US.. authorities had pushed in international fora. Thus, it took victims on average
3.55 years to get the Office of Alien Property to return title to their assets. It took 18
yearss -that is the time period for a post-war child to reach its majority - and many
attemptss for Congress to pass legislation that allowed victims' heirless assets to be
releasedd to the designated successor organization. Even then only after estimates
hadd been reduced to the paltry sum of US$500,000.
Worse,, in 1954 Congress passed a law, introduced by Senators Dirksen of
Illinoiss and Langer of North Dakota and supported by Secretary of State John Foster
"Dulles"" that would have returned all German private property taken under the TEA
too the Federal Republic of Germany. As in confiscating these assets no distinction
hadd been drawn between friend or foe, this action, but for President Eisenhower's
vetoo of the bill, would have allowed the German State to fall heir to the assets of
Nazii victims!
Att State level, several attempts were made, notably in New "York State, to pass
legislationn to assign unclaimed property of Nazi victims, that under law had escheatedd to the State, to designated successor organizations. However, all these attempts
diedd in the Legislature. And even when victims' or successor organizations' quests
forr restoration of property rights met with a sympathetic response, these concerns
figuredd low on the agenda of a world focused on Cold War and economic reconstructionn issues. The scope for victims, their heirs and their successor organizations
too pursue material property claims forcefully and successfully clearly was limited
withinn the United States as well as abroad.
Thee elements that flowedfromthe four factors enumerated above, to wit
1))
the revival of the issue of property claims as the implosion
off the Communist regimes enabled Nazi victims, or their heirs, who
hadd lived behind the Iron curtain to lodge such claims;
2))
the release of information and documentation following the
falll of the Berlin Wall and the 50th anniversary of the end of the war;
3))
the sense of urgency to deal with the unfinished business of
thee war, two score and ten years after its end, and the realization that
thiss was the last call to transmit living memory and right individual
wrongs;; and
4))
the greater predisposition toward activism that came with
thee passage of generations and the change in the general climate toward
supportt of individual rights;
alll helped prepare the ground for the snowballing demands for the facts regarding
thee treatment of Holocaust era assets worldwide.
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Butt was this enough to explain the precipitate ending of the Swiss banks' 50 year
recordd of successfully fending off private and official pressures for the release of
moree than a token amount of information on the dormant accounts still on their
books,, let alone that of the unclaimed funds themselves? This record of non-compliance,, obfuscation and de minimis action throughout the period is well documented
Soo it was not surprising that the banks believed that another token effort to ascertain
thee volume of dormant accounts, which in the spring of 1995 surfaced 775 accounts
withh a value of SF 38.7 million (roughly US$32 million at the then prevailing
exchangee rate), would put the matter to rest, as two earlier searches had done in the
past.18 8
However,, 1995 turned out not to bee business as usual. For one, the business situationn had shifted dramatically since 1962, when the last such search of the banks'
accountss took place. With globalisation, any would-be player on the international
scenee had to become global himself. Growth-oriented financial institutions could no
longerr be satisfied with a branch or agency in the United States. Network building,
mergerss and acquisitions were de rigueur, in all of which the large Swiss banks were
sett to participate and all of which required the fiat of the US. Federal and State regulators.. This meant that for thefirsttime in the post-war period the weight of leveragee lay with those outside Switzerland.
Second,, the growing acceptance that it was more than proper that individual
rightss should be asserted and defended together with the litigiousness of American
societyy had made the class action suit a typical and favoured avenue for seeking
remediess in that respect.
Last,, but not least, at the same time that all these factors combined to create a propitiouss environment for victims and their spokesmen to be heard, a formidable combinationn of personalities was in place to make it happen. The World Jewish Congress,
underr Edgar Bronfman, Sr. with Israel Singer and Elan Steinberg set off the avalanche.
Theyy looked to Congressional support from the SenatorfromNew York and Qiairman
off the Senate Banking Committee, Alfonse M. D'Amato. And from there on matters
tookk a dramatically different turn as compared with a quarter of a century earlier.
Then,, in December 1969, Liba Weingarten, Vice President of the Jewish Nazi Victims
Congregationn of New York raised the question of the dormant bank accounts in
Switzerlandd with Senator Jacob Javits of New York. She wrote: "You must be aware
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off the fact that Switzerland is still holding on to all the property incl. money in banks
-- left by Jews, who perished during World War Two thru the Nazis and their
helperss and this heirless property has not been released yet by Switzerland almost
255 years after the end of the terrible war. Does the American Government also intend
too do something about it?" Senator Javits' office passed the letter routinely to the
Departmentt of State.19 Clearly, the short answer to her question was "no".
Onn December 7, 1995, faced with essentially the same question, Senator
D'Amato,, who coincidentally had succeeded Javits to his Senate seat, replied "We'll
holdd hearings. We'll research it and we'll look into the problem".20 And this time the
Executivee branch was poised to act as well with then Undersecretary of Commerce,
Stuartt E. Eizenstat, already appointed Special Envoy for Property Claims in Central
andd Eastern Europe. Finally, State banking regulators, to name but one, Alan Hevesi
inn the for the Swiss banks most important State of New York, were fully engaged.
Thee latter was the more important because the decentralisation of the American regulatoryy system meant that on the State side there were 50 potential pressure points.
Fromm this point the avalanche of research focused on the treatment of Holocaust
eraa assets gathered breadth and speed: it spread to Britain, where Greville Janner, a
Memberr of Parliament and Vice President of the World Jewish Congress in Britain,
askedd Foreign Secretary Malcolm Rifkind for a review of intelligence material on
Worldd War II-related Swiss financial activities. This request led to the publication,
inn September 1996, of the Foreign and Commonwealth Office's (FCO) History Note
entitledd Nazi Gold: Information from the British Archives.21 This report proved cruciall in three respects:
1))

it drew attention to the fact that the Reichsbank's monetary gold, much of
whichh was sold to and through Switzerland, contained not only resmeltedd gold looted from the central banks of occupied countries, but also
"tainted"" gold, that is gold takenfromNazi victims;22
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2))

it helped set off a massive research effort with "the British, US and
Swisss governments...all engaged in further activity to investigate the
questionn of Nazi gold";23 and

3))

it led the Jewish organizations to request that the residual gold still on
thee books of the Tripartite Gold Commission (TGC) in the words of the
FCOO "be used to compensate individual victims of Nazism".24 The
FCOO went on to say: "We are concerned to ensure that the outcome of
thesee discussions should fulfil not only our legal obligations in connectionn with the Commission gold, but also our moral obligations: the
questionn of compensation for survivors of the Holocaust is an importantt one, which it is right for us to review regularly".25

Alll this constituted a sea change from the earlier period of at best "benign neglect".. A period summed up bluntly in 1998 by the French Commission, la Mission
d'Étudee sur la Spoliation des Juifs de France (the Matteoli Commission). In describingg their task, they wrote: "The field of enquiry was vast and largely unexplored.
Thiss was so because during the Occupation, the entire category of individuals
definedd as Jewish by the German occupation authorities and by the French state fell
victimm to looting and pillage of their property, which took many forms. After the
Liberation,, the French Republic...arranged for the restitution of the stolen assets.
However,, the genuine endeavours made to return to the rightful owners what could
bee returned...peter out at the beginning of the 1950s in a climate of general indifferencee ."26 (Emphasis provided by author).
Butt perhaps it was most striking, after two and a half generations of pragmatism,
thatt the question ofjustice - and justice to the individual - moved centre stage. Robin
Cook,, Britain's Foreign Secretary, in opening the Conference on Nazi Gold held in
Londonn in December 1997, and speaking of "the distribution of gold immediately
followingg the Allied victory" said "The records tell a story of genuine efforts by the
Alliess to do therightthing in the midst of post-war chaos. The needs of the survivors
weree urgent, and decisions were taken that allowed those needs to be met. Those
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decisionss were not perfect, or exact. With the 20/20 vision of hindsight we might
havee done things differently".27
Indeed,, not only were the needs desperate, but they competed with many other
concerns,, which were accorded at least an equal and often a higher priority. Both
thee wholesale plunder of the occupied countries as well as the breadth of the war
thee Nazis waged against European Jewry and others they considered undesirable,
weree well known before the war ended. The figure of 10 million people in concentrationn camps and of 21 million displaced persons, i.e. those in the camps plus
thosee conscripted into supporting Germany's war work, had been variously cited,28
ass had the systematic spoliation of victims' assets. However, no planning could
fathomm the full extent of the consequences: theoretical knowledge was one thing,
graspingg the enormity of the practical implications quite another. Not surprisingly,, the result was a pragmatic approach that subordinated, for very good practical
reasons,, making good to individuals - who throughout the Hitler years had been
strippedd not only of their assets, and too often their lives, but also of their individualityy - to making good to the community of victims. The choice of what was
practicall in favour of what were the rights of individuals is the thread that runs
throughh the formulation and implementation of post-warrestitutionpolicy during
thee entire twenty year period from its inception through the sixties, when it was
thoughtt the chapter could be closed, at least as far as the official community was
concerned. .
Howw different then, in 1997, to hear Robin Cook continuing his opening remarks
att the London Conference "...the real victims of the Nazis were not the Central
Banks.. They were individuals. Countless individuals, who died because of their religion,, their race, their beliefs. And we must always remember that they were individuals,, because the Nazis tried so hard to reduce them to numbers, to remove their
humanity."299 At the same time that Robin Cook stressed the individuahty of victims,
Stuartt Eizenstat, then Undersecretary of State, speaking for the United States rang
thee parallel theme ofjustice.30
Itt was the questions raised by the Swiss dormant bank accounts issue that gave
thee immediate impetus to a focused search for what had remained unknown about
thee treatment of Hitler's victims and their possessions. ICEP's work itself, in filling
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inn the gaps in knowledge about these accounts, centred on the two core points of the
currentt huge effort in historical research and moral self-assessment - justice and
recognitionn of individual rights - reiterated at the London Conference. The
Committeee thus saw its work though "...focused on a specific banking issue: the fate
off funds entrusted to Swiss banks by victims of Nazi persecution." as having
"[M]ostt directly, the objective [was] to provide for simple justice for those victims
(andd their heirs) with unsatisfied claims on accounts in Swiss banks. It is also a matterr of great importance for those banks themselves and their reputation. But it has
significancee beyond the people and the institutions directly involved."31
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ÜLMETHODOLOGY Y
m . 1 .. INTRODUCTION
Thee aim of this study is to reach reasonable estimates of the wealth owned on
thee eve of the devastation by the Jewish population in those countries where the
Naziss came to hold sway. In most cases, with the notable exception of Germany,
thiss was 1938/39. The ultimate goal is to help put in perspective the question of
howw much might have been sent abroad for safekeeping. This, in turn, can help
illuminatee the issue of dormant bank accounts specifically, and of still unclaimed
assetss more generally. The size of asset holdings of the Jewish population in countriess from which flows seeking safe harbour were likely to have come, can provide
aa macro-economic dimension to the micro-search conducted by various internationallyy mandated entities, such as ICEP. Implicit in this task is an estimate of the
structuree of Jewish pre-war wealth in addition to its size. While recognising that
anyy such estimates will be flawed and, therefore, can give only an indication of the
amountss that could have been lodged abroad, they can help serve as one of the
benchmarkss against which actual discovery can be tested.
Thee war the Nazis waged on the Jews was total. They destroyed a community
off more than 8 million people and took the lives of more than 6 million individualss from the Atlantic Ocean to the Caspian Sea. The Nazis' war aimed to destroy
thee Jewish people and their culture, but to keep intact, for their own uses, the economicc assets owned by the Jews. It is this neutron bomb side of the Holocaust
whichh this study tries to help clarify.
Thee suffering of the Holocaust has no bottom line; nor will it be possible to
draww a full balance sheet of the economic devastation inflicted on the Jews by the
Nazis.. Thus, we must recognise that, even after best efforts, much will remain
unknowable.. It is important, however, to understand what still can be known and
whatt is lost in history. Despite the lack of comprehensive data, we believe that it
iss possible to make a contribution to what can be known.
in.. 2. SHORT-HAND APPROACHES
III.. 2.1. Cross-border Flows of Jewish-owned Assets
Onee possible approach to the question of the upper limit of the amount of capitall that the endangered Jewish populations might have put abroad for safekeepingg was to attempt to address the amount of cross-border flows directly. This
wouldd have finessed much of the question of the size of their wealth position at
thee eve of the war. However, attempts to track movements of flight capital through
thee ebb and flow of the volume of bank deposits and bank notes in circulation
provedd not very illuminating.
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Examinationn of such data around what we now know were crisis dates should
havee yielded some clues. Unfortunately, a number of the important dates in the
progressionn of Nazi measures to exclude Jews from economic and social life
betweenn 1934 and 1938 (see Appendix I) coincided with periods of currency
instabilityy characteristic of the 1930s. This frustrates the drawing of clear inferencess about the flow of Jewish-owned capital to safety and the destinations that
mayy have been involved. Only with the events of 1938 - the Anschluss and the
tighteningg of the Nazi noose around the Jewish population - could the rise in currencyy in circulation in what then were thought to be relatively "safe" destinations
(e.g.. Switzerland, France, the Netherlands, and the United States) be taken as a
cluee to the enlarged flow of unaccompanied and accompanied capital seeking
refuge.. (See Table III.2.1). In fact, the amounts coming out of Germany were sufficientlyy large - even though restrictions were tight and by then the pauperisation
off German Jewry through progressive exclusion from economic activities was
nearingg completion - that they led Field Marshal Goring, as head of the German
Four-Year-Plan,, to seek preventive measures.
Tablee IIL2.1. Bank Notes in Circulation
ass Percent of National Income
19311 -1939
United d United d
Kingdom m States s

Year r

Netherlands s

Sweden n

Switzerland d

1931 1
1932 2
1933 3
1934 4
1935 5

20.0 0
21.1 1
20.8 8
21.0 0
19.0 0

7.9 9
8.7 7
9.5 5
9.1 1
9.5 5

18.7 7
21.0 0
19.6 6
19.0 0
18.4 4

9.9 9
8.7 7
10.5 5
10.4 4
10.3 3

5.5 5
8.5 5
10.5 5
8.4 4
7.4 4

1936 6
1937 7
1938 8
1939 9

18.2 2
18.1 1
20.2 2
22.1 1

9.8 8
9.5 5
8.9 9
n.a a

19.9 9
18.9 9
20.1 1
23.2 2

10.6 6
11.0 0
10.9 9
11.0 0

7.1 1
6.1 1
6.9 9
7.1 1

n.aa - not available.
Source:: League of Nations: Statistical Yearbook 1942/44, Geneva.

Thee reason why the money measures fail to throw much light on the capital flight
situationn may He, in part, in the asset composition of some of these capital flows,
e.g.. foreign currency-denominated securities and precious stones and metals, which
wouldd not show up in the money statistics. Indeed, anyone seeking to escape the
tighttight exchange restrictions of the time would have sought to transfer assets via
avenuess that did not involve market transactions, such as moving them from one safe
depositt box to another. In addition, a good portion of foreign currency bank notes,
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especiallyy Swiss francs and US dollars, would have been accumulated much earlier
andd their deposit abroad not easily tracked if placed with private banks, fiduciaries
orr in safe deposit boxes.
Nevertheless,, the amount of Swiss and Dutch bank notes in circulation, after
adjustmentt for changes in economic activity, rose noticeably in 1938/39. And the
decliningg trend in bank note circulation in the United States began to reverse in
1938.. But the data are too gross to allow conclusions to be drawn about the role that
capitall flight from persecution may have played in cross-border demand for foreign
currency.. Thus, in 1938-1939 bank deposits in Switzerland actually dropped as the
Austriann Anschluss led to a break in confidence and banks moved some of their customers'' assets to branches and correspondent banks abroad, especially to the United
States.. The rise in demand for money may thus have been the counterpart of the
depositt drop rather than stemming from additional external demand. This is not to
sayy that research in greater depth could not throw further light on such movements.
However,, mis was not feasible within the scope of the current study.
m .. 2.2. National Wealth Estimates
Off course, this is not the first attempt to try and put a figure on the wealth of
Europe'ss Jewish people. Nehemiah Robinson undertook this task as early as 1944
forr the World Jewish Congress.32 His work was path-breaking for its time: he tried
too establish links between national income and wealth data, to derive, where possible,, the private sector portion and then make the leap from private sector wealth to
Jewish-ownedd wealth country by country. None of this was simple: national wealth
dataa were neither available for every country nor for every year. Therefore, for most
off the countries of interest data for the immediate pre-war years, i.e. 1938/39, had
too be patched together from a combination of wealth estimates, national income,
outputt growth and price data.33 The final, and probably weakest, link being a set of
estimatess of national wealth/national income relationships.
Robinson'ss first cut was simply to establish the share of the Jewish population in
thee total population and then apply this proportion to his national wealth figures. But
hee fully realized that this was too simplified an approach. He was well aware that in
virtuallyy all countries the occupational distribution and "social position of the Jews
inn the various economic branches was... different from that of the total population".34
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InIn particular, "|T|n estimating Jewish wealth, the negligible proportion of Jews
engagedd in agriculture compels us to disregard the agricultural wealth and population
off the countries concerned."35 Exclusion of the agricultural sector required yet anotherr estimating feat. However, this latter adjustment seems to make relatively little difference,, except for Poland, where the share of agricultural wealth in proportion to
populationn shares appears to be much below that in other countries. (See Table EQ.2.2).
Tablee III.2.2. Robinson Estimates of National and
Jewish-ownedd Wealth in 1938/39
(billionss of local currency and percent)
Wholee economy
Country y

sector
Non -agric..
n

Currency yNational l Jewish-- Jewish-- National l Jewish-- Jewish-Wealth h pop,, as % owned d Wealth h pop,, as % owned d
(billion) ) off total Wealth h (billion) ) off total Wealth h
(billion) )
pop. .
(billion) )
pop. .

Austria a
France8 8
Germany y
Hungary* *
Netherlands3 3
Poland d

Sh. .
FF F
RM M
PP
Fl l
Zl l

40 0
1,600 0
300 0
32 2
28 8
106 6

2.80 0
0.57 7
0.77 7
5.10 0
1.80 0
9.80 0

1.12 2
9.12 2
2.31 1
1.63 3
0.50 0
10.39 9

30 0
1,200 0
240 0
19 9
n.a. .
95 5

3.7 7
0.8 8
1.0 0
9.0 0
n.a. .
21.0 0

1.11 1
9.60 0
2.40 0
1.71 1
0.41 1
19.95 5

a-Privatee sector wealth.
Source:: Nehemiah Robinson, Indemnification and Reparations, Institute of Jewish Affairs,
Neww York, 1944, p. 56-81.

Robinsonn himself felt uneasy about some of these results. The amount of wealth
derivedd in this way for the Jewish population in Germany appears particularly out
off line, not only in the light of what is known today, but even relative to contemporaneouss estimates. Because no estimates were made of private sector wealth in
Germany,, the high foreign indebtedness of the official sector may help explain the
extremelyy low numbers. However, that factor cannot account for so large a difference,, the bulk more likely stemming from the weaknesses inherent in the estimatingg method. With national income accounting now well into its middle age, we
knoww that these relationships are vastly more intricate than they appeared in the
earlyy stages of this type of work. This is not to say that Robinson's results are not
valuablee - by no means as he was not only an ingenious researcher, but also a very
intuitivee one. 36
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HI.. 3. NEW APPROACH
HE.. 3.1. General Framework
Itt seemed clear quite early on in the research effort that a short-cut, top-down
approach,, aiming to distil population-sector-specific data from macro-numbers,
suchh as national income and wealth, money supply, capital flows etc., was not doable.. There still are large gaps in the availability of national wealth data, both geographicallyy and temporally. While data on national income and personal income
flowsflows are available, they generally do not relate to specific population groups and,
ass noted above, the relationship between income and wealth is not a straightforward
one. .
Forr all these reasons, a totally different approach was adopted based on a
searchh for direct wealth data or their proxy. These could generally be found in tax
statistics,, specifically in wealth and estate taxes. Of course, these data are good
onlyy to the extent that tax compliance was reasonable and/or estimates of the relativee importance of tax evasion could be made. A further problem was that in most
countries,, and especially in Western Europe, income and tax statistics were not
recordedd by religious affiliation. Accordingly, estimates relating to the Jewish
populationn had to be based on a picture of its socio-economic structure and fitted
intoo the general population data on that basis. The bottom-up approach thus
required,, in addition to building on prior studies, a search of archival source materialsrials as little detail was preserved in published historical statistics and much of the
basee data had been routinely destroyed. It involved a close study of the paper trail
leftt by the Nazi looters as well as of the documentation on restitution. Estimates
off the amounts of looted assets and of those that escaped the Nazis help put the
plausibilityy of the wealth estimates in perspective. However, within the scope of
thiss study, it has not been practicable to attempt to make first-hand estimates of
thesee latter two elements. Accordingly, reliance was placed on what source materialsrials were at hand and efforts focused on testing their reliability. Whenever feasible,, all three elements were used to come to as well-founded a conclusion as
possible. .
Thee temptation to oversimplify and to generalise is all but overwhelming given
thee complexity of the subject matter. Awareness of this problem remained a constantt priority throughout this study. Obviously, it is not possible to arrive at a singlee hard figure. But, building on a variety of approaches, depending on the type
off data available in each country, it is possible to find different pieces of the puzzlee so that, ultimately, a reasonably comprehensive picture can emerge.
Inn many ways, the puzzle-pieces come down to three interconnected estimates:
what was the initial wealth position,
** how much was looted, and
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how much was left, including how much escaped abroad.
Inn the end, it was found that, once one of the three pieces of the puzzle could be identified,, each additional piece helped corroborate the plausibility of the other parts.
Ass noted above, while estimates of pre-World War II national income are generallyy available, albeitt of varying reliability, there is a paucity of data on national
wealth.. Methods of deriving wealth estimates from national income data are
fraughtt with problems, which are intensified when one attempts to isolate private
wealthh from national wealth. Therefore, national income/wealth relationships are
usedd as one of several indicators only. Further, as the source material often does not
differentiatee between the population groups according to religion, estimates of privatee wealth have to be adapted to reflect differences in demographics, occupationall structure and geographic concentration between the population at large and its
Jewishh component. Results of such calculations are tested against estimates of
Jewish-ownedd wealth derived from other sources, including those made by the
Nazii authorities. Wherever possible, wealth estimates are based on more direct
dataa derivedfromtax revenues, profit ratios and secondary sources.
Givenn the focus on the amount of assets that could have been positioned
abroad,, the target population was defined as the more affluent among the Jewish
populations.. Of course, the term "more affluent" carries a different meaning
acrosss countries: what would be described as "low income" in France, could well
havee been "relatively affluent" in Poland. Clearly, generalised definitions must be
seenn in the context of the socio-economic conditions in each of the countries. This
difficultyy already describes the problems that an inter-country approach would
havee presented. It was, therefore, necessary to treat each country sui generis and
too distil useful country carry-overs as one went along.
Inn defining the target population, we asked the question: "who would have
hadd the wherewithal and the connections to put significant amounts of funds
abroadd at the time alarm bells were sounding". On the whole, that eliminated the
lower-- income slice of the Jewish populations, though there were exceptions. For
example,, in Poland, with its close-knit Jewish communities, it was known that
fundss might be pooled to be sent abroad. On a more technical basis, those sufficientlyy wealthy to live on their capital might have recorded a relatively low
incomee level while obviously having a considerable amount of assets at their disposition.. Also, where data availability allowed, the super wealthy were eliminated.. Their inclusion would have imparted an upward bias to the estimates, while it
wass thought preferable to err on the low side. The estimates, thus, are based on
thee assets held by the upper-lower through upper-middle wealth groups, ignoring
whatt savings those who lived at the edge of subsistence or just above it might
havee accumulated. By the same token, they also exclude the largest fortunes. The
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resultss should, therefore, be taken to tend toward the conservative end of the
range. .
Iff the definition of the target population presented problems, that of what funds
shouldd be deemed available to be moved to safe harbour proved yet more difficult.
Howw much capital was potentially available for safekeeping abroad depended not
onlyy on how much there was, but also on the asset structure. For example, wealth
concentratedd in fixed assets or in business investment would not generally be movablee abroad nor would financial assets with low or only locally high liquidity, e.g.
mortgagee paper. Accordingly, estimates had to be made, or at least a view formed,
off the relative importance of liquid assets in the total wealth structure.
Wee chose to base the estimates of the flow of funds abroad on those liquid assets
forr which there were markets with some depth and which could be considered temporarilyy dispensable. This means, to all intents and purposes, financial assets, preciouss metals and stones. While art certainly belonged in the category of moveable
wealth,, there was no way we could put even an approximate value on its share in
totall Jewish-owned wealth, let alone on that part that had been sent abroad. We also
assumedd that a relatively high share of foreign-currency denominated assets in a
portfolioo indicated a level of investment sophistication that would allow the presumptionn of knowledge and opportunity to move assets abroad. We, thus, took the
portionn of foreign currency denominated assets, augmented by that part of estimatedd tax evasion/avoidance wealth attributable to financial assets, as indicative of
fundss that might already be abroad or be poised to move there. Of course, this definitionn is also open to question. It is clear that at moments of crisis, those who could,
wouldd - and, indeed evidence tells did - increase their liabilities, cash in near-liquid
assetss (e.g. insurance policies) and call in debts. But as there was no basis for estimatingg the size of flows thus generated, prudence dictated adoption of a more circumscribedd definition.
m .. 3.2. Sample countries
Forr purposes of this study, we chose six countries, the Jewish population of which
"att 5.0 million"37 constituted more man three-quarters of European Jewry outside the
Soviett Union. Moreover, they were countries the Jewish population of which could be
consideredd representative of a yet larger segment. They are Austria, the Netherlands,
Germany,, Hungary, France and Poland. (The sequence, in which they are presented,
reflectss the relative richness of source material and the particular focus of approach).
Thee second reason for the choice was a far sadder one: these are the countries from

Byy Nuremberg definitions.
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whichh about three-quarters of those who perished came. They thus include a high
percentagee of those most likely to have left heirless assets. (See Table ni.3.1).
Tablee EQ3.1. Jewish Population and Death Toll
Country y

Jewishh Population1

Perished d

Number r

Number r

Austria a

217,250 0

65,459 9

30.1 1

Netherlands s
a)) incl. pie-war immigrants
b)) excl. pre-war immigrants

140,001 1
118,000 0

104,000 0

74.3 3

Germany y

550,000 0

165,000 0

30.0 0

Hungary y

521,640 0

298,000 0

57.1 1

France e
a)) incl. pre-war immigrants2
b)) excl. pre-war immigrants

305,000 0
250,000 0

76,134 4

25.0 0

3,300,000 0

2,900,000 0

87.9 9

Totall incl. pre-war
immigrants s

5,033,891 1

3,608,593 3,608,593 71.7 7

Totall Europe

9,450,000 0

5,800,000 0

61.1 1

6350,000 0

4,700,000 0

74.0 0

Poland d

Europee excL USSR
Sixx country total as % Europe
excl.. USSR
Sixx country total excl. pre-war
immigrants s

793 793
4,956,890 0

Percentt of Total

76.8 8
3,608,593 3

72.8 8

Ass % of Europe excl.
76.8 8
78.1 1
USSR R
Note:: For the Netherlands and France, h was not possibletodistinguish Ibe deathtollfor Ihe immigrant
populationn separately. Thus, the six-country totals including and excluding immigrants are the same.
1.. Pre-war population, Nuremberg definition.
2.. Excluding the final post-invasion wave of refugees.

Thee six sample countries were sufficiently diverse to yield a basis for indicative
conclusionss to be drawn for countries not included in the study. Among the countriess that had to be omitted for practical considerations, only Czechoslovakia and
Romaniaa had large Jewish populations; together they accounted for 15 percent of
Europe'ss Jews.
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AA separate picture was compiled for each country, partly dictated by source data
availability,, which varied considerably across the region. As in all areas covered in
thiss study, hard figures were hard to come by. In particular, Jewish population statisticss come with a note of caution. Whenever possible we chose to rely on official
censuss figures. But even this produces potential for miscalculation: first, the 1930s,
off their nature, are characterised by both population flows across borders - often in
bothh directions - and by border changes, making avoidance of double counting difficult.. Second, in some countries, e.g. France, the division between church and state
precludedd questions regarding religion being asked in the population census. Third,
evenn where population groups were distinguished by religion, it was only in some
Eastt European countries that censuses also asked, in addition to questions on religiouss affilitioa, for detail about nationality, race and language preference. In the
absencee of such data, the official sources could not provide even a starting point for
comparisonn between the pre-Hitler population statistics based on religion and the
Nazii censuses based on the Nuremberg laws.
Thee flow of Jews out of Germany after 1933, and later out of Austria, joined
thee more economic than politically motivated migration streams from further east.
Thee early waves of emigrants went, in the first instance, to other European destinations,, where a large number later were caught by the German occupation. Many
off them had taken at least part of their wealth with them or sent it onwards. The
problemm for purposes of this study is in which country's wealth estimate the wanderingg Jew should be placed. We have attempted to exclude the immediate pre-war
refugeee stream from each country's estimate and, where data availability allowed,
too make separate estimates for the original and the more recently arrived population.. Though that may not always have been successful, we are confident that the
potentiall for double counting is not distorting the results to any significant extent.
in.. 3.3. Source material
Ass noted above, in the absence of direct data on the size and structure of the
wealthh of the Jewish populations, we had to rely on partial data and fit various
sourcee materials together to reach an overall impression. The process was very much
inn the nature of forming a view of what a jigsaw puzzle depicts when most of the
piecess are missing. Each piece found was used to test and corroborate the full picturee we had derived. Quality, availability and accessibility of data differed greatly
acrosss countries. The methodology developed sought to integrate direct sources with
secondaryy ones, including qualitative material.
Thee direct information came largely from the recordss of the Nazi looting institutions,, post-war records of restitution of assets, national tax records, specifically
wealthh tax, income tax and estate tax data, and community tax and contribution
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records.records. Indirect material, as we define it, sought to derive the financial position of
thee Jewish populationfromnational data where data by religion were not available.
Thiss required determination of how the Jewish population itself was structured and
howw this structure fit into the national picture based on population, occupation,
employmentt and earnings data, income and wealth distribution and other socio-economicc indicators, such as degree of urbanisation, spread over residential districts,
degreee of literacy, etc.
Whilee for the quantitative material, in most cases, statistical sources were
accessedd directly, extensive use was made also of existing studies as well as personall recollections of surviving experts on this and related subjects. In particular,
materiall on the socio/political/economic environment was drawn from such
sources.. The results are described in the background sections to the country studiess and were essential for the understanding and interpretation of the statistical
material. .
Austriaa was particularly rich in data on the level as well as the structure of the
wealthh owned by Jews as gathered by the looting institutions. Full documentation on
thee 1938 Census of Jewish Assets (the 1938 Census) has been preserved and is
accessiblee in the Austrian State Archive as is a large amount of outgoing correspondencee of Nazi officials in charge of the expropriation process. By contrast, tax data
otherr than income tax are sparse and not reliable.
Thee Netherlands provided the prototype for the analysis on basis of estate tax
dataa and their integration with estimates of the extent and structure of looted assets.
Detailedd data exist on both the spread of the Jewish population across the country
ass well as within the cities and on its taxable income by tax brackets. In addition, we
weree given access to individual estate tax documentation, which provided a sufficientlyy large data base to draw conclusions about the level as well as the structure of
assets.. In addition, the Netherlands had been left with exceptionally detailed documentationn of the extensive spoliation of Dutch Jewry. This made it possible to test
estimatess derived from tax and other data against the record of looted assets in
greaterr depth than elsewhere. In fact, we thought this sufficiently important to add
aa section on this subject to the Dutch country account
Forr Germany, we relied on a combination of general data from the 1938
Censuss (none of the rich detail found in Austria was available for Germany;
thoughh some is preserved, it is exceedingly difficult to access), the record of dispossessionn (e.g. flight tax revenues), national wealth and income tax data, and a
wealthh of existing studies.
Hungaryy offered detailed national statistics by confession, in particular for
Budapestt where more than two-fifths of the Jewish population lived. Income and
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wealthh tax data for both, confessional Jews38 and non-Jews were the core source for
ourr estimates.
Forr France, direct source materials were very sparse. Nazi efforts to determine
thee size and whereabouts of the wealth held by Jews were not as successful as elsewhere,, partly owing to the size of the country and partly to the division between the
Occupiedd and the Unoccupied Zones, all of which made compliance with Nazi
directivess more a local matter than elsewhere. We relied on partial data on spoliationn mainly for testing purposes of our indirect estimation results. The core of the
latterr was national estate tax data.
Forr Poland we relied to a large extent on secondary sources setting out the economicc structure of the Jewish population, its share in overall earnings, taxes, etc.,
recordss in various archives on the destruction and dispossession of the Jews in
Poland,, particularly in the US National Archives, the French National Archive, Yad
Vashemm and the archives of various Jewish institutions. The archival sources are
mentionedd here specifically, although they, of course, were drawn on for all the other
countriess as well. But, in the case of Poland, the paucity of direct source materials
accessiblee to us makes these materials relatively more prominent.
Whilee all our estimates are capable of improvement, the greatest scope exists for
thee data on France and Poland. In both cases part of the relative paucity of documentationn stems from access difficulties. In France, much archival material was not
accessiblee during our two visits as most of it was reserved for the use of researchers
forr the Matteoli Commission. However, the subsequent release of the interim and
thee full reports of the Commission has not led to a revision of our results. Similarly,
inn Poland, access to archival material proved fraught with difficulties. Resource constraintss made it impracticable to conduct more extensive searches. In any case,
Polishh experts suggested that these would be unlikely to provide greater insights,
thoughh we would hope that they might help back up our conclusions.
Finally,, as additional material is continually coming on stream, not only from
archivess that formerly were behind the Iron Curtain, but alsofromprivately held collections,, it may become possible to fill some of theremaininggaps and to further
vett the results.

Thee term "Confessional Jew" refers to those who were registered members of the Jewish community.
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IV.. COUNTRY STUDIES
IV.. 1. AUSTRIA
IV.. 1.1. Background
Thee Jewish population in Austria faced ebbs and flows of anti-Semitism
throughoutt its existence. Although the advent of liberalism in the 19th century
broughtt equal rights for the Jewish population, it re-enforced the anti-Semitic
groundswell:: the threat it posed to the established order of things sparked fears and
uncertainty,, especially among the lower middle-classs which, as always, proved fertilee feeding ground for anti-Semitism. Thus, it became convenient to blame all difficultiess associated with social and political change on the Jews: it was they, it was
said,, who had caused the perceived ill-effects of the revolution of 1848 and it was
theyy who were responsible for the events that led to the break-up of the Habsburg
empiree and the consequent diminution of Austrian influence and prosperity after
Worldd War I.
Still,, throughout the period, the equalrightsstatus accorded to Jews was legally
maintained,, even through die civil war of February 1934, which wound up outlawing
thee Social-Democratic party in which many Jews had been prominent. Thus, Jews in
Austriaa accepted the "acid rain" of anti-Semitism as an integral part of their environment;; an environment that nevertheless allowed them to prosper and that, as a consequence,, attracted waves of immigration,first,at the turn of the century and during the
Worldd War I periodfromEastern Europe and Russia, and after 1933, from Germany.
Underr these circumstances, there was little anticipation of the virulence with
whichh anti-Jewish sentiment would erupt within hours after the de facto Anschluss.
Andd this was despite the danger signs that had been mounting since Hitler's assumptiontion of power. Among these, to note a few, were:
discernible, increasingly overt growth of race- as well as religion-based antisemitism; ;
the growing prominence of personalities with NSDAPties,even though the
Partyy had been outlawed since June 19,1933;
the widespread view that Austria was essentially a "German State", a view
propagatedd since the break-up of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy dividing
thosee who held that this was compatible with Austria remaining a separate
entityy from those who looked for Anschluss. This division narrowed progressivelyy in favour of the latter in the years just prior to 1938;39
3 99

Both Dollfuss and Schussnig described Austria as die "better German State". Though at least
throughh 1936 this was rooted in Germanism and in opposition to National Socialism, the latter erodedd fast. So much so, that on the eve of the plebiscite a Proclamation signed by Austrian bishops in supportt of the Anschluss was read from the pulpit in Catholic churches throughout Austria.
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** the progressive encroachment of the Hitler regime into Austrian affairs, formalisedd in the Austro-German agreement of Jury 1936, which codified
Austriaa as the second German State, committed Austria to following
Germany'ss external policy and allowed the NSDAP to re-emerge;
** and, heralding what was to come, Schuschnigg's agreement in February
1938,, under direct pressure from Hitler, to the inclusion of Seyss-Inquart40
inn the Cabinet.
Some,, however, did see the writing on the wall very clearly, especially after the
economicc persecution Jews were subjected to in Germany began to spill across the
Austriann border. Though the exodus of Austrian Jews, largely to other European destinationss and Palestine, began before the Anschluss, it amounted to a bare trickle.
Thiss reflected in part the difficulty of finding willing recipient countries, but largelyy the fact that few realised how short a time was left. Thus, there was a rude awakeningg virtually within hours of the Nazi take-over. In the night of March 12-13,1938
theree were large-scale arrests of Nazi opponents, including a high proportion of
Jews,, and the first transport of detainees to Dachau left on April 1. On the same
nightt the looting of Jewish homes and businesses began, first in the form of individual,, freewheeling actions, but soon through an extraordinarily efficient effort
aimedd to achieve full legal and factual exclusion of the Jewsfromeconomic life in
Austria. .
Whereass in Germany the intention of the Nazi regime to exclude Jews from
economicc activity and to confiscate their assets to the benefit of the Reich had
beenn heralded early on, the actual process was relatively gradual. Accordingly,
thoughh Jewish-owned wealth in Germany had been progressively eroded since
1933,, by March 1938 there still was a substantial core left in Jewish hands. But
byy that time both the internal and external considerations that had dictated such
gradualismm had virtually disappeared. As a consequence of the re-armament policy,, the economic focus had shifted toward autarky and idle resources had been
absorbed,, so that fears of internal economic disruption or the need to worry about
foreignn views no longer stood in the way of the single-minded pursuit of the exclusionaryy policy. Thus, the Austrian Anschluss came at a moment of growing convictionn in Berlin that the process of the "de-Jewing" of the economy and of taking
controll of their remaining assets should be brought to a speedy conclusion.
Nevertheless,, the swiftness and thoroughness with which the Jewish population in
Austriaa was stripped of its livelihood and possessions - only nine months later, the
Nazii authorities judged the Aryanisation process to be 75 percent complete - were
extraordinary. .
Longg time Party stalwart and after the Anschluss Reichsstatthalter.
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Thee first wave of dispossession was little more than a large-scale,, outright lootingg of Jewish homes and businesses. Thousands of self-styled Kommissars possessedd themselves of Jewish-owned businesses or their contents. The Nazi
authoritiess estimated that in Vienna alone some 7,000 such businesses, out of a total
off 33,000, were dissolved in this process.41 This went so far as to disquiet Berlin's
representativess who saw large parts of the loot they had anticipated directing into the
Reich'ss coffers disappear into the pockets of the Austrian population - Party memberss or not. In fact, the fear that the economic value of viable Jewish-owned businessess was being dissipated and that the important, and heavily Jewish-dominated,
exportt sector would suffer, emerges in reports from Vienna to Berlin42 and in parallell warnings in the Nazi press that private plundering of Jewish wealth had to stop.
Thee Völkische Beobachter (VB) of April 26,1938, was all too clear about the intent
too eradicate all traces of Jewish life:
"Byy 1942 the Jewish element must have disappearedfromVienna. No business,, no enterprise may then be managed by Jews, nor may any Jew then
havee any opportunity to earn anything, and with the exception of those streets
wheree old Jews and Jewesses are left to consume their money - which they
aree forbidden to send abroad - and to await their death, they must have disappearedd without a tracefromthe city panorama."
Itt went on:
"Thosee who are familiar with the views of any Viennese on the Jewish
questionn will not be surprised to learn that the four year period which has
beenn set for the execution of the economic death sentence on the Jews
seemss to him to be too long. He is surprised at all the "fuss" people are preparedd to make, at the scrupulous care with which Jewish property is being
guardedd and protected - enough of that, in his view: ..."The Jew must get
out,, but his stuff stays here!"...",

butt it ended with:
"Because"Because - and this must be remembered by everyone - Germany is a
"Rechtsstaat*."Rechtsstaat*. This means: in our Reich nothing happens without a legal
....XTopogroms....XTopogroms will be initiated, also not by Frau Hinterhuber agains
Sarahh Kohn of the third court, mezzanine, by the water tap."43
411

Letter of Rafelsberger, head of the Vermögensverkehrsstelle (WST), to Heinrich Himmler,
Reichsführerr SS, dated August 14, 1939, cited by Gertraud Fuchs in Die Vermögettsverkehrsstelle als
ArisierungsbehördeArisierungsbehörde Jüdischer Betriebe, unpublished dissertation, Vienna, October, 1989, p. 5
4 22
Austrian State Archives (AdR) Bürckel files: Judenfrage in Osterreich, document undated, but
clearlyy written around April - July 1938, AdR 04 Bü 90, WST, 2160/00 Bd m.
4 33
VöUrischer Beobachter, Vienna, April 26,1938, p. 2,4 cited by Botz, et al., in Eine zerstörte Kultur,
Obennayerr GmbH, 1990, p. 288. Italics as in original.
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Inn the event, the path to virtual elimination of Jewish participation in the
Austriann economy and the process of dispossession proved much shorter than the
four-yearr span foreseen in the VB. The "legal" framework was in place by end
1938.. While a multiplicity of orders, laws and regulations was promulgated, the
basicc objective was contained in three directives:
first,, die order to register by end-June all assets owned by Jews as ofApril 27,
19388 (the 1938 Census);
second,, the "order regarding the elimination of Jews from the German
economy"" of November 12,1938; and
third,, the "order regarding the utilisation of Jewish assets" of December 3,
1938. .
Whilee these orders covered the entire Reich, those in control of the "Ostmark"
(Austria)) had in fact acted well ahead of this formalisation of the dispossession
process,, so much so, that most of it was, to all intents and purposes, achieved
beforee the end of 1939.44 As a consequence the Austrian "model", its originators
and,, in any event, the Austrian experience exercised considerable influence on the
implementationn of the policy of dispossession throughout the Reich and later in
somee of the occupied countries as well. In fact, Austrian historians report that the
Austriann experience contributed to Göring's decision to formalise the centralisationn of the spoliation process.45 However that may be, the evidence shows that
Bürckell and Fischböck were important contributors to the discussions that culminatedd in the November 12, 1938 order.46
Thee growing concern in Berlin that the free-for-all plundering of Jewish housess and businesses in the weeks after March 12, 1938 was to the detriment of the
Four-Yearr Plan's and the Reichsbank's coffers, caused Bürckel to enunciate three
principles: :
first, the complete elimination of the Jewfromthe economic and the generall life in Austria, especially Vienna, was a sine qua non;
second, the "de-Jewing" should proceed in such a way that neither the internall economy nor the export sector would suffer significant difficulties;
third, die Jewish question should be solved on a legal basis, with strict laws, as
thiss was the only way to ensure that the economy remained fully functioning.
4 44

Those responsible, in addition to Reichsstatthalter Seyss-Inquart, were Josef Bürckel,
Reichskommissarr for the Re-unification of Austria with the German Reich (a German) and Hans
Fischböck,, Minister of the Economy and Labour (like Seyss-Inquart, an Austrian).
4 55
Botz, op. cit, Erika Weinzierl, Zu wenig Gerechte, Styria, 1969.
4646
Der Prozess gegen die Hauptkriegsverbrecher vor dem Internationalen Militargerichtshof,
Nuremberg,, 1948, document 1816-PS, Vol i n - IV, p. 499 ff.
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Thesee principles were to be put in play through a central organisation charged
solelyy with the Aryanisation of Jewish assets, the Vermögensverkehrsstelle (WST).
Thee WST was lodged in the Ministry of the Economy and Labour and headed by
aa newly created Staatskommissar in the Private Sector Economy, Walter
Rafelsberger,, a Party member since 1933. Although the WST was officially createdd only on May 18,1938, it began its work that April, having been named collection
pointt for the declarations of Jewish assets.
Thee principles underlying the creation of a central de Jewing organisation not
onlyy reflected the objective to proceed with dispossession in a controlled and
"legalised"" manner, but also that of the general Nazification of the Austrian economy.. The basis for a rapid integration into the Nazi economic structure already had
beenn laid in the aftermath of the banking crisis of 1931. In a nutshell, the rescue
operationn after the collapse of Credit-Anstalt resulted in de facto nationalisation of
aa large part of the Austrian banking system. As the Austrian banks, in turn, controlledd large parts of commerce and industry, the Government found itself either
owningg or in control of large segments of the economy. With little taste or aptitude
forr hands-on management of financial or industrial institutions, the Government
allowedd the management functions that had devolved upon it to become highly
politicised.. Thus, the fundamentals for Nazification of the economy were in place:
i)) concentration of economic ownership; ii) government control; and iii) political
cronyism.. Because a large part of what economic power remained in the private sectorr was in the hands of Jewish or anti-Nazi owners or managers, the elimination of
thesee "undesirables" from economic life simultaneously served the political and the
economicc purposes of the Nazi regime.
Specifically,, the policy of sequestration of Jewish property provided an opportunityy to gain control over what banking had remained outside government ownershipp and to proceed with large-scale liquidation of the small and medium size
enterprisess that typified the Austrian economy. The latter was particularly important
ass the economic Anschluss of Austria was proceeding at an artificially high
exchangee rate for the schilling,47 all but wiping out the wage differentials that had
compensatedd for the productivity gap between the two countries.
Butt the objective of improving productivity in the Austrian economy through
modernisationn and rationalisation now appeared jeopardised by the flood of wild
Aryanisationss mat had taken place over the six weeks from March 12,1938. More
oftenn than not, the self-proclaimed new owners had little or no management experi-
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On April 23,1938, with the abolition of the schilling, the rate was changedfromRM 1 = Sh 2.15
toRMl=Shl.5. .
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encee so that the future of viable businesses was less than assured. And any reversal
off the take-over of those businesses actually slated for liquidation or consolidation
couldd hardly be accomplished without creating public ill will, especially where
Partyy members were involved. Party members, particularly those who had been part
off the underground NSDAP, considered having the pick of Jewish-owned businessess - without commitment of capital - as their due: this was the "Wiedergutmachung"" they claimed to be owed both for economic deprivation suffered during
thee period the NSDAP was outlawed and for the ill-effects they experienced as a
consequencee of the Jewish influence on the economy. It seems ironic that the postwarr German and Austrian Governments would choose to use the same term for their
indemnificationn of Nazi-victims!
Bürckell thus saw the need to drive a wedge between the process of
"Wiedergutmachung"" and that of the "de-Jewing" of the economy as one of his early
tasks.. In that, he never quite succeeded. Party members overwhelmingly became the
neww owners of Jewish businesses: Rafelsberger, in his report on the activity of the
WSTT of February 1,1939, notes that by mat time over three-quarters (77.6 percent)
off the Aryanisation of Jewish businesses slated to survive had been accomplished.48
Off these more than two-thirds (67.2 percent) had gone to Party members. The
Germann authorities clearly were content that the sale price credited to the Jewish
ownerr be held to a minimum, but the price actually to be paid by the new owner was
too reflect the market value of the enterprise, the difference, the "Aryanisation tax"
(Auflage),, going to the Reich. This division between sale and transaction price was,
inn any event artificial, as mere was no intention of letting the Jewish "seller" have
controll over his share of the proceeds. The latter was paid into a frozen account
underr control of the Nazi authorities, who were concerned only that the amounts
heldd should at least suffice to cover the Reichsftuchtsteuer and other emigration and
tax-relatedd charges. In fact, the pricing procedures neatly demonstrate the
Kafkaesquee nature of the complex of legal and contractual fiction that enshrouded
whatt was simply an expropriation process. As Party members often did not have orr claimed not to have - the resources to cover even the sale price of the enterprises
theyy vied for, let alone the market price, they received credit facilities based on the
futuree earnings of the business in question. And, obviously, despite efforts to put the
valuationn procedure into the hands of professional auditors, there remained sufficientt leeway for cronyism to ensure that price considerations did not always exert
constraints.. Thus, the Aryanisation process yielded the Reich considerably less than
anticipated.. While, according to the WST, business assets reported in the 1938

4 88

AdR OS, Finanzen, Der Staalskommissar in der Privatwirtschaft: Bericht über die Entjudung der
Ostmark,Ostmark, 1 Feber 1939.
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Censuss totalled RM 321 million, the market prices realised (though not necessarilyy fully paid) by end-1939, when Aryanisation was 85 percent complete, amountedd to only RM 137.5 million.49 50 This shows how little reliance can be placed on
officiall Nazi accounting data of spoliation flows as a basis for estimating actual
valuess of Jewish-owned assets: the amounts officially realised on behalf of the
Reichh appear to be afractionof the actual market values at the time, which themselvess represent a fraction only of the values in normal times before their owners
camee under Nazi jurisdiction.
Nevertheless,, the Austrian datafromthe 1938 Census provide a reasonable guide
too the minimum level of the wealth of the Jewish population in Austria. As the declarationss were made within weeks of the Anschluss, Jewish-owned wealth had not
yett been eroded to anywhere near the extent that it had in Germany. Nor had the
majorityy of the Jewish population given up hope that they would be able to preserve
aa reasonable part of their assets through compliance. Accordingly, mistaken optimismm together with overwhelming fear appears to have produced an extraordinary
degreee of compliance. Even so, the WST complained with considerable frequency
aboutt apparent pre-positioning of assets. In the business sphere, cash holdings,
inventoriess and accounts receivable were said to have been reduced and liabilities
increased,, or at least not met when due, leaving the business with net liabilities
beloww its market value (normally calculated on the basis of a formula relating
turnoverr for the three previous years, net profits customary for the branch in question,, the balance sheet position and net assets, defined in a very restrictive way).
Reportedd non-business liabilities also appear relatively high. Furthermore, the censuss covered only those who owned assets worth RM 5,000 and over. A large part,
perhapss one half, of the Jewish population thus was exempted. The relatively high
percentagee of business owners falling below the reporting line is indicated by officiall Nazi data on business assets: the census reported 13,724 owners, including
thosee in the free professions, while the number of non-farm businesses slated for
Aryanisationn (4,755) and liquidation (21,143), at 25,898, was almost twice as large.
IV.. 1.2. The Jewish Population
Onn the eve of the Anschluss there were still 185,246 confessional Jews in Austria
ass compared with 191,481 registered in the 1934 Census. This relativery small decline
4 99

Including liquidation proceeds.
Note that only those owning assets worth RM 5,000 or more were included in the census. Businesses
couldd exclude liabilities, so that their cut-in point was at RM 5,000 in net assets. This excluded a large
partt of Jewish-owned businesses, which, however, did not escape the Ayranisation process. Not surprisingly,, reported net values included an unusual amount of liabilities in a sufficient number of cases
too make a difference. Consequently, the gaps between both original and actual values and those reportedd in the Aryanisation process most certainly exceed the 2 to 1 ratio implied by these numbers.
5 00
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largelyy reflected natural shrinkage associated with areducedbirth rate. This was partlyy offset by an influx of Jews from neighbouring countries, especially from Germany,
att a time when the progressive closure of borders to would-be Jewish immigrants constrainedd outflows from Austria.
Thee majority of the Jewish population was concentrated in Vienna, with 175,099
orr almost 92 percent living there according to the 1934 Census. Thus, though Jews
inn 1934 accounted for only 2.8 percent of the overall population, their visibility in
Vienna,, where they had a population share of 9.4 percent, was vastly greater.
Althoughh capital cities often were the most important Jewish population centres in
otherr countries as well, the degree of concentration in Austria was quite extraordinary,, especially as compared with Germany. Inclusion of those later counted as Jews
underr the Nuremberg laws would have raised the concentration ratio yet more.
Theree are no estimates available of the number of Jews who would fall under the
Nazii definition at the time of the Anschluss. By the time of the next census, in May
1939,, the number of confessional Jews - the only group for which a basis of comparisonn is available - had more than halved to 81,943, or 42.8 percent, of their 1934
total.. Under the assumption that the number of non-confessional Jews would have
shrunkk in line with those registered with the Jewish Community (Kultusgemeinde),
onee can estimate that in the spring of 1938 there might have been about 217,500
'fulll Jews" in Austria.51
AA count of the number of ration books issued indicates that only 5,243 Jews
remainedd in Vienna by the end of the war. According to Erika Weinzierl 52 no
moree than some 200 had been hidden by non-Jews. As there likely were only a
few,, if any, left in the countryside, the total remaining in Austria by 1945 probablyy did not exceed 5,500. Blau gives a figure of about 5,000 "Stammesjuden" (full
Jews),, of which 2,228 were confessional Jews. Many non-confessional Jews lived
inn mixed marriages and thus had been saved from deportation.53 Thus, Nazi
Austriaa had virtually accomplished its goal: all but a shade over one percent of the
Jewishh population of 1934 had been driven out or killed. The stark deportation statisticss show that 48,504 Jews were sent to concentration camps from Austria and
thatt of those who managed to emigrate, an estimated 15,000, once again fell into
Germann hands and perished in the camps. This means that with only 2,142
Austriann Jews surviving in the camps, a reported 65,459 did not.54 The evidence,
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Moser cites a number of 206,00 in Benz, op. cit, p.70.
Weinzierl, op. cit
5 33
Blau, op. cit
5 44
Jonny Moser, Die Judenverfolgung in österreich 1938-1945, Europa Verlag. The Dokumentationsarchivtionsarchiv des österreichischen Widerstandes is currently engaged in a project to provide a full listingg of all Jewish Holocaust victims.
5 22
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ass shown below, indicates that a reasonably large proportion of these probably had
somee asset holdings abroad.
IV.. 1.3. Occupational Structure
Officiall data on occupation and employment did not provide a breakdown by
religionn before the Anschluss. Only the census of May 1939, by which time the
Jewishh population already had shrunk to about one half its pre-Anschluss size, gives
aa detailed picture of the economic structure of what Jewry remained. Data for earlierr periods rely largely on necessarily fragmentary information provided by the
Kultusgemeinde.. Most writers resort, often without attribution, to a 1937 monographh on the economic situation of the Jewish minorities published by the World
Jewishh Congress in 1938 (WJC1938).55 This study, which relates apparently - no
specificc dates are given - to thee situation in 1935/36, describes the economic conditionn of the Jews in Austria as significantly worse than that of the population at
large.. The latter, in turn, was bad enough as in Austria the generally difficult economicc environment was exacerbated by the structural weaknesses in the economy
andd by deliberate German efforts to increase pressure on the Austrian Government,
includingg through economic measures. These circumstances were particularly disastrouss for the Jewish population, much of which gained its livelihood from running
small,, independent enterprises that operated at the margin of profitability and yieldedd their owners little more than a subsistence level existence. This, on top of the
ongoingg de facto exclusion of Jews from many parts of economic life, which was
partt and parcel of the functioning of the Austrian Corporate State, ledtoincreasing
pauperisationn of the Jewish community.
Accordingg to WJC1938 only 36.5 percent of Austrian Jews, or about 70,000,
weree gainfully employed; this compared with 45 percent for the population at
large.. Thus, while the ratio of working to non-working persons in Austria was
roughlyy one-to-one, it was one-to-two among the Jewish population. The tax rolls
off the Kultusgemeinde show that of its 191,481 members in 1934, 52,453 (or 27.4
percent)) paid Community tax. If the average size of the taxpaying family unit was
2.3,, this means that roughly 63 percent of the Jewish community population had
sufficientt means to be taxable, whereas almost two-fifth were indigent or had only
marginall incomes. This fits with the general description of the economic plight of
aa large part of Austrian Jewry cited above. On top of this came the burden
imposedd by the stream of refugees, most of whom fell to the care of the local
Community. .
555

Congres Juif Mondial, Departement Economique, La Situation Economique des Juifs dans le
Monde,Wo\.Monde,Wo\. I, Paris 1938, p. 25ff.
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Thee concentration of the Jewish population in Vienna is key to its occupational
spreadd and its economic situation. More than half, as in other middle-European
countries,, was self-employed and business units tended to be small, creating little
additionall employment outside the family unit. This picture appears to be supportedd also by the large share of Jewish women in employment, especially in the industryy and trades sector and in the free professions, 32 and 47 percent, respectively.56
Althoughh the occupational spread differs somewhat among sources, the general distributionn is clear: about one half was employed in commerce and transportation,
overr one-fifth in the professions and the public service, andd up to one-fifth in industryy and trade. As noted above, the economic structure of the Jewish population
explainss much of the penury under which more than one-third lived. But it also
showss the important role Austrian Jewry played in some sectors of the economy and
explainss the ability of a significant number to join the relatively affluent classes.
Thus,, fully 10 percent of those paying Community tax lived off the income from
theirr capital. This, plus the high visibility of Jews in the banking, retail, professionall and some trades sectors, led to the belief of far greater wealth in the Jewish
Communityy of Austria than actually existed. Still, there is no doubt that the amount
off assets held by Austrian Jews was significant, even if it disappointed the efficient
despoiler. .
IV.. 1.4. Income and Wealth Position
Dataa on income and wealth in pre-war Austria are scarcer than elsewhere. Estate
taxes,, a major source in some other countries for both the level and structure of
wealth,, are available only as gross totals. Furthermore, their low yield suggests that
no,, or only sporadic, enforcement efforts were made. The wealth tax was designed
too supplement the income tax, i.e. it was imposed only on income-generating assets.
Thee Austrian authorities, therefore, considered it a wealth tax in name only.57 It cut
inn at Sh 36,000 (RM 24,000) and generated only modest revenues, Sh 8 million vs
Shh 106 million for the income tax. In fact, it was considered of such limited value
that,, as an administrative saving measure, wealth tax returns were reported in detail
onlyy every second year. Income tax evasion was rife and little, if any, work has been
donee on trying to establish a relationship between income and wealth. Thus, wealth
estimatess must rely on partial data and there is only limited opportunity to test the
reasonablenesss of results based on one approach against those found in different
ways.. The core source for research into the economic position of Austrian Jewry,
therefore,, is the data the Nazis amassed themselves in their pursuit of Jewish assets.
5 66
NARA, RG 200, Duker and Dwork Gift Collection (OSS Research and Analysis Branch - Jewish
Desk),, box 12, file 112, The Jews of Austria.
5 77
Osterreichisches Statistisches Landesamt, Statistische Nachrichten, 1938, p. 154-155.
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Ass noted above, the spoliation machine began its work in Austria with extraordinaryy speed and with devastating efficiency. Because the Jewish population had
beenn long used to adapting its life to the prevalent anti-Semitism and to its exclusionn from a number of activities, it was perhaps even less prepared for the swift and
thoroughlyy organised ways in which Nazi Austria would reach for its assets. "The
soupp is never eaten as hot as it comesfromthe stove" was the sentiment of the day
andd many seemed to believe that compliance with Naziregulationswould help ward
offf the worst. In any event, the feeling was overwhelmingly that lightning would
onlyy strike next door. About six weeks after the Germans marched into Austria, Jews
withh assets of at least RM 5000 were ordered to list all they owned as of April 27,
1938.. They complied with astonishing meticulousness. Even those who had managedd to escape abroad frequentlyregisteredthrough trustees in, as it would turn out,
thee vain hope of saving something.
Theeregistrationof assets was the first step in the ruthless dispossession process
thatt was to follow. It provided the basis on which the WST developed its blueprint
forr expropriation. Both, the analytical summaries of the results of this census of
Jewish-ownedd assets and the bulk of the individualregistrationforms still survive.
Theyy tell the story of the economic destruction of Austrian Jewry in devastating
detail. .
Thee WST operated from the Ministry of the Economy and Labour, but the
politicall push and pull between Berlin and Vienna quickly led to actual responsibilityy for this issue, so important to Berlin, to come under the direct control of Bürckel,
whoo represented Berlin at the highest level. The WST very quickly made its statisticall analysis of the results of the census public. The findings, based on 47,768 declarations,, came to a gross total of RM 2,295,085,000 and to RM 2,041,828,000 after
deductionn of liabilities.*» (See Table IV1.1).
Thee actual number of declarations filled in, however, appears to have been
66,605,, according to thefilenumbers issued and the fact that registration forms with
numberss in the 60,000 series can be found at the Austrian State Archives.59 This
totall number also is plausible as the core of the W S T files, more than 52,000 completedd forms, is still lodged at the State Archives in Vienna. Additional files were
cededd to the regional authorities, to which the WST passed jurisdiction for their
residentsresidents on November 15, 1939.60 At that time the activities of the W S T also
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The gross total is net of business liabilities as respondents were allowed toreportbusiness assets on
aa net basis.
5 99
AdR 05 Finanzen, Vermögensverkehrsstelle, Vermögensanmeldungen.
6 00
These can be found, at least in part, in die archives of the relevant States.
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passedd from an active to a wind-up mode. By the end of 1943, when nothing was
leftt to be despoiled, the remnants of the W S T were downgraded to a section in the
Officee of the Reichsstatthalter.
Thee number of forms completed is of importance because it indicates the size of
thee Jewish population that had a certain amount of wealth, even though the starting
point,, at RM 5,000, was low. There are no firm data for the number of Jews who
wouldd falll under the reporting requirement at the time of the Anschluss. However,
interpolatingg between the results of the May 1939 Census, the number of confessionall Jews in 1938, and what is known about emigration flows, gives substance to
ourr estimate of around 217,500. That would mean that 30.6 percent of the Jewish
population,, under Nuremberg laws definition, reported assets over RM 5,000.61
Whuee not strictly comparable, it may be recalled that 27.4 percent of taxpayers
amongg confessional Jews made contributions to the Jewish Community in 1935.62
Thesee relative shares are remarkably close especially as the majority of
Kultusgemeindee contributors can be taken to represent family units, while in the
19388 Census there often were separate declarations for husbands and wives, and
sometimess for children as well.63
Forr purposes of this study, two samples were drawn from the declarations in
thee Austrian State Archives. These yielded a better understanding of the analytical
tabless presented by the WST, allowed a view of the asset structure to be formed
inn greater detail and gave some indication of the size and location of assets held
outsidee the country. They also gave an, at first unintended, insight into the personall history of the respondents generally and of the process of expropriation
specifically.. For the first sample (Sample I), 4 of the total stock of 183 boxes containingg declarations on private property (2.2 percent) were drawn at random in
orderr to provide a sense of the wealth distribution and the frequency of holdings
off financial assets. The second sample, (Sample II), of 18 boxes (9.8 percent),
includedd declarations of those reporting security holdings only as this group was
deemedd most likely to have had the wherewithal as well as the know-how required
forr putting some of their wealth abroad.
Itt was Sample I that provided the clue as to why the WST reports focussed on
onlyy 47,768 declarations. First, the reporting instructions required respondents to
capitalisee salaries, pensions and annuities and report the capital sum as wealth. The
capitalisationn calculations were to be made on the basis of a prescribed actuarial
6 11

Based on the 66,605 file numbers issued; 22.0 percent based on the 47,768 declarations reported
on,, and apparently classified for active use, by the WST.
6 22
Or, with a 2.3 person family size, 63 percent of the confessional community.
6 33
This is clearly evident in the two samples of 915 and 1076 declarations respectrvery, drawn for the
purposess of this study.
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scale.. For example, an employee or annuitant born in 1912 and receiving RM 100
wass required to report 16 times the annual sum, i.e. RM 19,200 as wealth for censuss purposes. Obviously, if there were no other assets, the Reich could squeeze
veryy little from these respondents, especially since many listing salary-based
wealthh reported their forced loss of employment at the same time. Examination of
thee individual files shows, indeed, that the W S T dropped such declarations from
action-orientedd consideration.
Second,, there were a number of cases reporting negative wealth as liabilities
exceededd assets; and finally, there were files missing, which probably were
removedd because respondents had not actually been required to report or their
assetss had been confiscated before the reporting date. Sample I of four boxes
shouldd properly have included 1250 files; of these 223 (or 17.8 percent) were
missing,, 3 (or 0.2 percent) reported negative assets; and 112 (or 9.0 percent) had
noo assets other than capitalised income. This left 915 (or 73.2 percent) usable
files.. If this sample is representative of the total - and there is further evidence
sett out below that, indeed, it is - the 47,768 files included in the statistical base of
thee W S T should equal 73.2 percent of the total, which then would amount to
65,2577 files, only 2 percent short of the 66,605 file numbers issued.
Thee dispossession process in Austria, including the activities of the WST, is especiallyy well documented, in part because the main players were intent that it should
servee as a model for the Reich at large and thereby increase their influence in Berlin.
Theyy therefore argued, within weeks of the de facto Anschluss, that the foreign policy
considerationss that had dictated gradualism in the early years of the Reich had fallen
awayy with decreased economic dependence on foreign trade and the return of the
Reichh upswing consequent upon the rearmament process should not benefit Jewishownedd businesses. All this pointed to speedy and centralised action. What was seen as
thee resulting benefits for the Austrian economy would also compensate for some of
thee adverse effects that came with Austria's joining Germany's autarkic circle.64
Thee wish to keep control - not least in order to keep balance between the need
too import capital from the Reich and the desire to ward off take-overs of desirable
Jewish-ownedd businesses by Reich Germans - and to gain influence in Berlin led to
extensivee documentation of the path of dispossession. Thus, in mid-1939, the W S T
wentt public with a major exhibition on Jewish-owned wealth and the results of

6 44

AdR 04 Bürekel Arisienmg W S T (fol. 1-307), 2160/00 Bd.1, Note, without signature, setting out a
swiftt Aryanisation plan, dated April 27, 1938, dictated April 24 (before Göring's older for the registrationn of Jewish-owned assets was promulgated), could be from Rafelsberger's hand
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Aryanisation.655 An unpublished dissertation on the "de-Jewing" of the Austrian
economyy by Karl Schubert, almost certainly an employee of the WST,66 and much
off the official correspondence, (though for the most part only outgoing), demonstratingg inter alia the push and pull between Berlin and the Ostmark, between governmentt departments and between the Party and government officials, is preserved.
Alll these sources agree in their preliminary estimate that Jewish-owned wealth in
Austriaa would have amounted to at least RM 3-3.5 billion.67
Ass noted above, the WST reported in February 1939 that the assets registered
ass being owned by Jews as of April 1938, according to the Berlin definition, came
too a net total of RM 2 billion or RM 42,745 per respondent. For purposes of this
study,, which attempts to estimate the asset position of the Jewish population at a
timee when it still could exercise discretion over its uses, future income flows, (i.e.
capitalisedd pensions, salaries, etc.) are excluded. Adjusting the WST data to this
definitionn yields a net wealth of RM 28,393 per respondent as compared with RM
32,0711 for Sample I. (See Table IV. 1.2). The main difference again is definitional
ass we eliminated from our sample all cases showing negative wealth. The resultingg reduction in average liabilities (by a whopping RM 3,280 on average)
accountss for the greater part of the differential. Consequently, estimates of gross
assets,, at averages of RM 33,695 and RM 34,093 for the WST and the sample
respectively,, are remarkably close. A second major, but partly offsetting, differencee concerns the holding of financial assets, where the WST average of RM
14,0388 exceeds the RM 12,234 yielded by our sample. This difference may arise
fromfrom W S T lapses in the valuation of securities. For example, at times foreign
currencyy values are not converted but simply transposed into RM, at times bond
maturityy values are recorded rather than market values, etc. It is interesting, however,, that these errors appear to cumulate to a distinctly upward valuation bias notable,, perhaps, in connection with the fact that the W S T calculations provided
thee basis for the Reichsfmchtsteuer assessment.68
655

Die Entjudung der Wirtsckafl in der Ostmark, Ausstellung der Vennögensverkehrsstelle im
Ministeriumm fur Wïrtschaft und Arbeit, Vienna, undated. The data and charts were drawn from
Rafelsbergertt February 1939 report, op. cit
666
Karl Schubert, Die Entjudung der OstmarUschen Wirtschqfi und die Bemessung des Kaufpreises im
Entjudungsverfahren,Entjudungsverfahren, unpublished dissertation, Hochschule fur Welthandel, Vienna, 1940. T
sertationn served as a prime source for much of the history written on this subject. A Karl Schubert
appearss in the WST's personnel correspondence at the time its functions were being dispersed.
6 77
It is not quite clear on what exchange rate between the schilling and the RM these estimates were e
basedd This would depend in part on the date of estimation. For dates after the Anschluss the presumptionn must be that the newly decreed Sh 1.5 = RM 1 rate was used, which would tend to overestimatee the wealth held by Austrian Jews as compared with that owned by their German counterparts.
688
The objective of expropriating as large as possible a proportion of Jewish-owned assets under a
mantlee of legitimacy seems to have been the rationale for the inclusion of capitalised current income
flowss in total wealth. This allowed confiscation of a greater slice of reported wealth from those who
hadd assets in excess of these capitalised values.
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IV.. 1.5. The Structure of Wealth
Inn view of the above explanations, Sample I appears to mirror the full 1938
Censuss data remarkably well. Accordingly it, and the somewhat larger Sample II
drawnn in the same manner, can be used as a grossing up basis for the wealth and the
wealthh structure of the Jewish population. (See Table IV1.3)
Tablee IV. 13. Comparison of Wealth and
Structuree of Wealth
Adjustedd Census and Sample I Data
(RMM and percent)
Censuss
Grosss assets
Average e

Sample I
RM M

33,6955

34,093

Percentt of average gross assets
Structure e
Reall estate and land
Businesss capital
Tangiblee valuables
Financiall assets

34.9 9
19.9 9
3.4 4
41.8 8

40.1 1
20.3 3
3.7 7
35.9 9

Totall average gross assets

100.0 0

100.0 0

Inn the structure of reported Jewish-owned wealth in Sample I, real estate and
landd are the most important assets, representing 40 percent of the total. Second in
importancee are financial assets, with 36 percent. For the census data this order is
reversedd with financial assets, at 42 percent, ranking first and fixed assets, at 35 percent,, second. These are followed by business capital with 20 percent in both data
sets.. Not surprisingly, tangible valuables, which include precious stones, art works,
etc.,, but exclude normal household items, come last at just under 4 percent. In this
categoryy undervaluation played a major role: for example, a number of declarations
includedd itemised lists of art works. Some of these were valued by the Dorotheum,
whichh heavily under-priced important art - purportedly to avoid piquing the interest
off Goring's and Hitler's scouts - but also priced pieces of "degenerate art", such as
Kokoschkas,, at RM 25.
Inn Sample II, which focuses on those respondents who reported owning securities,, the asset structure looks vastly different. Financial assets, at 53.8 percent, representt over half the wealth with securities accounting for almost two-fifths. (See
TableIVl.4). .
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Tablee IV.1.4. Wealth and Structure of Wealth
basedd on Samples of Census Declarations
(RMM and percent)
Alll Declarations tions
(Samplee I)
Grosss assets
Averagee gross value

34,093 3

Declarations s Declarations s
Reporting g nott Reporting
Securities s
Securities s
(Samplee II)
RM M
67,702 2

19,069 9

Percentt of average gross assets
Structure e
Reall estate and land
40.1 1
29.7 7
53.1 1
Businesss capital
20.3 3
12.9 9
26.1 1
Tangiblee valuables
3.7 7
3.6 6
4.0 0
Financiall assets
35.9 9
53.8 8
16.8 8
off which:
Claims s
3.8 8
0.3 3
Liquidd assets
12.6 6
10.2 2
12.4 4
Securities s
15.9 9
39.0 0
off which:
domestic domestic
12.5 12.5
20.1 20.1
foreign foreign
3.4 3.4
18.9 18.9
Insurance e
3.6 6
4.3 3
off which:
domestic domestic
2.0 2.0
2.7 2.7
0.9 0.9
foreign foreign
1.6 1.6
1.6 1.6
3.5 3.5
Totall average
grosss assets
100.0 0
100.0 0
100.0 0
Note:: Column "All Declarations" and column "Declarations not reporting securities"" refer to Sample I consisting of 915 declarations; column "Declarations
reportingg Securities" refers to Sample II consisting of 1076 declarations.

Withinn the securities portfolio, equities, at 5.4 percent of total assets are significantlyy more important than in Sample I, where they amount to less than 1 percent
Despitee this higher share of equities, there appears to have been a marked portfolio
preferencee in favour of fixed interest securities, especially when compared with the
patternn found in France and die Netherlands. However, in part reflecting the narrownesss of the local securities markets, foreign issues and foreign currency denominatedd securities were highly important: in Sample I they account for more man one-fifth
(211 percent) of the securities portfolio and in Sample II for almost one half (48 percent).. In both cases a significant part of financial assets was reported to be held
abroad,, France and Switzerland being favoured locations.69 As could have been
6 99

A search of all the files available (183 boxes) yielded some hundred-odd declarations reporting
bankk accounts held in Switzerland, sometimes including the account number.
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expected,, the securities owning group reported significantly higher wealth positions
thann the average group: at RM 67,702 per respondent, they were twice as high.
Forr both samples the median value of reported wealth falls within the RM
20,000-50,0000 bracket. However, it is difficult to conclude from these data what
totall family wealth may have been. Although the census was directed at heads of
household,, the sample data include cases of spouses filing separate declarations
(799 such cases were identified yielding average family assets of RM 118,449).
Thee likelihood that there were multiple declarations per family - and that some
managedd to fall below the reporting requirement as a consequence - is also supportedd by the high female participation rate in the census. This is not surprising
consideringg both the prevalence of family-run businesses and the consequent high
employmentt rate for Jewish women noted earlier, as well as the widespread traditionn for Jewish women not to pool their property upon marriage. Thus, in Sample
I,, 45 percent (414) were women. Their average wealth level, at RM 29,691, was
almostt 20 percent below that of the males (RM 37,731) and the structure differed
significantly.. (See Table IV. 1.5). Women's assets were concentrated in real estate
andd land (50.3 percent) and they owned an associated higher share in claims (primarilyy mortgages). By contrast, they held only 30 percent of their wealth in financiall assets, as compared with 40 percent for males. Within that, liquid assets took
aboutt the same share, 12 and 13 percent respectively, but holdings of securities by
women,, at 9 percent, fell far short of the 20 percent held by males.
Samplee II, confined to those respondents who held securities, shows a similar
divisionn between males and females: 42 percent of the cases are female, and the
averagee amount of wealth held by them, at RM 58,375, is about one quarter short
off the male average of RM 76,224. However the wealth structure is quite different:: for both males and females financial assets carry the heaviest weight, 52 and
588 percent respectively. Securities, at 45 percent, well above the 37 percent for
males,, constituted the single most important item in the females' portfolio.
Thee 79 cases in which a spouse relationship could be determined registered a
notablyy higher average than that found for the sample as a whole. This probably
reflectss the lower earnings and wealth accumulation capacity of single females as
indicatedd also in the occupational structure. Unfortunately, even where respondentss filed under the same surname and at the same address, a spousal relationshipp cannot be assumed because of the prevalence of extended family households.
Thus,, it is not possible to draw clear conclusions about the number of multiple primaryy family declarations in the sample. The results imply that these may account
forr at least one-eighth of the declarations filed.
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Thee 1938 Census as well as the sample data show thee importance of the age distributionn for both the size and the structure of reported wealth. It is well known that
thee Jewish population of Austria was an ageing one - partly because of natural
demographicc developments (loss of young males in World War I) and partly because
off emigration, especially to Palestine, of young people. This is also reflected in the
censuss data: the median age of respondents falls in the 50-59 age group. Excepting
thee under tens and the over eighties, which contain very few respondents, this group
alsoo held the highest average wealth, RM 41,338 in gross and RM 34,183 in net
assets.. (See Table IV1.2). This spread is quite similar for the Sample I data, though
thesee numbers are somewhat lower and it is the 70-79 age bracket that shows the
highestt average wealth. (See Table IV. 1.6). The asset structure for the median
(50-59)) group mirrors the overall average quite closely with a couple of percentage
pointss over average for business capital offset by a lower relative importance of
financiall assets. This is not surprising since peak involvement in business investmentt can be expected for that age group. From age sixty liabilities diminish in
importancee and financial assets gain.
Tablee IV. 1.6. Average Wealth
Samplee I and Sample II 1 by Age Group
(inRM) )
Agee Group

Samplee I

Samplee II

Underr 20
20---29 9
30---39 9
40 0-49 9

27,497 7
30,855 5
16,246 6
27,142 2

46,398 8
42,110 0
51,380 0
68,184 4

5 0 -- 59 2 2
60---69 9
70---79 9
800 and over
Nott specifying age

38,450 0
36,834 4
48,104 4
20,263 3
21,241 1

65.510 0
77,179 9
76,587 7
26,180 0
82,458 8

67,702 2
>tall 34,093
1.. Securities owners
2.. Bracket includes median value.

Howw then do these jigsaw pieces add to a coherent picture of Jewish-owned
wealthh in Austria at the eve of the Anschluss? We estimated that at that time there
wouldd have been about 217,500 Jews - as defined by the Nazis - in Austria. With
averagee family - though not household - size of 2.3, that means 94,565 family units.
Wee also estimate that the 47,768 asset declarations filed with the W S T representedd 41,797 family units (as one-eighth of the declarations involved sets of spouses
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filingg separately). Adjusting the average net wealth derived from Sample I accordingly,, we estimated average net assets as reported to the WST to amount to KM
36,6533 per family unit.
Thee 1938 Census declarations, with 41,797 family units filing, cover 44 percentt of estimated total Jewish family units. However, we know that 63 percent of
thee Jewish population registered with the Kultusgemeinde had sufficient means to
makee tax contributions to the Jewish community. There is no reason to assume
thatt non-confessional Jews, on average, had a lower income and wealth position
thann did members of the Kultusgemeinde. In fact, one could make an argument
thee other way as they would have eschewed access to Community assistance and
wouldd have had easier access to economic opportunities. The census results,
althoughh they record assets held by mixed marriage partners (Versippte) separately,, do not provide guidance in this respect. They do show a lower average asset
positionn for this category than for the Jewish group. However, the mixed marriage
groupp includes a much higher percentage of housewives - 26 vs 15 percent - than
thee Jewish group, indicating a greater likelihood of more numerous multiple
spousee filings. And we saw earlier that women filing on their own behalf reportedd lower average assets holdings than males.
Soo we can assume that economic conditions did not differ greatly between confessionall and non-confessional Jews, at least not in a downward direction with
respectt to the latter. If that is so, then one can also assume that at least 63 percent
off the total would have had sufficient means to accumulate some wealth.
Applicationn of this ratio to the 217,500 Jews who fell under Nazi threat in 1938
yieldss 59,576 family units that could be considered to have had means. The
remainderr would be deemed to have had incomes that just about covered thenneedss or to have been wholly or in part dependent upon social assistance, all with
littlee ability for wealth accumulation. Their savings would largely have been in the
formm of pension and insurance policies. Indeed, Sample I shows that the income
basee of 11 percent of the sample population consisted solely of salaries, pensions
orr annuities.
Thee adjusted 1938 Census data70 record a total gross wealth position of RM 1.6
billionn for the Austrian Jewish population in April 1938.71 According to Sample I,
meree would have been 41,797 family units holding on average RM 38,532 each.

7 00

After deduction of capitalised income flows.
The use of gross rather dun net wealth was considered more appropriate as the goal is to identify
diee amount of moveable wealth; this would include liquidity mobilised by borrowing against assets,
includingg claims.
7 11
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Extendingg this to 59,576 family units yields RM 2.3 billion. A first approximation
off the full wealth position would thus fall within this range, probably quite a bit
abovee the lower bound, but perhaps somewhat below the upper one.
AA number of factors add to the base levels. First, on the eve of the Anschluss
theree most certainly would have been more families with a significant amount of
wealthh than responded to the census. Although compliance appeared astoundinglyy high, there would have been a certain degree of evasion as well. In addition,
whereass Austrian Jews residing abroad were also liable to respond, and a number,
especiallyy those with remaining relatives in Austria, did, a goodly number surely
didd not. And the numbers outside were large. We know, for example, that when
France,, the Low Countries and most of Eastern Europe came under Hitler's sway,
att least some 15,000 of those who had managed to escape across the Austrian borderss fell once again into Nazi hands and perished in the camps. Therefore, even if
thee assumption that 63 percent of the Jewish population would have conformed to
thee average holdings recorded for Sample I were to be on the high side, it is likelyy that non-compliers would have had higher than average wealth levels. Thus, any
over-estimationn of family units with average wealth would have been balanced by
aa likely higher than reported actual average. Nevertheless, we scaled back the
sharee of wealth-holding families to 55 percent, which still yields a base estimate
off Jewish-owned wealth of RM 2.0 billion.
AA second, obvious, point is that there would have been under-reporting of
assets,, by undervaluation and by concealment. The documentation shows that the
lootingg departments were exercised about both. Schubert cites 103 instances of
housee searches over the 5-day period between June 29 and July 3, 1938. These
policee sweeps, motivated by suspicion that assets were being concealed for eventuall transfer abroad, yielded RM 600,000 in gold, precious stones and silver.72
Rafelsberger'ss correspondence includes numerous complaints about stripping of
assetss of businesses slated for Aryanisation. These most often concern suspected
drainingg of liquid assets and spurious increases in liabilities. Moreover, thee correspondencee found in the census files is rife with instances of denunciations that
broughtt concealment of assets within Austria and abroad to light. This, together
withh the well-known Austrian penchant for tax evasion, makes the assumption
thatt there was significant underreporting and non-reporting of assets more than
plausible. .
Althoughh there is no firm basis on which an estimate of such evasion can be
made,, it would not be unreasonable to assume that it would have been at least as
highh as in the "tax correct" Netherlands, though possibly somewhat lower than in
722

Schubert, op. cit., p.16.
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France,, the two countries for which we have tax evasion estimates. Thus, evasion
couldd have amounted to between 20 and 65 percent of reported wealth. A 30-40 percentt range for evasion in Austria, especially as it would have been most prevalent
amongg those in the higher wealth brackets, therefore, would seem reasonably conservative.. And this would still leave aside the rampant undervaluation of reported
tangiblee valuables, such as art, antiques, and stamp and book collections as well as
off business assets, especially those that purportedly fell below the RM 5,000 cut-in
point. .
Considerationn of these factors would raise the base estimate of total preAnschlusss wealth for those among the Jewish population who had more than a minimall savings capacity to at least RM 2.9-3.3 billion.
Thiss range of total wealth appears to be in line with the impressions that can be
gleanedd from the income and wealth tax data. As noted above, this evidence is far
fromfrom robust, but it at least points in the same direction. The last available detailed
pre-Anschlusss data, published in 1938, relate to 1935/36.73 For earners whose taxes
weree not withheld at source (e.g. self-employed) - the group that would have containedd the majority of Jewish taxpayers - median taxable incomes fall within the Sh
2,700-3,0000 bracket, with the average amounting to Sh 4,307. As can be expected,
averagee taxable incomes for Vienna, where 92 percent of the Jewish population
lived,, are somewhat higher than in the country at large, though not sufficiently so
thatt the median for incomes not liable to withholding breaks into a higher bracket.
However,, the income distribution appears to be more skewed toward the higher
bracketss with the average amounting to Sh 5,341. As 1935 posted the depression low
forr income tax revenue with revenues recovering subsequently (plus 10 percent in
1936),, average nominal taxable incomes in 1938 would have been higher as well.
Thee lion's share of the revenue increase would have comefromadditions to the
taxx rolls, so that average taxable income would haverisenless than revenues. Still,
itt can be taken that they would haverisenby at least 5 percent over the three years,
too between Sh 4,522 and Sh 5,508, respectively, with the median pushing at Sh
3,000.. We found in the Netherlands that for those with above-minimal savings, the
averagee income/wealth relationship may have amounted to 1/17 to 1/18; and in
Hungaryy this ratio was 1/12. Using the lower end of the range, i.e. a 1/12 to 1/13
ratio,, for Austria yields average wealth levels of Sh 36,000-39,000 for those earningg median incomes and between Sh 66,253-Sh 71,773 for those at average
incomee levels. 74 This range is compatible with the averages found in Sample I
andd Sample II.

österreichischess Statistisches Landesamt, Statistische Nachrichten, Vienna, 1938, p.14 and p.154 ff.
Basedd an the weighted average of Vienna and die rest of the country of Sh 5,521.
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Finally,, the wealth tax data provide an additional, albeit yet more general clue to
thee plausibility of the above wealth estimates. As noted earlier, wealth tax liability
cutt in at Sh 36,000 (RM 24,000)75 with taxable wealth confined to income-producingg assets. While in 1935 there were only 67,246 wealth taxpayers, 4 percent of all
incomee taxpayers, the choice of the cut-in level indicates that asset holdings of that
sizee were not considered extraordinarily high. Indeed, average taxable wealth in
19355 was RM 66,820 for the country as a whole and RM 93,706 for Vienna. The
RMM 34,093 and RM 67,702 average wealth per respondent for Sample I and Sample
nn respectively, would seem well within the range of plausibility remembering that,
whilee the samples encompass virtually all assets (the wealth tax covering only
income-producingg assets), they cut in at lower levels of wealth and cover a greater
partt of the population.
IV.. 1.6. Capital Flight and Destination
Thee picture of total wealth that emerged from the data reported to the 1938
Census,, and the structure of that wealth, confirm both that a considerable number
off Austrian Jewish households held a significant amount of assets and that, habitually,, there was savings in foreign-currency denominated assets. (See Table IV. 1.5).
Equallyy important for our purposes is the evidence that holding assets abroad was
nott unusual and that there were strong cultural and economic ties to financial centress outside Austria especially, though not exclusively, within the European continent.. Thus, Sample n, which is confined to cases reporting securities holdings,
showss a 20.5 percent share of gross assets in foreign-currency denominated securitiess and insurance. Comparable data for Hquid asset and precious metal holdings are
nott available but, given the known propensity for savings in such assets, they would
havee been relatively sizeable. This data set, estimated to be typical for 22.4 percent
off the 1938 Census population, however accounts for about 45 percent of gross
assetss (excluding salaries, pensions, etc.) as the reported wealth of holders of securitiess amounted to almost twice the average.
Basedd on Sample n, identifiable reported foreign-currency assets held by the
19388 Census population would have amounted to RM 148.5 million. A goodly portionn was being held abroad. As noted above, 138 cases (1.3 percent of the estimatedd number of securities holders) reported Swiss bank accounts with total deposits of
RMM 7.5 million, or 5 percent of total reported foreign-currency portfolios. These
reportedd assets obviously constitute only a fraction of the total held outside Austria,
givenn that in most cases the rationale for putting funds abroad was safety, which
meantt anonymity. It would, therefore, not be unreasonable to assume that the larger
755

At the post-Anschluss exchange rate for purposes of comparability.
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partt of unreported assets would have been in foreign currencies. It is this share of
thee portfolio that is indicative of likely holdings abroad.
Too obtain the RM values of how much wealth owned by Austrian Jews may have
escapedd abroad, it would seem inappropriate to use either the pre-Anschluss
exchangee rate or the Nazi-ordained rate. The schilling probably was somewhat
undervaluedd against the RM, given that the tight exchange restrictions had overvaluedd the RM generally, but probably not by the full 30 percent decreed by Berlin.
Theree are few estimates of what might have been an appropriate translation rate of
incomee flows at the time and virtually nothing about the rate at which wealth might
bee related. Most estimates in this area, therefore, draw on the monumental work of
Colinn Clark.76 Clark provided the basis for making international and intertemporal
comparisonss of real national income. For this purpose he calculated a "standard
knownn as the 'International Unit' (written I.U.), which measured the quantity of
goodss exchangeable in the United States for one dollar over the average of the
decadee 1925-1934."77
Thee relationship between the Austrian and the German I.U. for 1937 (no 1938
figuree is given for Austria) was 2.01, only 7.5 percent below the market rate in that
year.. By contrast, Angus Maddison's data on labour productivity show a ratio of 1.44
betweenn Germany and Austria in 1938. Randall Hinshaw, calculating purchasing
powerr parity indexes on the basis of Clark's data, arrives at a 1.47 ratio.78
Amalgamatingg these three findings yields a purchasing power parity adjusted
exchangee rate of RM l=Sh 1.74, 15 percent below the post-Anschluss ordained
valuee of the schilling. It is, however, only necessary to adjust the schilling componentt of me wealth estimates derived above, as the WS T translated the foreign currencyy component into RM via the prevailing foreign currency/RM rate. Thus, the
foreign-currencyy denominated component of reported wealth remained unaffected
byy the revaluation of the schilling vis-a-vis the RM.
Adjustmentt of the wealth estimates on this basis would reduce the range to RM
2.5-2.99 billion, while the foreign-currency denominated share of net wealth would
riserise to 21.3 percent. We assume that at least that part of the portfolios, an amount
equivalentt to about RM 550 million, was available for transfer or already lodged
abroad. .

7 66
Colin Clark, The Conditions ofEconomic Progress, MacMillan & Co, Ltd., London, 1957 (Third
Edition),, p. 88-200.
77
Clark,op.cit,p.l8. .
7 88
R. Hinshaw, "World Income, 1929-1937", Board of Governors of die Federal Reserve System
document,, dated June 1945, NARA, RG 82, Box 87.
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IV.. 2. THE NETHERLANDS
IV.. 2.1. Background
Thee tragedy of Dutch Jewry was that, although trading with the rest of the world
wass a way of life, they believed themselves singularly insulatedfromwhat was happeningg a scant 100 miles east across the border. Thus they reacted certainly with
fear,, but also with remarkable complacency, to the German invasion. It, therefore,
wass quite typical that on invasion day the father of a well-known Jewish historian
wouldd counter the question "What are you going to do now?" put by a non-Jewish
friend,friend, with "We, we are doing nothing. Why should we?"79 Not surprisingly then,
thee majority was totally unprepared when, with the occupation, there also came the
wholee panoply of anti-Jewish laws. While some, as noted below, had been sufficientlyy uneasy at leastfromthe time of the Austrian Anschluss to make provision for
transferringg some of their assets to safety abroad, few if any thought it might be necessaryy to think about their personal safety. The view "it will not be so bad" was all
butt pervasive. It, together with the fact that the Dutch were a rule-abiding people,
allowedd the Nazis to catch a vast majority of both Dutch Jewry and its possessions
inn their net.
Too the misfortune of the Dutch, and the Jews in particular, the Nazi administrationn in Holland was civilian rather than military as in most other occupied areas. As
such,, it proved much more intrusionary and more smgle-mindedry bent upon implementingg Berlin's directives. Accordingly, it moved very quickly toward its dual goal
off exclusion of Jewsfromthe economy and expropriation of their wealth. The experiencee gained in Germany from 1933, and subsequently in Austria, allowed a very
efficientt spoliation machine to be set up in the shortest time, especially as those in
charge,, Reichskommissar Dr. Arthur Seyss-Inquart and his General Kommissar for
Financee and the Economy, Dr Hans Fischbock, had been instrumental in the "deJewing"" of the Austrian economy. This could be the more ruthless as the Nazis' decisionn to move to the "final solution", taken at the Wannsee Conference in January
1942,, came less than two years after the invasion. A further element was the desperatee need of the German authorities for foreign exchange to support the war effort
andd the competitive fervour this generated among the various Nazi administrative
unitss charged with bringing these resources in from the occupied territories.
Ass a consequence, the machinery for the dispossession of Dutch Jewry was
virtuallyy fully in place by the end of 1941. The overwhelming majority of Jewish
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businessess and enterprises were Aryanised or liquidated between March 12,1941
andd February 194380 andfromAugust 8,1941 all financial transactions were centralisedd in a specially organised branch of a German-designated bank, Lippman,
Rosenthall & Co. (LIRO). The measures included, in the first instance, forced
depositss of all financial assets and, later, of all tangible valuables, including jewelleryy and artwork as well. At first, the fiction was maintained that the LIRO
accountss were normal individual accounts, with depositors retaining legal ownership,, albeit with restricted access. But soon the apparent need to cloak reality
fadedd away and accounts were merged and assets sold progressively with the proceedss sent to Berlin to feed the war effort.
Thee post-war restitution process provides areasonablyclear sense of the size and d
structuree of the assets looted, including those delivered to LIRO. The Dutch
Government,, starting in 1997, engaged in making mis picture as complete as possible.. The Minister of Finance initially had charged a Commission, the Contactgroep
Tegoedenn WO II (the van Kemenade Commission), with the coordination of work
donee elsewhere on Holocaust era assets. But it became quickly apparent mat there
wass an equal need for a thorough look into the treatment the Dutch authorities themselvess had accorded the whole gamut of looted WW II assets. The Commission thus
spawnedd four further Commissions, each mandated to deal with a specific aspect of
looting.811 These four Commissions finished their work in 1999 and thefinalreport
off the van Kemenade Commission was issued in January 2000.82 The Commissions'
resultss did not alter our base data materially and in that respect helped confirm our
ownn findings. What differences exist is discussed below (see Section IY2.5) in conjunctionn with the assessment of the wealth estimates in the context of the amounts of
assetss looted. The Netherlands was the only country among our group of six that had
sufficientlyy rich documentation to allow such an assessment to be made in any depth.
Obviously,, the data derived from the records of the looting institutions, in particularr LIRO, can provide only corroborative evidence as there was substantial evasionn and an associated flow of assets into hiding at home and abroad The Germans
managedd to put their hands on a fraction of such "black" assets through finder-fee
squadss organised by the Devisenschutz Kommando, but they obtained perhaps more
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importantt amounts through voluntary payments of foreign currency, gold and diamondss against official promises of deferral of deportation.83 The Dutch
Governmentt at the outset of the war already had issued a Royal decree stating that
transferss of property under duress would not be recognized as valid. Accordingly, as
thee war drew to a close, machinery was set up to effect the reestablishment of propertyy rights that had been violated by the occupiers. Obviously the documentation on
thee Nazis' looting machinery played an important part in this process. It was brought
togetherr in the State Institute for War documentation (Rijksinstituut voor
Oorlogsdocumentatie,, now Nederlands Instituut voor Oorlogsdocumentatie). Early
estimatess made after the war on the basis of this documentation put the value of lootedd financial assets together with the proceeds of forcibly sold businesses and real
propertyy at around fl 700 million, with about half consisting of securities.84 As in
otherr countries, businesses were Aryanised or liquidated at proceeds well below
theirr real values. Attempts to put a notional value on the missing elements, includingg jewellery and works of art, gave currency to a figure around fl 1 billion before
thee recent investigations.
Thee report of the van Kemenade Commission corroborates this number. The
Commissionn was at pains to point out that 'the available quantitative material can
providee only an indication of the dimensions of either looting or restitution",85 and,
therefore,, was careful to provide estimates only for individual looted asset groups
andd not to sum them to a total. These separate elements, however, do show that documentedd looting, excluding those assets on which no value could be put, would
comee to at least fl 1 billion in values of that time.86
IV.. 2.2. The Jewish Population
Inn August 1941, official statistics put the Jewish population in the Netherlands
att 160,882 of which 138,630 were Dutch and 22,252 were foreigners, predominantlyy Germans. The large influx of refugees from the East, together with the Naziimposedd broad definition of who was a Jew, had boosted the share of the Jewish
populationn from 1.5 percent in the 1938/39 Census to 1.8 percent in August 1941.
Overr four-fifths of the Jewish population was concentrated in Amsterdam, The
Haguee and Rotterdam. More than half, 53.6 percent (86,291), lived in Amsterdam
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alone.. Of these, 79,497 were *full" Jews, according to the Nuremberg laws, out of
aa national total of 140,001, boosting Amsterdam's share to 56.8 percent.87
Thee Jewish population in the Netherlands was an ageing one. Figures for
Amsterdamm show that though the median age, which fell within the 30-39 age group
forr both males and females, was somewhat below that in Central Europe, the share
off those under 20 had been on a steeply declining trend since the turn of the century.. Whereas in 1899 the under 20 constituted 44 percent of the Jewish population,
theyy accounted for 30 percent by 1930 and for only 22.8 percent in 1940/41. (See
Tablee IY2.1). This means that, whereas there were 1.6 young persons per two adults
inn 1899, there were only 0.6 in 1940/41. Thus the perception of a large family size
amongg Amsterdam's Jews appears to be a myth, at least on average.
Tablee IV.2.1. Amsterdam Jewish Population
byy Age and Gender1
(inn percent)
Agee Group

Male e

1940/41 1
Female e

Total l

1930 0
Total l

00 - 9
10-19 9
20-292 2
300 - 3 9 s
40-49 9
50-59 9
60-69 9
700 and over

10.2 2
14.0 0
15.5 5
16.2 2
15.9 9
13.6 6
9.5 5
5.1 1

8.9 9
12.7 7
15.0 0
15.8 8
15.3 3
14.4 4
11.0 0
6.9 9

9.5 5
13.3 3
15.3 3
16.0 0
15.6 6
14.0 0
10.3 3
6.0 0

14 4
16 6
16 6
15.5 5
14.5 5
12 2
88
44

22 2
22 2
18 8
13 3
99
77
55
44

Total l

100.0 0

100.0 0

100.0 0

100.0 0

100.0 0

1899 9
Total l

Source:: NIOD 181 G, Joodsche Raad, Statistical data on the Jews in Amsterdam, mimeo.
1.. Includes in 1940/41 10,516 foreign Jews and 68,894 Dutch Jews; for 1930 and 1899 confessionall Jews only, for 1940/41 "full" Jews, as defined by Nuremberg laws. There is a discrepancy
off 87 between these figures and those of the Rijksinspectie cited earlier.
2.. Bracket includes median value 1899.
3.. Bracket includes median values 1940/41 and 1930.

IV.. 2.3. Occupational Structure
Forty-fivee percent of the Jewish population in Amsterdam registered as having a
profession.888 In this there was virtually no difference between the Jewish and the
overalll population of the city. (See Table IV.2.2).
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This does not necessarily mean that they worked in that profession: some were unemployed and
otherss performed work outside their stated profession.
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Tablee IV.2 J.. Amsterdam Occupational Spread
1940/411 and 1930
(inn percent)
Jews s
1940/41 1

Total l
Amsterdam m
1930 0

Numberr declaring profession

45.3 3

45.0 0

Industry y
off which
Clothing Clothing
Diamonds Diamonds
Food Food
Metal,Metal, shipbuilding

38.1 1

38.9 9

20.0 20.0
5.8 5.8
4.1 4.1
1.8 1.8

7.8 7.8
2.0 2.0
6.0 6.0
4.2 4.2

61.1 1
61.9 9
Other r
off which
20.9 20.9
32.4 32.4
Commerce Commerce
4.6 4.6
0.6 0.6
BankingBanking and insurance
8.3 8.3
18.1 18.1
OtherOtherfreeprofessions
14.4 14.4
4.3 4.3
Transport Transport
Source:: NIOD 181 G, Joodsche Raad, Statistical data on the Jews in
Amsterdam,, mimeo.

Butt the occupational structure showed significant differences. The Jewish populationn registered a strong concentration in commerce, the clothing and diamond
industriess and in the professions, but well-below average participation in the agricultural,, transport and financial sectors. While this occupational pattern was overall
quitee typical for the Jewish populations in other countries as well, Dutch Jews were
distinguishedd in their low participation rate in the financial sector. Nevertheless, a
numberr of important banks in Amsterdam were Jewish-owned.
IV.. 2.4. Income and Wealth Position
Pre-warr data on income and wealth in the Netherlands are deemed to be reasonablyy reliable. Tax compliance was considered relatively high before the wan for the
periodd 1920-35 tax evasion was estimated at 10-20 percent, with that in the years
afterr 1927 thought to be tending toward the lower part of the range.
AA major recent source, Wilterdink, estimated private wealth of the population
att large at fl 17.6 billion»9 (US$9.4 billion) in 1939, with wealth above the tax
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thresholdd (fl 16,000 or US$8,529) amounting to fl 12.4 billion. Official data put
perr capita wealth in the tax year 1939/40 at fl 47,529. But they show a very
skewedd income distribution with 71 percent of private wealth in the hands of 5
percentt of the population.90 How did the Jews fit into this pattern?
Althoughh the occupational structure and the geographic concentration of the
Jewishh population differed significantly from that of the population at large, the
incomee distribution was similarly skewed. This, in part, reflects the relatively large
sizee of the Dutch Jewish proletariat and, especially, the high level of unemployment
inn the diamond industry, which had remained depressed through most of the 1930s.
However,, there also was a sizeable middle class, sufficiently affluent to outstrip the
nationall average. The most extensive source on the income of the Jewish population
att that time is a study produced by the Jewish Council (Joodsche Raad) in 1941 at
thee behest of the German occupiers. It was to ascertain the effect on the Dutch economyy of concentrating the entire Jewish population of the Netherlands in a ghetto in
Amsterdam.. Copies of the resulting Ghetto Report 1941, together with hand-writtenn underlying calculations, are preserved in the archives of the Nederlands Instituut
voorr Oorlogsdocumentatie (NIOD).91
Thee authors gathered astonishingly detailed data on many aspects of the economicc life of the Jewish population, including where they lived, what rent was paid
orr imputed, who owned the retail outlets in the affected areas and, for us of most
interest,, what income they had. The income estimates were based on detailed tax
data,, partly from Jewish Community tax rolls,92 partly pulled from official tax
records,, partly estimated by local experts. On the basis of this analysis, the authors
concludedd that the Dutch Jewish population had a total income of fl 131.2 million
inn 1938/39.93 Of this, 60 percent, or fl 79.1 million, originated in Amsterdam, severall percentage points above its population share, despite the large concentration of
povertyy in the city. In the Provinces, they found for the ten cities for which a detailed
analysiss was made, that in virtually every case the Jewish population had substantiallytially greater purchasing power at its command man did its neighbours.
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Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek, Statistiek der Inkomens en Vermogens in Nederland 1939/40, 's
Gravenhage,, 1941 (CBS).
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Nederlands Instituut voor Oorlogsdocumentatie, (formerly Rijksinstituut voor Oorlogsdocumentatie),
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Averagee taxable income of Dutch Jews, thus, exceeded that of the population at
largee and the share of Jews in taxable income, at 3.2 per cent, was significantly
abovee their 1.5 percent population share. However, as shown below, once account
iss taken of the heavy urbanisation of the Jewish population, this difference narrows
materially.. Consequently, overall regional tax data, especially for the urban populationn at large, can provide a reasonable base against which to test the income and
wealthh estimates for the Jewish population.
Ourr wealth estimates draw importantly on the Ghetto Report 1941, in particular
forr determination of the number of family units that could be thought to have sufficientt wealth too have put some assets abroad. The detailed income tax data for the
Jewishh population in 1938/39 contained in the report show that there were some
36,9000 income taxpayers among Dutch Jewry. (See Table IV2.3)
Forr our estimates, we posited that those with incomes below a certain minimum
wouldd not have had the capacity to accumulate significant amounts of savings.
However,, this does not mean that low income levels necessarily indicate low wealth
levelss as well. For instance, those living off their capital probably would have had
relativelyy low incomes, but at the same time relatively high capital wealth. The eliminationn of all lower income cases thus imparts a downward bias to our estimate of
thee number of family units with a significant amount of wealth. We considered this
acceptablee in the absence of a sound basis for correction and the concern to put forwardd a prudent result
Accordingly,, we excluded entirely those with annual taxable incomes of less than
fll 1,000 as well as 30 per cent of those in the fl 1,000-fl 2,000 bracket. Elimination of
thee latter increases average incomes in that bracket from fl 1,400 to approximately
flfl 1,500 p.a, a level below which we assumed there would have been only limited
capacityy to accumulate, or maintain, significant amounts of wealth, hi addition, the top
bracketss - some 20-odd cases - were dropped so as not to distort the averages unduly.. This left about 22,000 income tax paying units with an average taxable income of
justt under fl 3,500 (one and three-fifths times the national average offl2,144).
Too put this in context, assuming that each tax unit represented 2.3 persons,
22,0000 taxpayers and their families constituted 36 percent of the Dutch Jewish population.. This would be in line with guesses made by one of Amsterdamls solicitors,
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Tablee IV.2.3. Total Taxable Income of the
Jewishh Population
1938/39 9
Linee
11
22
33
44
55
66
77
88
99
10 0
11 1
12 2
13 3
14 4
15 5
16 6
17 7
18 8
19 9
20 0
21 1
22 2
23 3

Income bracket
Average income
fl'OOOs fl fl'OOOs fl
underr 1
850
1 - 22
1,400
2 - 33
2,400
3,400
3 - 44
4 - 55
4,400
5 - 1 00
7,000
100 - 20
14,000
200 - 30
24,000
3 0 - 4 00
34,000
4 0 - 5 00
44,000
5 0 - 6 00
54,000
6 0 - 7 00
64,000
700 - 80
74,000
8 0 - 9 00
84,000
900 - 1 0 0
94,000
1 0 0 - 1 1 00
105,000
1 1 0 - 1 2 00
115,000
1200 - 130
125,000
1300 - 140
135,000
1 4 0 - 1 5 00
145,000
1 9 0 - 2 0 00
195,000
2 5 0 - 2 6 00
255,000
4000 - 410
405,000

Numberr
taxpayers s
7,252 2
10,353 3
3,674 4
1,543 3
585 5
1,444 4
524 4
127 7
55 5
23 3
11 1
12 2
88
66
33
33
22
22
11
33
22
11
11

Total taxable income
flfl million
6.2 2
14.5 5
8.8 8
5.3 3
2.6 6
10.1 1
7.3 3
3.0 0
1.9 9
1.0 0
0.6 6
0.8 8
0.6 6
0.5 5
0.3 3
0.3 3
0.2 2
0.3 3
0.1 1
0.4 4
0.4 4
0.3 3
0.4 4

24 4 Totall for 5/6 of confessional Dutch Jewry

25,635 5

65.9 9

25 5 Linee 24 grossed up to 6/6
26 6 Addd non-confessional Jews: 20%

30,762 2
36,914 4

79.1 1
94.9 9

21,999 9

79.7 7

21,969 9

75.1 1

27 7 Deductt 100% of bracket line 1 and 30% of bracket
linee 2, adjusted for line 25 - 26 changes
28 8 Deductt 100% of bracket line 14 - 23
adjustedd for line 25 - 26 changes equals
Total
29 9
30 0
31 1
32 2

Averagee income Jewish taxpayers adjusted (line 28)
Averagee income all taxpayers
Averagee income all Jewish taxpayers
Totall taxable income

fll 3,418
fll 2,144
fll 2,570
fll 2,933.8 million

33 3 Ratioo average adjusted income Jews/all taxpayers, line 29/30
34 4 Ratioo average income Jewish taxpayers/all taxpayers, hne 31/30
35 5
36 6
37 7
38 8

1.59
1.20

Sharee Jewish taxable income in total taxable income, line 26/32 3.2%
Sharee of taxpayers among total population
15.5% %
Sharee of taxpayers among Jewish population
25.6% %
Ratioo Jewish vs total participation rate, line 37/36
1.7 7

Source:: tax data Brandon and Veffer, op. cit
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mostt knowledgeable about Jewish affairs, who posited that about two thirds of the
Jewishh population were at the lower end of the affluency scale.94 95
Thee estimate of over 20,000 family units with a significant amount of accumulated
wealthh is corroborated by the number of current accounts with more than trivial transactionn balances held at LIRO. There were reportedly over 42,000 accounts, of which
22,0000 had balances of over fl 100, and some 12,000 in excess of fl 1,000. Transaction
balancess of this size, particularly if seen in the context of both the undoubted efforts to
minimisee cash balances in Nazi-supervised accounts and the average annual income of
wagee earners of fl 1,491 in 1938, indicate sizeablefinancialleeway.
Thee estimates of the average amount of assets held by each family unit were
derivedd in the first instancefroma sample of almost 3,000 estate tax records spanningg the period 1938-1948.96 The results afford most valuable insights into the level
off wealth, its structure and some clues about where it was physically held.
Thee sample covers returns for tax residents of Amsterdam, Rotterdam and
Groningen.. Amsterdam and Rotterdam were urban centres with large Jewish populations,, though the degree of poverty among Amsterdam's Jews was unique to that
city.. Groningen was chosen as representative of a more provincial environment.
Onlyy estates valued at fl 10,000 or more were included on the grounds mat estates
beloww mat value, as with the income tax brackets noted above, would not have sufficedd to provide much leeway for transfers of assets abroad. Even so, the lower limit
wass drawn well below that at which wealth tax cut in (fl 16,000). A test sample
drawnn from all estates showed that limiting our sample to estates above fl 10,000
impliedd the elimination of 54 percent of all estates. Theremaining46 percent share
forr those with significant estates is well above the 36 percent share derived from the
incomee tax distribution data. A higher share would have been expected as the tax
authoritiess normally waive full documentation requirements for small estates.
However,, this was at the discretion of individual tax inspectors and in drawing our
samplee we actually found a number of estates amounting to less than fl 500, the tax
thresholdd The exclusion of small estates from the tax statistics was offset in part by
thee fact that for the period under consideration - 1938 to 1948 - there would have
beenn an unusually large number of unclaimed estates of some significance.
9 44

In a letter dated February 24, 1954 and prepared at the request of the Dutch Commission on
Restitution,, MrSpier, the senior partner of what could be considered the firm of solicitors serving the
Jewishh community at the time, put the share of what he calls paupers and workers at 50 percent, of the
lowerr middle class at 17 percent, of the upper middle class at 23 percent and of the wealthy at 10 percent
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Finance,, the Honourable Gerrit Zalm. He not only approved access, but also most generously providedd financing and staff support for the pulling of the data. The Netherlands Bank provided support for
thee data manipulation.
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Whilee the heirs to some of these would have been found at a later date, neither they
norr the truly heirless assets were included in the body of tax cases from which we
couldd draw our sample.
Att the same time that we set our lower bound at estates of fl 10,000, we eliminatedd the top-end of the sample range as it was thought that the super-wealthy, if
theyy were not able to buy their way to survival - indeed the assumption that they
couldd proved false only too frequently - at least might not have wound up heirless,
i.e.. with no one knowing the whereabouts of their assets. Given the skewness of the
Dutchh wealth distribution, it also made sense purely for statistical analytical reasons.
Thus,, the sample distribution as a whole fell within two standard deviations.
Effortss were made to ensure that, as much as possible, estates were valued at
theirr pre-war levels. For example, foreign exchange values were converted at prewarr exchange rates, i.e. yielding a lower guilder value for $, £ and SF denominated
portfolioss than would have obtained at post-war exchange rates.
Thee average value of the gross assets for the estates in the sample (adjusted for
outliers)) amounted to fl 76,709 gross and to fl 70,466 after deduction of liabilities.97
Thee results were tested against wealth and estate data for the population at large for
thee years 1938/39 and 1939/40, as published by the Centraal Bureau voor de
Statistiekk (CBS).
Whilee one cannot establish a tight link between taxable income, taxable wealth
andd actual wealth, it is nevertheless possible to draw some inferences. The CBS
data988 show that taxable wealth ranged from 24 times taxable income at our lower
limitt of fl 1,500 annual income to 13 times at the higher end. Specifically, in
1938/399 those liable for both municipal and wealth tax, but not income tax, had
averagee incomes and average taxable wealth of fl 916 and fl 22,000, respectively.99
Forr those paying all three taxes, (i.e. income, wealth and municipal tax), average taxablee incomes were fl 5,684 and average taxable wealth fl 72,000. Interpolation
yieldss a ratio of around 17-18 for taxable wealth to income at the fl 3,500 taxable
incomee level. On that basis, the 22,000 Jewish taxpayers with an average income of
fll 3,500 would have had an associated average wealth of fl 60,000-63,000 (17-18
timess fl 3,500).
Iff the sum of tax exclusions, tax avoidance and tax evasion is put at a conservative
200 percent (tax evasion alone was estimated at 10-20 percent for the time),100 average
9 77
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wealthh can be calculated at fl 75,000-78,500 per taxable unit For our purposes we
chose»» again for reasons of prudence, to work with the lower end of this range.
Howw sound is this fl 75,000 estimate? In 1938/39 average taxable wealth for
thee 184,000 taxpayers liable for wealth tax came to fl 67,948. (Wealth tax, as noted
above,, cut in at fl 16,000). We found earlier that both tax incidence and average
taxablee income were significantly higher for the Jewish population than for the
nationn at large. If we apply the ratios of the average income of Jewish taxpayers
too the national average, 1.2 for all Jewish taxpayers and 1.6 for those with incomes
abovee fl 1,500, then the average wealth of Jews liable for wealth tax in 1938/39
wouldd range between fl 81,538 and fl 108,762. Using a number within this range
appearss also justified because, according to the CBS data, taxable wealth in the
ninee urban centres in which more than 80 percent of the Jewish population lived
wass considerably higher than the national average. Thus, the weighted (by Jewish
populationn weights) average taxable wealth for these nine cities comes to fl 89,000
ass compared with the national average of fl 67,000 cited above.101 Even taking this
nine-cityy weighted average straight, that is not applying any differentials for the
higherr tax incidence among the Jewish population, may not justify taking the
flfl 89,000 as anything more than indicative of the average wealth held by Jewish
taxpayers.. The concentration - over 50 percent - of the Jewish population in
Amsterdamm and the high level of pauperisation among that population would
arguee for caution. Nevertheless, the data attest to the higher level of average
wealthh in the urban centres and helps put our estimate of an average
flfl 75,000 for those of means into a prudent perspective.
Applyingg our average wealth estimate of fl 75,000 to the group of 22,000 taxpayerss yields a total of fl 1.65 billion for the wealth of the Jewish population residentt in the Netherlands in 1938/39 (note that this ignores any wealth accumulated
byy those with incomes below approx. fl 1,500 and over fl 80,000). This includes
thosee among the 22,500 foreign Jews in the Netherlands (6,000 foreign Jews were
knownntobe destitute) who appeared on the income tax rolls in 1938/39. This numberr probably was not very high as it would largely exclude the more recent waves of
refugees.. Some of the latter, however, would have brought in assets of some size.
Iff all those excluded from our estimates held around fl 100 million in assets, our
totall for the wealth of the Jewish population in the Netherlands on the eve of the war
wouldd come to fl 1.75 billion plus.
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The 9 cities and their Jewish populations, shewn in thousands in brackets, are: Amsterdam (78.0),
'ss Gravenhage (15.4), Rotterdam (11.0), Groningen (2.8), Utrecht (2.3), Hilversum (2.0), Arnhem
(2.0),, Haarlem (1.5) and Enschede (1.3).These add to 81 percent of the total Jewish population of
144,000. .
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Howw plausible is the number of 22,000 family units considered to fall within the
categoryy of those with significant wealth accumulation? This number could be questionedd on the basis of the fact that in 1938/39 there were only about 184,000 taxpayerss liable for wealth tax in the Netherlands. How then could Jewish taxpayers
accountt for 12 percent of all wealth taxpayers when their population share was only
1.55 percent? (See Table IV2.4).
Tablee TV2.4. Average Taxable Income:
Jewishh Population vs. National Average 1938 - 39
Averagee taxable income

Jewishh population
Totall population

flfl 2,570
flfl 2,144

Sharee of taxpayers among

Jewishh population
Totall population

25.6% %
15.5% %

Sharee of Jews in

Population n
Taxablee income

1.5% %
3.2% %

Source:: Table IV2.3.

First,, as noted above and as can be seen from Table IY2.4, income tax incidence
amongg the Jewish population was significantly higher than among the population at
large,, 26 percent versus 16 percent. And the share of taxable income generated by
thee Jewish population, at 3.2 percent, was more than twice their population share.
Thus,, there also would have been significantly higher participation in the wealth tax,
evenn if it did not reach 12 percent
Secondd and more important, it would be erroneous to assume that wealth reportedd for tax purposes equals actual wealth. Aside from tax exclusions and valuation
problems,, it is well known mat wealth taxes in general are notoriously difficult to
enforcee - one reason why fiscal experts dislike them and why many tax authorities
employingg wealth taxes confine themselves to taxing real estate holdings. In the
Netherlandss non-compliance was further encouraged by relatively lax enforcement
effortss and non-punitive penalty rates.102 This, in turn, increased thee incentive for
underreportingg of financial capital in the face of both significantly higher tax rates
onn unearned vs. earned income andd the fact that all wealthh taxpayers automatically
camee under the scrutiny of the estate tax authorities. In addition to outright tax evasion,, there also was considerable scope for tax avoidance, e.g. through shifting of
wealthh to non-taxable categories and to spouses and children. Indeed, the estate tax
samplee showed the prevalence of marriage partners not pooling property. In these
casess spouses would have filed separate returns. (This tendency also emerged from
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thee Austrian data). While the motivation for separate asset holdings was not necessarilyy based on tax-technical reasons, the effect obviously was the same. Wilterdink
thuss quite correctly draws attention to the fact that taxable wealth cannot be equatedd with actual wealth: "The numbers from the wealth statistics need to be viewed as
lesss than minimum estimates of the actual private wealth".103
Theree are two obvious reasons why the gap between actual and tax-reported wealth
wouldd be even larger among the Jewish community than in the population as a whole:
1)) opportunities for tax evasion and avoidance abounded particularly for those
whosee wealth originated in self-employment and non-incorporated business
activities.. And these were the areas in which economic activity of much of
thee active Jewish population was concentrated. It is variously estimated that
wagee earners and those living at the edge of subsistence (which included a
largee number of self-employed) constituted about 50 percent of the active
Jewishh population. Of the remainder only a small percentage was salaried,
whilee the bulk was self-employed, and
2)) the asset structure of the population outside the large cities was more heavilyy weighted towards real estate than that of the city dwellers.104 This, as
notedd above, limited the scope for tax evasion for the former as compared
withh the latter.
Thuss the occupational structure and predominant urbanisation of the Dutch Jewish
populationn largely explain apparent deviations from the national average, both in
termss of the level of average wealth and of the number of income taxpayers holding
suchh wealth with or without necessarily participating in the wealth tax.
Wilterdink'ss dictum that wealth tax data can provide only a "less than a minimum"" indication of actual wealth is further corroborated by the national estate tax
data.. These tend to show both much higher participation rates and greater numbers
off estates of some size than would be implied by the wealth tax evidence. For example,, in 1937 the national average for estates of fl 10,000 and over was
fll 63,000, with these estates constituting 45 percent of the total number probated or
99 percent of all deceased.105106 The average value of estates falling under the tax
jurisdictionn of the nine cities in which the Jewish population was largely concentratedd came to fl 86,000.
Thee national estate tax data thus appear to be well in line with the results
derivedd from our estate tax sample. Once account is taken of the differences in
1 0 33

Wilterdiiik, op. cit
This can also be seen from the estate tax sample: in the asset structure for Groningen real estate
hass a significantly greater weight man in those for Amsterdam and Rotterdam.
1 0 55
CBS, op. cit.
1 0 66
Estate tax cut in at fl 100 worth of net assets.
1 0 44
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assett accumulation and structure between cities and rural areas, the sample data
sheww that neither the wealth of the Jewish population nor its structure fell significantlyy outside die relevant national averages, in fact they appear remarkably similar.
IV.. 2.5. Pre-war Wealth in the Context of Looted Assets
Thee immediate post-war literature and the restitution documentation provide
estimatess of the value of assets looted by the Nazis for most major categories.107
Thesee estimates, in turn, are based in the main on the valuations found in the documentss of the looting institutions. It is clear that the latter tend to underestimate the
actuall values of the looted assets, partly through undervaluation and partly because
reasonablyy large amounts disappeared into die pockets of the looters themselves.
Thiss is particularly so for securities, household goods, art, precious metals and
stones,, and business enterprises. For example, of the 22,500 enterprises registered
ass Jewish-owned, or largely under Jewish control, 13,000 were liquidated for a paltryy ft 6.5 million. Obviously, the Treuhander and Verwalter stripped an untold
amountt of assets, paying themselves handsome salaries in the process, and completedd liquidation only after cannibalisation had taken its course. In addition, progressivee exclusion from economic activity resulted in progressive reduction of
enterprisee values. Thus market values by 1943, at which time the Nazis had gained
virtuallyy complete control of the visible wealth owned by Jews, were a miction of
theirr pre-war value when the enterprises were income-producing properties, even if
inn some cases not flourishing ones.
Recentt efforts to reassess the value of the assets looted, including the results of
thee work of the van Kemenade Commission noted above, document a minimum of
aboutt fl 1 billion. This excludes the value of stolen art and cultural objects. Taking
thiss into account together with the erosion of Jewish-owned wealth that accompaniedd the exclusionary laws and depressed asset values, a total of some
fll 1.2 billion could well be substantiated.
Thee data on the restitution process can help fill some of the gaps and these,
indeed,, were utilised by the Dutch Commissions. For example, in the post-war
restitutionn negotiations with the German authorities, efforts were made to put
markett values on some of the claims, e.g. diamonds and household goods. But
theree remain large question marks. First, for purposes of the restitution documentation,, valuation was not of material interest in cases of the physical return of
assets.. Thus, no efforts were made to put an actual value on the portion of securitiesties and real property that was physically handed back to the original owners or

Presser,, de Jong, op. cit
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theirr heirs. Nor was an estimate made of the value of voluntary restitution that took
placee outside official channels. Lastly, the Jewish Cornmunity fell heir to the assets
off those families that had been totally wiped out. But the success of the discovery
processs in these cases surely would have fallen short of that where there were survivors.. All in all, while perhaps much will have to remain unknown, there can be littlee doubt that even a best effort could surface only de minimis hard numbers for the
totall amount lost to or looted by the Nazis and their entourage.
Finally,, not 100 percent of what was owned by the Jewish population at the eve
off the war was looted. Some proportion was held abroad - we estimate this in sectionn IY2.7 at around fl 350 million - some was hidden with non-Jewish friends and
neighbourss - the "bewariers", a pun on the Dutch word "bewaren", which means
safeguardingg - some remained in the hands of those not deported and some was consumed.. In fact, if the value of assets that were looted or disappeared can be put at
fll 1.2 billion, our fl 1.65 billion estimate of the wealth of the Jewish population settledd in the Netherlands may be low. It implies that the looting machine captured
almostt three-quarters of all the Jewish population owned at the outset of the war and,
iff about 20 percent had escaped abroad, 92 percent of all on Dutch soil. It would
seemm that the residual fl 100 million - 6 per cent of estimated total wealth - would
bee the minimum amount of what could be reckoned as having remained within the
Netherlandss at the direct or indirect disposal of their Jewish owners. This is especiallyy so if the general need to consume capital during wartime, and the especially
highh need of the Jewish population, which had progressively lost its ability to generatee income, is taken into account The van Kemenade Commission posited that by
thee end of the war Jewish-owned wealth had shrunk to fl 55 million.108 This estimate,, as well as the Commission's estimate of Jewish-owned wealth at the eve of the
war,, is based, as is ours, on a sample of estate tax returns.
Thoughh using the same base data, but a different approach, the Commission concludedd that pre-war wealth of the Jewish population in the Netherlands amounted to
fll 900-1,200 million. This estimate explicitly excludes the effects of capital erosion
andd consumption during the war as well as those of tax exclusions, evasion and
avoidance.1099 Accordingly, the outcome must be considered de minimis. Even then,
itt would appear to bee on the low side as it is clear that pre-war wealth would have
equalledd at least the amounts that could reasonably be considered as having been
looted,, that is about fl 1.2 billion. Taking account of these elements, even to a most

1088
Contactgroep Tegoeden WO O, Tweede WereMooriog: Roof en Rechtsherstel, Eindrapport van de
Contactgroepp Tegoeden WO E, Amsterdam, 12 January 2000, p. 93 and idem, Bijlage 4, KPMG
Forensicc Accounting, Roof en restitutie Joods vermogen, p. 102 cites the sum of fl 57 million.
1099 idem, p. 98-99. Although the Contactgroup's number explicitly excludes estimates of funds held
abroad,, this is not noted above because this exclusion tends to overlap tax evasion activities.
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prudentt extent, supports the estimate of a base level of wealth in the hands of the
Jewishh population in 1938/39 of around fl 1.65 billion (fl 1.75 billion including
recentt immigrants).
IV.. 2.6. The Structure of Wealth
Movablee assets, especially securities, have played an important role in the portfolioo preferences of Dutch savers throughout this century. The share of fixed assets
fluctuatedd around a steady 30 percent of total assets throughout the first half of this
century.. The lion's share of the remainder was invested in securities, with the Dutch
saverr exhibiting a distinct preference for "active" investment rather than "passive"
participationn through investment in bank and savings deposits. While attitudes
becamee somewhat more cautious during the malaise of the 1930s, the resumption of
economicc growth in the mid-'30s partially reversed that caution.110
Thesee asset preferences also are reflected in the investment behaviour of the
Jewishh population as can be seen from the sample results. On average, financial
assetss accounted for over one half of the total wealth and real property for just under
onee quarter. (See Table IV2.5). The structure of financial assets, as expected, was
weightedd heavily toward securities, which account for 59 percent of this category's
total.. Of these, shares took the greater part at 31 percent, with bond holdings followingg closely at 28 percent. Bank deposits, domestic and foreign, came in a poor
thirdd at 8 percent, followed by insurance policies at 5 percent. The large "unallocated"" category of 24 percent consists of assets in LIRO accounts, which were still in
thee process of restitution.
Ann important aspect for our purposes is the high proportion of foreign-currency
denominatedd assets in the portfolios. They constitute an estimated share of 20 percentt and 40 percent of gross assets and financial assets, respectively. While a numberr of worthless securities were present, their volume was quite small. The
preponderancee of assets was in high quality US dollar denominated paper, followed
byy Sterling and French franc securities. Interestingly, foreign bank deposits marginallyy outpaced domestic ones. But this probably reflects the incentive to minimise
domesticallyy held liquid assets for that part of the period when assets had to be transferredd to LIRO. This distribution of assets becomes yet more pronounced when we
dropp out estates that do not include foreign shares. For this data set the relative
importancee of foreign shares more than triples to 18 percent of gross assets.
Similarly,, the importance of foreign-currency denominated bank deposits rises
materiallyy (to over 19 per cent of gross assets) for that part of the sample that includedd such holdings in its portfolio.
110
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Tablee IV. 2.5. Structure of Total Gross Assets
Samplee of Estate Tax Returns 1938-48
(inn percent)
Percent t
Totall gross assets

100.0 0

24.1 1
Reall estate and land
5.6 6
Tangiblee assets
2.0 0
Businesss capital
17.4 4
Claims s
50.9 9
Financiall assets
off which:
1.7 7
Cash h
30.0 0
Totall securities
12.0 12.0
ofof which: domestic bonds
foreignforeign bonds
2.4 2.4
domesticdomestic shares
9.9 9.9
5.7 5.7
foreignforeign shares
Domesticc insurance
2.5 5
Foreignn insurance
0.2 2
Domesticc bank deposits
2.0 0
Foreignn bank deposits
2.3 3
Unallocatedd domestic
4.0 0
Unallocatedd foreign
8.2 2

Nott surprisingly, foreign-currency denominated bank deposits were overwhelminglyy in US dollars, Sterling and Swissfrancs.A significant proportion was held
abroad,, as were bonds and shares, albeit to a lesser extent. When deposit locations
weree reported, they were mainly in New York or London. According to oral evidence,, Swiss-held assets were not likely to have been reported to the tax collector.
IV.. 2. 7. Capital Flight and Destination
Fromm the income tax data discussed above, we know that in 1938/39 there were
approximatelyy 22,000 Jewish taxpayers with taxable incomes between fl 1,500 and
fll 80,000 per year - an income range that could well have accumulated wealth of
overr fl 10,000 per taxpayer, the threshold for estates included in our sample. There
thuss could reasonably have been some 22,000 family units who had the wherewithall to put funds abroad. Using the fl 75,000 per unit average cited above as consistenttent with the sample as well as the tax data, the total wealth of this group was
calculatedd at fl 1.65 billion.
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Thee asset structure of the sample, i.e. the high share of financial assets, and especiallyy of foreign currency-denominated ones, indicates that a large portion of
Jewish-ownedd wealth was highly movable. And Dutch Jews of means also had the
connectionss to move them.111 In addition, the non-tax-reported portion of wealth
wouldd predominantly have been in highly liquid assets as well. Thus, the share of
foreignn currency assets can be estimated at 21 percent. Taking this as indicative,
somee 21 percent, or fl 350 million, could be reckoned to have been available for
transferr or already lodged abroad Of course, for the refugee part of the population
thiss calculation may be way too low since many saw the Netherlands as only a way
stationn where they got trapped. They could have been presumed to have sent as
muchh of their assets ahead as they possibly could.
IV.. 3. GERMANY
IV.. 3.1. Background
Whilee for many Jews in occupied Europe the belief "it cannot" or "it will not
happenn here" delayed the flight into safety of both themselves and their belongings,
Germann Jewry had a long period of warning. From 1934 on, the intention of the
Naziss to eliminate the Jews, first from economic and social life and then from
Germanyy itself, became increasingly clear. While between 1934 and early-1938, the
"de-Jewing"" of Germany was a gradual process, by the end of that period its cumulativee effect had eaten deeply into the socio-economic fabric of German Jewry.
Progressivelyy restrictive legislation, including exclusion from professions and
managementt and Aryanisation of businesses under duress, aimed to confine economicc activity of Jews to within the Jewish community. Although by 1938 this had
broughtt a considerable part of the Jewish population to the edge of indigence, and
theree had been a steady flow of emigration, it had not yet led to a large-scale exodus.. This was explained in part by the catch-22 aspect of the emigration process as
mostt countries would accept emigres only if they brought a sufficiency of assets,
whilee Nazi-Germany wanted its Jews to depart, but not their belongings. These difficultiess were further exacerbated by the age structure of the German Jewish populationn which, together with cultural and socio-economic barriers, militated against
thee ability to build a new existence in a foreign country.

1 1 11
TWo Jewish members of the financial investment community at the time recollect the following:
theirr bank, Bank Mendes Gans, advised its clients already in 1937 to open accounts in the United
Statess and they were not the only ones. While funds also went to the United Kingdom and Switzerland,
meree were doubts about their ultimate safety there. Many clients avoided the US freeze of enemycountryy assets by channelling their funds via Curacao. Clients had executed powers of attorney to
comee in force "in case of war".
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Withh the Anschluss of Austria and the growing budgetary burden of the preparationss for war, the period of gradual economic deprivation came to an end From
earlyy 1938, the expropriation of Jewish-owned assets and the physical exclusion of
Jewryy from the expanded (Greater) Germany were implemented on the basis of a
comprehensivee plan. Neither the how nor the precise when of this decision, nor the
completee details can yet be fully documented, as the files of the leadership of the
Four-Yearr Plan and those of the relevant department in the Economics Ministry
remainn missing. But the build-up to the policy of comprehensive sequestration of
assets,, which is documented in its final form in the discussions Goring held in the
aftermathh of the Kristallnacht, and from there to the "final solution", decided upon
att the Wannsee Conference in January 1942, is clear.
Onn December 15, 1937, Posse, Secretary of State in the Economics Ministry,
declaredd in further support of an earlier decision that cut Jewish importers' access
too supply, that "Jewish enterprises in trade and industryy continue to participate at a
levell still not in accordance with the basic tenet of elimination of Jewish influence
onn the economy ...'\112 This was followed on January 4,1938 by Göring's issuance
off an official, final definition of a "Jewish enterprise" and at end-February, 1938 by
thee ultimate exclusion of Jewish firms from public procurement.
Thee first step toward full expropriation came in April 1938 with a census of
Jewish-ownedd assets in which all Jews who owned more than RM 5,000 worth of
assetss were ordered to participate. The accompanying directive to the managers of
thee Four-Year Plan "to take measures to ensure that the registered assets be used in
accordancee with the interest of the German economy"113 makes the intent of what
wass to follow abundantly evident. Thus, the subsequent blocking of financial assets
heldd by Jews was a logical sequence. When the assassination of vom Rath in
Novemberr 1938 provided the pretext for the Kristallnacht pogroms, all was set for
thee full-scale expropriation that followed.
Thee scope for legal transfers of assets abroad, associated with the then prevailing
policyy to eliminate the Jewish population through forced emigration, had become
negligible.. Genschel reckons that in 1938/39 an emigrant owning assets worth 100
wouldd have had to leave about 97 or 98 behind.114 He would pay 20 - as, indeed,
didd every Jew - in 'Atonement' tax, 25 in flight tax (a tax that applied to non-Jews
ass well), 5 into a fund to support emigration of indigent Jews, and 2-5 in other taxes.
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Thee remaining 45-50 could be transferred at an exchange rate of 6 percent, later 4
percent,, of the official rate, so that he was left with about 3 or 2 out of 100 worth of
assets.. Thus, 1938/39 proved to be the watershed for anybody seeking safety abroad.
Indeed,, there was a wave of emigration of persons as well as assets in that period. A
significantt number, however, wound up in other continental European countries,
wheree they and/or their assets later were caught by the German occupation.
Alreadyy well before 1938 there was, at least in hindsight, a considerable incentivee to transfer assets abroad, either accompanied or unaccompanied. And the means
weree at hand. The large relative share of the middle class in the German Jewish populationn and the associated occupational structure made it likely that many had good
bankingg connections. Furthermore, the share of movable assets intotalwealth surelyy had been rising since 1934 as real estate and business investment increasingly
camee under threat of forced sale. All this provided strong incentives both for voluntaryy liquidation of fixed assets and for sending assets to safety, even though this
entailedd a double loss: distress prices for the sale of fixed assets and large discounts
onn transfers. Still, the mounting level of emigration - by 1941 almost one half of the
Jewishh population had left, though not all to safe destinations - would have put some
limitt to the number of those holdings abroad that in the end would be heirless.
IV.. 3.2. The Jewish Population
Inn mid-1933, there were almost 500,000 confessional Jews in Germany, 0.8 per
centt of the total population.115 Of these fully one-third lived in Berlin and more than
two-thirdss (71 percent) lived in large urban centres. Just under 20 percent were
immigrants,, with over 11 percent holding Polish citizenship and 4 percent being
stateless. .
Inn the five years that followed Hitler's assumption of power, the Jewish populationn shrank by more than a quarter by 1938 only around 365,000 were left. About
130,0000 had emigrated and the vital statistics recorded a large net loss of approximatelyy 30,000, partly because of the ageing of the population, but partly because of
thee high suicide rate. (See Table IV.3.1).
Thee trend of Jewish population changes necessarily rests on estimates as neither
thee German authorities nor the Jewish organisations kept systematic emigration
records. .
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Results of the 1933 Census, as reported in Wirtschttfi und und Statistik, No. 14 (1934), p. 657ffandNo.
ISS (1935), p. 147ff and p. 822ffput this number at 499,682 in 1933; including the Saarland, the total was
503,000.. Documents of the Statistische Reichsamt report a number of 420,000 on September 1,1935.
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Tablee IV3.1. Jewish Population 1933 - 1945
(inn thousands)
Population n Emigration n Natural l
decline1 1

Year r
6-16-1933 3
1934 4
1935 5
1936 6
1937 7

5032 2
5503 3

5.5 5

38 8

22 2
21 1
24.5 5
23.5 5
Largee scale expropriation begins

5.5 5
5.5 5
66
66

40 0
1938 8
5-17-1939 9

2142 2
78 8
234 4
War begins
r
s

88
10 0

15 5
1940 0
5-1-1941 1

88
169 9

88

44

Beginningg of "final solution"
1942 2
1943 3
19444 4
19455 5
Total l

139 9
51 1
14.5 5
20-25 5

0.5 5

Aboutt 270

7.5 5
55
11
72 2

Source:: Genschel, op. cit, p.291, including footnotes 4 and 5; official censuses;; own estimates.
Note:: Specific dates refer to official censuses and accord with the officiall numbers given in Wirtschaft und Statistik, no. 14 (1934) p.657 ff,
no.. 15 (1935), p. 147 ff and p. 822 ff and no.20 (1940) p.84 ff. These data
largelyy are in concordance with other sources, specifically Werner
Rosenstock,, "Exodus 1933 - 39. A Survey of Jewish Emigration from
Germany"" in Leo Baeck Yearbook 1956, Leo Baeck Institute, London, pp
3733 - 390, and Wolfgang Benz et. al. Die Dimension des Völkermords,
Deutscherr Taschenbuch Verlag, Munich, May 1996.
1.. Includes suicides.
2.. Confessional Jews, other data refer to "Race Jews"; includes Saarland.
3.. Estimated by author on basis of decline in confessional Jewish populationn between the two census dates in the 1930s.
4.. For 9-1-44 (just before the start of mass deportations) Blau estimates
thee Jewish population at 14,574, of which 9389 lived in "privileged" and
3,0899 in other mixed marriages; 1,780 were "Geltungsjuden", i.e. selfdeclaredd Jews or persons married to Jews, 89 foreigners and only 227
"normal"" Jews (of which 195 in Berlin), larger/ employed by Jewish
organisationss or the Gestapo.
5.. According to Blau about 14,000 Jews survived legally, about 5,000 illegally;; the remainder were returning survivors from Theresienstadt.
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Furthermore,, whereas official data after 1934 use the Nuremberg definition,116 those
pre-datmgg the Nazi regime but still including the June 1933 Census, count confessionall Jews only. Accordingly, emigration estimates range fairly widely, though there
iss a much narrower consensus. Rosenstock estimates that between 250,000-300,000
Jewss left Germany during the Nazi regime. He believes that the number of 300,000
emigrantss through October 31, 1940 cited in the Wannsee Protokoll of January 20,
1942,, (which established the "final solution"), is far too high.117
Thee May 1939 Census, which counted 239,412 Jews in Old Germany, also distinguishedd between Jews according to the Nuremberg laws and confessional Jews and
thuss provides some basis for comparison with the 1933 population data. It recorded a
declinee of 53.5 percent in the number of confessional Jews over the period. Assuming
thatt the number of non-confessional Jews declined similarly, there would have been
50,0000 in 1933, for a total Jewish population of about 550,000 in that year. This may
bee somewhat low, but the number of 200,000 non-confessional Jews for Germany and
Austriaa combined mentioned by the Reichsbank seems very high.118
Thee 1933 census showed that 39.6 percent of the Jewish population was aged 45
andd over, with 10.9 percent over 65. This compared with 27.7 and 7.0 percent,
respectively,, for the population at large. Emigration, which in the five years followingg Hitler's assumption of power was heavily weighted toward younger, able-bodied
persons,, further accelerated the greying of this already ageing Jewish population. As
aa result, the share of those aged 65 and over doubled to 20 percent between 1933
andd 1936 according to various estimates.
HE.. 3.3. Occupational Structure
Beforee Hitler, the majority of Jews was self-employed either in commercial businessess or the professions. The 1933 census listed 110,000 Jewish proprietors and
leaseholders,, most of whom were in the retail trades. More generally, almost one half
off the Jewish population, 48 percent or 240,487, was gainfully employed. Another 12
percentt lived off income without listing an occupation. This compares with 53 percentt and 9 percent respectively for the population as a whole. The self-employed
togetherr with salaried employees and officials in leading positions constituted the
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Unless the term "confessional Jew" is used, the word "Jew" refers to the Nuremberg definition in
whatt follows.
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Rosenstock, op.cit. He also considers Arthur Ruppin's estimate in Jfwjgh Fate and Future of
140,0000 - 200,000 between 1933 and 1938 and of 60,000 in the fust eight months of 1939 as too low.
Kurtt Grossman in the Wiener Library Bulletin. No. 1/2,1952 gives an estimate of 285,000, relatively
closee to the 270,000 shown in Table IV.3.1.
1 1 88
B. Arch. R25.01/6641, document prepared by the Economics Department of the Reichsbank for
usee at the Evian Conference.
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largestt single group among the Jewish gainfully employed: 46 percent as compared
withh only 16 percent for the population at large. Thus, Jews accounted for just over
22 percent of this category, almost three times their share of less than ? of one percentt of all gainfully employed. Conversely, only 9 percent were labourers as against
466 percent for the total labour force. In some part, this spread can be explained by
thee heavy urbanisation of the Jewish population, which itself stemmed from socioeconomicc factors that, as we have seen, also ruled elsewhere. But it more importantlyy reflected the very solidly middle-class nature of the Jewish population that
wass characteristic for Germany.
Thee occupational structure, however, was in line with that of Jewry elsewhere:
three-fifthss of the gainfully employed were concentrated in commerce and transport,
justt under one quarter in industry and crafts, one-eighth in the professions and publicc service and less than two percent each in agriculture and domestic service. (See
Tablee IV.3.2). Jewish participation was especially high, if not dominant, in the textile,, metal and banking sectors. Among professions Jews were, relative to their overalll participation in the labour force, very prominent among lawyers, doctors, agents
andd the arts. Within the Jewish labour force, 23 percent were immigrants, who held
ann over-proportional share of Jewish employment in the crafts.
Inn comparing the occupational structure of Germany Jewry with that elsewhere,
itt must be remembered that the 1933 census already reflects effects of anti-Jewish
boycotts,, especially the beginning of the elimination of Jews from the public servicee and the free professions. Of course, by the time the 1939 census was taken, the
eliminationn of Jewry from the economy was nearing completion. The ruthlessness
off the implementation of the policy of comprehensive expropriation, which emerged
inn 1938, is starkly illustrated in the comparative data for Berlin and Vienna. (See
Tablee IV3.3).
Thee results of the exclusionary policy run about parallel in both cities even
thoughh in Vienna a concerted policy of overt exclusion started only with the
Anschluss.. In 1933 registered unemployment among Jews, at 14 percent, lagged the
188 percent for the labour force at large. But this trend reversed rapidly when the boycottss drove many out of employment or severely cut into earnings. By 1939 about
two-thirdss of the active Jewish population was unemployed.
Byy 1935, 20-25 percent of an estimated total of 102,000 Jewish-owned businessess already had either been liquidated or transferred to Aryan hands; by early19388 that number had risen to 60 percent. On the eve of Kristallnacht fewer than
4,0000 retail outlets were left out of 85,000 in 1932.119

1

199 Barkai, op. cit, p. 132. Barkai notes that other sources believe this figure to be too low.
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Tablee IV.3.2. Occupational Structure
Jewishh and Total Population 1933
A.. Jews
Economic c
Branch h

Persons s
gainfully y
employed d

Percentt of total

Agriculture e
Industryy and crafts
Commerce e
andd transport
Publicc service and
professions s
Domesticc service

4,167 7
55,655 5
147,314 4

1.7 7
23.1 1
61.3 3

5,124 4
95,472 2
262,223 3

1.7 7
1.7 7
1.8 8

29,974 4

12.5 5

53,443 3

1.8 8

3,377 7

1.4 4

3,494 4

1.0 0

Total l

240,487 7

100.0 0

419,756 6

1.7 7

60,941 1

79,962 2

1.3 3

301,428 8

499,682 2

1.7 7

ofof which: family
members members
Independentss no
listedd occupation
Total l

23,200 23,200

Including g Percentt of gain
dependents s fullyy employed

9.6 9.6

B.. Jews as Compared with Total Population
Economicc Branch
Agriculture e
Industryy and crafts
Commercee and transport
Publicc service and professions
Domesticc service
Total l
ofof which: working family members
Independentss no listed occupation
Total l

Percentt Total
Population n
24.5 5
34.2 2
15.6 6
7.1 1
3.3 3

off which
0.04 4
0.43 3
2.48 8
1.11 1
0.27 7

84.7 7
16.4 16.4
15.3 3
100.0 0

Jews s
1.4 4
18.5 5
48.9 9
9.9 9
1.1 1
799A

0.4 0.4
1.05 5
0.79 9

7.7 7.7
20.2 2
100.0 0

Source:: NARA, Duker/Dwork Papers, R82, box 6, folder 117, "The Jews of Germany",
p.. 18; Mrtschqft und Statistik, No. 14 (1934) and No. 15 (1935).

Jewishh banks, an important segment of the banking sector and a significant portionn of private banking, shared the same fate. The rural banks were the first to go.
Inn these cases, the trend toward consolidation of the banking sector, especially after
thee 1932 crisis, may have played a role, but by 1935 many of the big names also had
beenn transferred to Aryan owners. The largest, MM Warburg in Hamburg, through
whichh much of the blocked accounts, Aryanisation and emigration transactions ran,
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wass allowed to survive until 1938, in part surely because of its role in the financing
off Jewish emigration.
Tablee IV3.3 Change in Occupational Structure
1933/344 -1939 Berlin and Vienna
(Confessionall Jews, numbers employed and percent change)
Economicc Branch
Berlin
Vienna
Percent t
Change e

1933 3

1939 9 Percent t
Change e

1933 3

1939 9

Agriculture e
Industryy & craft
Commerce,, transport
Publicc Service
Professions s
Domesticc service
Other r

254 4
23,729 9
41,330 0
14,160 0
4,306 6
979 9
--

327 7
5,739 9
3,531 1
--62 2
1,866 6
--

Totall gainfully empl.

80,452 2

15,726 6

Totall Independent
withoutt occupation

21,452 2 36,075 5

+68 8

-- 49,665 5

--

101,904 4 51344 4
Total l
Source:: Genschel, op.cit, p.290

-49 9

-- 52,719 9

--

131 1
803 3
468 8
--73 3
428 8
--

+30 0
-93 3
-99 9
-100 0

-80 0 60,000 0 3,054 4

-95 5

100 0
+29 9
-76 6 12,000 0
-92 2 36,000 0
-100 0 1,150 0
4,550 0 1,224 4
+90 0
-6,300 0
--

---

m .. 3.4. Income and Wealth Position
Ass noted above, Germany's Jews, unlike their Polish neighbours, largely
belongedd to the middle class and their income distribution was much more even.
Hilbergg put the wealth of the Jewish population in 1933 at between RM 10-12 billion,1200 an estimate referred to widely by other researchers. It is identical to the estimatee published in the Volkswirt No. 18 of January 1936, but it is not clear whether
thiss provides corroborative evidence or actually is one of Hilberg's sources. In the
samee article the Volkswirt cites a number of estimates, some of which were politicallyy motivated, that cluster around RM 20 billion. Documenting its own indicative
estimates,, the Statistische Reichsamt in March 1936 dismisses the RM 10-12 billion
numberr as too high and talks about numbers around RM 7 billion.121 While, in the
lightlight of the subsequent results of the 1938 Census, this number certainly is too low,
itt is interesting that the documentation notes:

1200

R, Hilberg, The Destruction of the European Jews, Holmes & Meier, New York, N.Y., 1985.
B. Arch., R31.02/906. In this document the author also works with an average of RM 54,460 taxable
wealthh per self-employed person.
1211
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** that by the time of writing - early 1936 - Jewish-owned wealth had likely
shrunkk by one quarterfromits 1933 level as a consequence of the process of
economicc isolation; and
that by 1936,20-25 per cent of the Jewish population depended on welfare.
Thee latter number is supported by Lestchinsky, who, writing in the same year,
citess a similar figure of 20-22 percent for the indigence rate and adds that about 20255 percent were living off remaining savings as people had been forced to leave their
professionss and liquidate or transfer their businesses.122 He estimated that only 10155 percent of the Jewish population could make a living in Germany at the time.
Moreover,, the income they earned could not have been much above subsistence
level. .
Still,, not all the 350,000-365,000 Jews who remained in Germany in 1937 were
penniless.. Income tax data for 1937 show that, although the amount of income tax
paidd by Jews had declined by as much as 20-40 percent in some cities, they still paid
nearlyy RM 80 million in taxes (however, this included the tax levied on revenue from
liquidations). .
AA more direct insight is provided by the results of the 1938 Census. These results
pointt to a pre-Hitler level of wealth of German Jewry that likely exceeded the RM
122 billion posited in the literature. The reported totals, RM 8,531 and RM 7,123 millionn respectively for gross and net assets, cover Germany and Austria together. (See
Tablee IY3.4). For Germany alone, 90,251 respondents reported RM 6,236 and
RMM 5,081 million respectively for gross and nett assets. This comes to RM 69,096
andd RM 56,299 respectively per respondent.
Iff one takes into account the erosion of wealth of the five preceding years and
thee enormous incentive for hiding assets - at home or abroad - over the period, these
aree very large numbers indeed. This is so, although they were inflated by the inclusionn of grossed up pensions, salaries and insurance. For Austria, where the underlyingg documentation still exists, we found mat about one third of reported net wealth
consistedd of such assets. For Germany, this would certainly be a lesser proportion
givenn that by 1938 the bulk of the Jewish population no longer drew salaries or was
entitledd to pensions. While this was partly true for Austria as well, the fact that the
censuss came within weeks of the German entry into Austria obviously limited the
extentt of the loss of jobs and pensions relative to Germany. If one assumed, nevertheless,, that in Germany the share of the pension/salary component came to 25 percent,, average net assets per respondent in Germany would be reduced to RM 42,224.

1 2 22
Jacob Lestchinsky, Der WirtschctfÜiche Zusammenbruch der Juden in DeutschUmd und Polen,
Pariss and Geneva, 1936.
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Tablee IV.3.4. Size and Structure of 1938 Census
off Jewish Assets
Reich11 less

Austria is Old
Germanyy

RMM Million

Percent of
Net
Gross
Assetss
Assets
Percent t

Agriculturall land
Reall estate
Businesss capital
Tangiblee assets
Financiall assets2

112 2
2,343 3
1,195 5
400 0
4,481 1

40 0
521 1
321 1
57 7
1,356 6

72 2
1,822 2
874 4
343 3
3,125 5

1.4 4
35.8 8
17.2 2
6.8 8
61.5 5

1.2 2
29.2 2
14.0 0
5.5 5
50.1 1

Totall gross assets
Lesss liabilities
Equalss total net
assets s

8^31 1
1,408 8

2,295 5
253 3

6,236 6
1,155 5

122.7 7
22.7 7

100.0 0
18.5 5

7,123 3

2,042 2

5,081 1

100.0 0

81.5 5

Number r
Numberr of
respondentss

138,019

47,768

90,251

RM M
Averagee net assets

51,609

42,748

56,299

Averagee net assets
excludingg pensions
andd salaries
r^a.
28,393
42,22e
Source:: B.Arch. R7/4740, Bl.38. and Table IV1 1.
e-- estimated.
1.. Excluding foreigners.
2.. Includes grossed-up pensions and salaries equalling over half (50.6 percent) of this
categoryy in Austria.

Adjustingg for the erosion of wealth between 1933 and 1938123 and assuming a
veryy conservative 30 percent evasion factor brings the 1933 equivalent of the reportedd average net wealth per respondent to RM 78,416
Thee Austrian 1938 Census data showed a certain number of multiple declarationss per family, reflecting those cases where family members filed separate tax
returns.. To avoid double counting in deriving the size of the family unit representedd by each respondent in the census, we used the average number of dependents per
gainfullyy employed person (0.7 as shown in Table IY3.2).
1233

The weighted average of the 25 percent erosion between 1933 and 1936 as estimated by the
Statistischee Reichsamt plus a minimal 10 percent for the subsequent period to April 1938 for a total of
300 percent
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Onn this basis, the number of respondents plus dependents equals 153,427 or 48
percentt of the estimated 320,000 Jews remaining in Germany at thetimeof the census;; under the then prevailing dire conditions a very high percentage indeed.
Itt is possible to test the plausibility of the average wealth numbers derived from
thee census data by taking theflowof two wealth-based taxes imposed by the Nazis
ass a point of departure. First, the "Atonement" tax of November 1938 (ostensibly to
"atone"" for the murder of vom Rath) which was set at 20 percent of assets and was
expectedd to generate RM 1 billion. It was later increased to 25 percent and between
19388 and 1940/41 yielded RM 1.127 billion. (See Table IV3.5).
Tablee IVJ.5. Atonement Tax Payments
19388 -1941
RM M
1938/399
498,514,808.27
1939/400
533,126,504.06
1940/411
94,971,184.15
Totall

1,126,612,495.48

Source:: Stefan Mehl, Das' Reichsfinanzministerium und die
VerfolgungVerfolgung der Deutsche» Juden, Juden, Berliner Arbeitsheftc und Berichte
zurr Sozialwissenschafiichen Forschung, Nr. 38, Berlin, Jury 1990.

Whilee the emphasis was on achieving the total of RM 1 billion rather than on a
calculationn of the tax base, it still implied that the Nazis believed the value of the
assetss Jews owned at the time to be in the neighbourhood of about RM 5 billion. It
mayy be accidental that this figure is more or less in line with the rather off-hand
estimatess made earlier by the Statistische Reichsamt cited above (around RM 7 billionn in 1933, adjusted for 25 percent wealth erosion). It is more likely that the results
off the 1938 Census provided the base. A number of documents, including a calculationn by the Reichsbank,124 figure that the costs and losses associated with the liquidationn of assets in the nine months between the date of the census and
Kristallnachtt ran to RM 2 billion, reducing the initial RM 7.1 billion reported for
Germanyy and Austria combined to RM 5 billion.
Abstractingg from the RM 5 billion wealth base, it is interesting to note that the
RMM 1 billion levy appears to be largely in line with our estimate of the amount of
liquidd assets reported in the census. This does make sense in as much as there is documentaryy evidence of the authorities' concern that raising the requisite amount
1 2 44
B.Arch. R25.001/6641. This calculation sought to establish the financial implications of Schacht's
largee scale emigration plan. It estimated that after the payment of the Atonement tax and after taking
accountt of an estimated RM 2 billion in losses and costs that accompanied the liquidation of assets,
RMM 4 billion would be left of the original total of RM 7.1 billion reported in the 1938 Census.
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,

throughh the sale of government securities might increase their already severe debt
managementt difficulties. Thus a major reason for levying the fine — to alleviate the
budgett problem - would be undercut if the requisite funds could not be mobilised
withoutt wholesale liquidation of government paper. More obviously, the authorities
alsoo were reluctant to accept real estate as this could lead to management problems
andd would not help ease the immediate liquidity needs.
AA second tax-based avenue for approaching the size of Jewish-owned wealth is
providedd by the revenues generated by the flight-tax. This tax, instituted in 1931,
wass levied at 25 per cent of assets and yielded RM 942.7 million between 1932/33
andd 1944/45. As the share paid by non-Jewish emigrants was almost negligible, the
revenuee data can be taken to be indicative of the wealth ascribed to Jews. (See Table
IV3.6). .
Tablee IV3.6. Flight Tax Revenues
1932/333 - 44/45
(thousandss of RM)
Year r

RM M

Year r

RM M

1932/33 3
1933/34 4
1934/35 5
1935/36 6
1936/37 7
1937/38 8
1938/39 9

1,000 0
17,602 2
38,120 0
45,337 7
69,911 1
81,354 4
342,621 1

1939/40 0
1940/41 1
1941/42 2
1942/43 3
1943/44 4
1944/45 5

216,189 9
47,787 7
36,503 3
31,460 0
8,802 2
6,000 0

Total l

942,686 6

Source:: Mehl, op. cit,

Thiss means that the lion's share of the RM 3.8 billion worm of assets underlying
thee flight tax revenue related to the wealth of Jewish emigrants. As noted above,
theree are no consistent data on Jewish emigration from Germany. Nor are there
recordss of the number of emigrants subject to flight tax. Thus, any estimates of
Jewish-ownedd wealth based on flight tax revenues will necessarily be tentative.
Nevertheless,, they can help corroborate conclusions drawn from other data.
Forr the period 1933-1937, Rosenstock provides estimates of the number of emigrantss as well as of those who relied on financial assistance to be able to depart.125
Forr the year 1937 fairly complete data exist for both categories. On that basis one can
concludee that between mid-1934 and 1937 one-third to almost two fifths (33-37 percent)) of all Jewish emigrants received financial assistance from Jewish organisations.

Rosenstock,, op. cit
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Thesee proportions are corroborated by an analysis of the size and financial implicationss of Jewish emigration between 1935 and early 1937 prepared by the Statistische
Reichsamt1266 Mid-1934 was chosen as the beginning date because before that date
thee flight tax, designed to deter high wealth individuals from leaving the country,
appliedd only to a quite narrow shoe of emigrante. Thus, it was initially levied on personss who on January 1,1931 had taxable wealth of over RM 200,000 or an income
off over RM 20,000 on January 1,1928, with implementation focussed on the wealth
ratherr than the income component
Onn May 18, 1934, the flight tax provisions were tightened not so much to
increasee the breadth of the deterrent as to enhance control and revenue capacity. The
wealthh level at which the tax cut in was reduced to RM 50,000 and, while the income
levell was maintained at RM 20,000, the base dates were changed for both income
andd wealth to January 31, 1931 or anytime thereafter. Deduction of the estimated
numberr of financially assisted emigrants from the 159,000 Jews, who emigrated
betweenn mid-1934 and mid-1939, leaves between 99,170 and 106,530 potential
flightt taxpayers. (See Table IV3.7). Again, it can be taken as a given that flight taxpayingg emigrants would have sent a certain part of their wealth ahead and/or hidden
somee within Germany for the use of family members left behind. At a conservative
300 percent for evasion, the average wealth of a flight tax paying emigrant's family
inn 1933 would have come to RM 86,000-93,000. Accordingly, the average wealth in
1933,, derived from the 1938 Census data, at RM 78,416 per family unit, seems quite
plausible.127 7
Finally,, general tax data for 1935 tend to support these numbers. Wealth tax data
showw mat median wealth for those subject to this tax fell within the RM
100,000-250,0000 bracket. Although only a small percentage of the population was
subjectt to wealth tax, this is an important indication. As elsewhere, the wealth tax
wass considered to be exceedingly hard to collect, especially in those cases where
wealthh was not tangible or visible. Perhaps more important, in 1928 the median for
taxablee income of the self-employed fell within and toward uie top of the RM
3,000-5,0000 bracket (1928 was Ihe initial benchmark year for the RM 20,000
incomee level at which flight tax cut in).

1 2 66

B. Arch. R31/2944, "Zahlen zur jüdischen Auswanderung aus Deutschland. 1.1.35 - 31.3.37".
Although the wealth criterion of the flight tax was RM 50,001 and over, while the reporting
requirementt for the Census started at RM 5,000, elimination of respondents reporting only salary and
pension-basedd wealth would have narrowed the gap between the populations of the two data sets.
1 2 77
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Tablee IVJ.7. Estimated Spread of Wealth based on
Flightt Tax and Emigration Data
A.. Estimated share of flight taxpayers
129,000 0
Number r

Estimatedd emigration 1933 -1937:
Estimatedd financially-assisted emigration

Percentt of total

Too known destinations
East-Europeann Jews, including
internall migration
iff 1/3 for emigration

41,179 9

32 2

(44.311) )
14,756 6

(34) )
11 1

Totall assisted emigration

55,935 5

43 3

73,065 5

57 7

100.000 0
26,438 8

26 6

(19,999) )
6,666 6

(20) )
77

66)896 6

67 7

33,104 4

33

Estimatedd number of flight taxpayers
Estimatedd share of flight taxpayers mid-1934 -1937 1
Estimatedd emigration:
Too known destinations
East-Europeann Jews, including
internall migration
iff 1/3 for emigration
Estimatedd number of flight taxpayers
Totall assisted emigration

B.. Average wealth of flight taxpayers
Yieldd offlighttax mid-1934 - mid-1939
Estimatedd number of emigrants
Less:: estimated number assisted - at 37%
Equals:: potential number flight taxpayers
Averagee family size: 2.1 2
Yields:: number of families
averagee flight tax
Wealthh erosion between 1933 and 1939
Weightedd average for period:

RMM 577,343
159,000 0

159,000 0

59,830 0 att 33% 52,470
106,530 0
99,170 0
47,224 4
RMM 12,226
355 percent
32.55 percent

50,729 9
RMM 11381

Averagee reported wealth of flighttaxpayerspertamttyunit in 1933: RM 60,319 - 64,796
Adjustedd for 30 percent tax evasion:
RMM 86,170-92,566
Basedd on Table IV 1.1; Rosenstock, op.cit, also cites detailed statistics for 1937, which yield a 3
percentt share for assisted emigration.
1.. Until May 18, 1934 the flight tax applied to persons who had assets of RM 200,000 on Jan 1,
19311 or an income of over RM 20,000 on Jan 1, 1928, after that date it applied to persons with
assetss of over RM 50,000 or an income of RM 20,000, on Jan 1, 1931 or at any time thereafter.
Thus,, it became of real interest starting fiscal 1934/35.
2.. Whereas for tax purposes family size, based on the employment statistics, was estimated at 1.7,
forr the emigrationflowthe size of taxpaying families is likely to be higher as it could be taken mat
theree would have been a relatively higher incidence of assistance among young, single emigrants.
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Iff we use the 12-13 multiplier for the income/taxable wealth relation found elsewhere,, taxable wealth at the upper range of the bracket would have come to KM
60,000-65,000.. Adjustment for 25 percent tax evasion, five percentage points below
thee 30 percent evasion factor applied to the 1938 Census data, yields average wealth
forr this bracket of RM 80,000-87,000. The lower evasion factor is warranted for the
pre-19333 period as it is plausible to assume that, despite the higher risks attached to
thee hiding of assets in Hitler Germany, the creeping expropriation during the period
too early 1938 would have heightened the incentive for evasion at that time as comparedd with 1928.
Thee occupational structure, the relatively - for the time - moderate level of
unemploymentt in 1933, the concentration of those dependent upon community
assistancee within the group of immigrants from Eastern Europe, and the generally
broadd spread of a middle class existence, all indicate a relatively high proportion of
familiess with significant savings capacity among German Jews. In fact, the division
betweenn those with and without means found in the flight tax data would appear to
applyy more broadly. Applying the 63 percent proportion to the 1933 Jewish populationn of 550,000 - or 324,000 family units - yields 204,000 families of means.
Onn this basis, total wealth, at a family average of RM 78,416, comes to RM 16
billion,, above the Hilberg range, but well below the high end of the, sometimes
politicallyy motivated, estimates of the time.
IV.. 3.5. The Structure of Wealth
Throughh much of the post-emancipation period, Jews in Germany continued to
bee constrained in their choices of property investment and profession by local
restrictions.. The equal rights precept was incorporated in the Constitution on
Decemberr 21,1848, but its full adoption and implementation in the various States
hadd to await the formation of the new Reich in 1871. From then on Jews could own
thee whole gamut of assets, including land, without legal restriction. However, the
occupationall and social structure would have favoured ownership of financial and
businesss assets, while the inflation experience of the 1920s argued for investment in
tangiblee (real estate, precious stones, etc.) and foreign-currency denominated assets.
Thee structure of Jewish-owned wealth, as documented by the 1938 Census, obviouslyy was strongly affected by the hollowing out of assets of the preceding five
years.. Thus, the preponderance of financial assets in the wealth structure of 1938
probablyy overstates their relative importance in normal times, particularly as real
propertyy and business investments were first to be affected by the exclusionary laws.
Conversely,, while it was possible, albeit increasingly difficult, to spirit moveable
assetss to safety, ownership of tangibles, especially real estate and land, could not be
hidden.. These offsetting factors lead to the conclusion that the 1938 asset structure
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offerss at least a guide to the pie-Hitler situation. A comparison with the structure of
assetss held by Austrian Jews in 1938 provides further insights. (See Table IY3.8).
Tablee IV.3.8.1938 Census - Structure of Assets
Germanyy and Austria Compared
(inn percent)
Percentt of Net Assets

Land d
Reall Estate
Businesss Capital
Tangiblee Assets
Financiall Assets
Totall Gross
Assets s
Lesss liabilities

Percentt of Net Assets excl.
Pensionss and Salaries1

Germany y
1.4 4
35.8 8
17.2 2
6.8 8
61.5 5

Austria a
2.0 0
25.5 5
15.7 7
2.8 8
66.4 4

Germany y
1.7 7
42.4 4
20.3 3
8.0 0
54.5 5

Austria a
3.0 0
38.4 4
23.7 7
4.2 2
49.4 4

122.7 7

112.4 4

126.9 9

118.7 7

22.7 7

12.4 4

26.9 9

18.7 7

100.0 0
100.0 0
100.0 0
Totall Net Assets
100.0 0
Source:: Table IV3.3 and Table IV1 1.
1.. For Germany estimated at 25 percent of financial assets, equal to one half the
sharee in Austria.

Ass the census caught Austrian Jewry at a relatively early stage in the adjustment
too the increasingly hostile environment, it reveals a clearer picture of asset preferencess than does its German counterpart. It confirms the preponderance of financial
assetss in the portfolios. The most striking difference, however, is the high level of
liabilitiess in the German structure. This tends to confirm the proposition that rising
economicc pressure and the efforts to salvage some assets brought about a search for
liquidity,, including increases in borrowing against assets and in payment delays.128
Thee structure of the "Atonement" tax payments provides some further supportingg evidence of the relative importance of securities in the portfolios of the Jewish
population:: by end-August, 1939 a total of RM 510,575,606 had been paid in, of
whichh RM 293,6244,416 (or 57.5 percent) was in securities and RM 143,081 (or
lesss than 0.1 percent) in real estate.129

1288
It should be noted though that liabilities reported in the Census refer only to non-business assets,
mainlyy mortgages, as business capital was reported on a net basis.
1299
Mehl, op. cit.
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m.3.6.. Capital Flight and Destination
Wee do know, as noted above, that there was a drive toward higher liquidity in the
Hitlerr period. That many Jewsfinallytook heed of the warning signs to try to bring
somee of their assets, if in the end not themselves, to safety is also evident Tight
exchangee controls, including the flight tax, had already been adopted under the
Brüningg government in 1931. But they became increasingly tighter with Reichsbank
Presidentt Schacht in 1937 finally adding the death penalty to his preventive arsenal.
Still,, people found many ways to evade the barriers - sufficiently so that the Nazi
authoritiess repeatedly expressed concern about die volume of Jewish-owned wealth
thatt was escaping. The correspondence among the involved government departmentss found in the German archives contains numerous references to the frequency
withh which assets escaped illegally, and the highways and byways utilised. However,
thee documentation shows that attempts to estimate the size of flight capital and to
bringg it into relation with amounts legally transferred and wealth still left remained
partial. .
Forr example, the Statistische Reichsamt tried in 1937 to pull together data on
Jewishh emigration and the associated flow of assets abroad.130 They estimated that
fromm 1933 through thefirstquarter of 1937 some 80,000-100,000 Jews emigrated.
Off these about one-third to one-half (36,000) were considered to have been without
significantt means. The assets of those nominally subject to flight tax (i.e. with
wealthh of over RM 50,000) were estimated at RM 728 million.131 Those with lesserr wealth, as recorded by the foreign exchange control agencies (FEC), were judged
too have owned RM 140 million and others RM 60 million (the bulk of these were
illegall emigrants owning RM 40 million) for a total of RM 928 million. The authoritiess figured that RM 400 million of this was transferred abroad. This amount of
transferss is quite a bit higher than the RM 320 million of legal transfers associated
withh the emigration of 170,000 Jews cited at a November 22,193 8 meeting of heads
off the FEC.132 On basis of the Reichsamt figures, the 44,000-74,000 emigrants
withh means would have been able to transfer legally between RM 6,250-9,000,
whilee the lower estimate (figuring a similar indigence rate) comes to a transfer of
aboutt RM 2,900 per head.
Thoughh no consolidated estimates exist of how much may have escaped, individuall units of the FEC and Customs report some of the ways in which assets were
transferredd illegally. In addition to the wide practice of over- and under- invoicing of
foreignn trade transactions and the presentation of phantom invoices, the main
1 3 00

B. Arch. R31/2944, op. ciL
This consists of RM 558 million owned by flight taxpayers, RM 74 million by foreigners and RM
966 million by illegal emigrants.
132
B.Arch.R7/3153. .
1311
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avenuess seem to have been the mails and organised courier services.133 In particular,
largee amounts of RM notes were said to have left the country in these ways. Customs,
inn 1938, detail a purportedly typical case of an organised currency collection and
transferr group based in Antwerp. Collection by one agent in his first month of operationn reportedly ran to RM 1 million. The smuggled bank notes, once outside Germany,
weree offered to foreign central banks, particularly the Banque de France, which used
them,, in the normal course of business, in the clearing process with Germany.
Thee FEC note the trade in black RM currency in Shanghai, which with its large
refugeee population had become a major destination for smuggled funds. In addition
too currency, stamps - in and on letters - were a much used large volume vehicle as
weree mailings of pre-paid mail envelopes, though these could hardly have run to
significantt amounts; the Customs also regularly intercepted mailings of precious
stoness and securities. A lesser-known vehicle was the illegal registration of
patentss and copyrights abroad. This practice became so frequent that the FEC set
upp a special group to deal with it. All in all, it could be argued that by 1939, and
certainlyy by 1940, virtually all that could leave would have left.
Howw much went out is obviously not traceable. But one could make some rough
guessess as follows:
Wealthh in 1933
Erosionn of wealth 30%
19388 Census134
Legall transfers
Leavess

RM 16.0 billion
4.8 billion
3.8 billion
0.5 billion
6.9 billion

Iff the full share of the estimated evasion attributed to financial assets (RM 2.9
billion)) found its way abroad, it together with the RM 0.5 billion in legal transfers,
wouldd yield a total of RM 3.4 billion lodged abroad. This equals 21 percent of the
estimatedd wealth in 1933, in line with the share of movable funds found for the other
countriess (except Poland). One could argue, however, that with the long lead times
andd the still difficult, but somewhat easier transfer possibilities of the period up to
1936,, Germany should show a higher man average share of wealth that could have
gonee abroad. A 25 percent share would put the amount of flight capital at RM 4.0
billion,, leaving by the above reckoning RM 2.9 billion (RM 6.9 minus RM 4 billion).. This would seem to be a minimum amount as it represents both the value of
assetss expropriated and looted up to April 1938, the time of the 1938 Census and the

1333
1344

B. Arch. R21.01/B6070, dated 1 Nov, 1940 and R21.01/B607S, dated 24 Aug, 1938.
Adjusted to exclude grossed up pensions and salaries.

______
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sharee of evasion funds thatremainedin the country. Accordingly, one would concludee that RM 4.0 billion could reasonably have escaped
IV.. 4. HUNGARY
IV.. 4.1. Background
Ass in Austria, die end of World War I constituted a watershed for die relatively
benignn environment in which the Jewish population in Hungary lived and worked.
Upp to that time Jews enjoyed equal rights in political and economic life, even includingg land ownership. The multinational character of the Magyar empire had fostered
aa willingness to absorb non-Magyars as long as they, in turn, proved their willingnesss to become Magyarised. Thus, Hungarian Jewry, to the extent it became acculturated,, was not viewed as a separate ethnic entity - as it was in surrounding
countriess - but rather as separate only in its religious identity. Indeed, the Jewish
presencee in Hungary predates even the reign of St. Stephen (995-1030), as around
thee year 970 Khazar soldiers, who had adopted Judaism as their statereligionsome
2000 years earlier, came with the Magyars to Hungary and subsequently settled
there.'3* *
Jewss had basically been enfranchised from St. Stephen's reign onward and this
enfranchisementt had not been challenged throughout the Habsburg period, not even
byy the largely Vienna-based anti-Semitic faction. Despite this long-standing freedom,, de facto anti-Semitism and its associated discriminationresulted,as elsewhere,
inn concentration of Jewish economic activity and ownership in a limited number of
occupationss and economic sectors. And this concentration was further fostered by,
orr even found its primary origin in, Hungary's bi-polar gentry/peasant social structure.. The Jews provided the commercial and professional links between these two
groups,, but never became part of either. Thus, the Magyarisation of a large part of
thee Jewish population still left it outside the socio-economic structure, making die
Jewss the same "gap fillers" they had been forced to become in the less tolerant climatee of surrounding countries.136 This resulted in the Jewish population becoming
aa dominant element in the developing bourgeoisie, most especially in the urban centres. .
Inn the vastly changed circumstances of post-World War I Hungary, anti-Semitic
sentimentt gained in force and became increasingly overt. Analysts attributed this
changee mainly to the political and geographical break-up of die Habsburg era, the
supposedd role Jews played in the rise of the Soviet Republic and the participation of
1 3 55
Arthur Koestler, The Thirteenth Tribe, Random House Inc., New York, 1976, pp.103-105; Congres
Juiff Mondial, op. cit., p.119.
1366 Ezra Mendelsohn, The Jews of East Central Europe between the World Wars, Indiana University
Press,, Bloomington, 1983, p. 91 ff.
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memberss of the Jewish intelligentsia in the short-lived Bolshevist regime of Bela
Kunn in 1919. Furthermore, the economic hardships that dominated the inter-war
periodd - inflation and depression - created greaterr economic and social dislocation
inn Hungary, than they did in Austria, because the post-war dismemberment had
shrunkk its economic base and resilience. Not surprisingly, economic envy and the
highh visibility of the Jewish population in increasingly important sectors played a
majorr role in the emergence of active anti-Semitism. Indeed, the hitherto latent antiSemitismm broke to the surface with extraordinary virulence, though it remained
largelyy verbal until the 1930s. Save for the promulgation in 1920 of a numerus
claususs law limiting university attendance of various "races andd nationalities " (read
"Jews")) to their population share, no official action was taken until the so-called
Firstt Jewish Law was enacted in May 1938.
Inn fact, the virtually full concentration of a large part of commerce, particularly
retailing,, banking and a number of industrial branches like textiles, in the hands of
thee Jews proved a powerful delaying factor in the adoption of the panoply of
German-stylee exclusionary laws. The dominance of Jews in these sectors - a consequencee of the fact that the gentry and the peasantry shunned the professions and
commerciall activity - was thoroughly fused in the Hungarian mind. Even when
attemptss to penetrate these sectors, partly through boycotts of Jewish establishments,, proved successrul, the population continued to think of these activities as
"Jewish",, vide the story of the peasant woman who, when sending her son on an
errand,, told him "Pista, go to the Jew, not to the Jewish Jew, but to die new shop".137
Awarenesss that their exclusion from economic activity could lead to potential
financiall chaos for Hungary lulled the Jews into complacency. A complacency that
survivedd even as their belief in being recognised as Hungarians first began to erode
togetherr with their conviction that, as long as Admiral Miklós Horthy remained head
off State, they in turn would remain basically safe. The appointment in 1932 of Gyula
Gömbos,, a notorious anti-Semite and Hitler supporter, to head a new Government
shouldd have sounded alarm bells. But his tenure helped confirm the view mat "the
soupp is never eaten as hot as it is comes off the stove" as he came to see greater
advantagee in obtaining financial support trom the Neolog (non-orthodox) leaders of
thee Budapest Jewish community than in pursuing Nazi-type anti-Jewish policies.
Thus,, even as Hungary politically drew ever closer to Nazi Germany, the bell did not
tolll clearly for Hungarian Jewry until in 1938, under pressure from the growing
importancee of the Arrow Cross Party from within and from Nazi Germany trom outsidee Hungary, the Government under Daranyi enacted the first Nazi-type antiJewishh law in East Central Europe.
1 3 77
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Thee passage of the 1938 law, which foresaw a gradual scaling back of Jewish
economicc influence, appeared to bring home the perception of real danger. It triggeredd the first united protest from the Jewish community as well as the start of a
floodd of conversions, despite the fact that post-1919 conversions were not recognisedd by the exclusionary laws.138 Up to this point there had been little evidence of
evasionaryy action. The push to emigration had been minimal, though mere were
effortss to move savings to safety with reports of incidents of assets being smuggled
abroadd starting in the mid-1930s and accelerating as the decade drew to a close.
Thee 1938 law as such was portrayed, both to domestic opponents and the outside
world,, as the lesser of possible evils, intended to ward off the growing pressures
fromm the extreme right and from Hitler Germany for full adoption of Nuremberg
typee laws. Indeed, despite goading from Berlin, Horthy continued to argue that a
completee "de-Jewing" of the economy would have devastating effects. Nevertheless,
aa series of progressively stricter laws was implemented from May 1938 onward,
thoughh not enforced with the same zeal as the Nuremberg laws on which they were
based.. Accordingly, despite progressive exclusion from economic life, Hungarian
Jews,, until the occupation of Hungary by Germany in March 1944, remained somewhatt better off than those in other Nazi-dominated countries. Until the occupation,
thee 825,000 Jews living in Hungary (including those in the annexed territories),
thoughh increasingly deprived of their earning ability, remained largely in control of
theirr possessions, including property and bank balances. Still, by 1940 as many as
225,0000 Jewish heads of family and family members had lost their livelihoods and
some,, outside the larger urban centres, saw their real property confiscated as well.139
Butt the restrictions appeared to affect mainly the middle and lower-middle class,
leavingg the financial and industrial elite largely untouched.140 Though increasingly
impoverished,, Hungarian Jewry was spared ghettoisation until the Occupation.
Nevertheless,, some 60,000 perished in forced labour battalions at the Russian front
andd in Yugoslavia before March 1944. But it was left to the Germans to implement
thee "final solution".
Onn March 18, 1944, the very day Germany invaded Hungary, Horthy was in
Berlinn to assure Hitler, as part of his efforts to keep Hungary from direct German
rule,, that he would deport a further 100,000 Jews. The next day Adolf Eichmann
arrivedd in Budapest to plan the total destruction of Hungary's Jews. When his arrival
triggeredd a run on the banks, with 207 million pengö withdrawn in a matter of hours,
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Eichmannn moved quickly to persuade Jewish leaders that Hungarian Jewry would be
secure.. Two days later withdrawals had dropped to 19 million pengö.141 But respite
provedd only as short as it took to organise mass deportations. In the month between
Mayy 5 and June 7,1944, 300,000 Hungarian Jewsfromoutside Budapest (including
thee annexed territories) were sent to the death camps. By July, the total had risen to
moree than 500,000. For a short while, the Jewish population of Budapest was spared,
butt with Horthy's fall in October 1944 this respite also came to an end. Of the
231,0000 Jews left in Budapest a further 103,000 were deported, killed or died under
thee Nazi occupation and the regime of the Hungarian fascist Arrow Cross Party that
hadd come to power in its wake.142 Thus only about 120,000 survived in the city.
IV.. 4.2. The Jewish Population
Hungariann Jewry, in part reflecting the relatively longish period of equal rights,
wass rather less concentrated in a few large cities than in neighbouring countries to
thee west. While Budapest, both because of the prominence of Jews in its economicc and cultural life and because of its influence in the region, might have been
thoughtt of as a second Vienna in Jewish life, the fact is that in 1937 less than half
thee Jewish population, 45 percent, lived there. Indeed, only just over one half (53
percent)) lived in Hungary's six biggest cities, including Budapest. The remainder of
thee Jewish population, of a more orthodox and traditionally Eastern European makeup,, lived in smaller towns and the countryside, mainly in the north-eastern part of
Trianonn Hungary. However, the wealth of the Jewish population appeared much
moree concentrated, as ownership of real assets did not necessarily coincide with
placee of residence.
Thee Jewish population of Hungary had been on a declining trend, absolutely and
proportionately,, since the end of World War I. According to thee 1920 census, there
thenn were 473,355 confessional Jews in Trianon Hungary, constituting 5.9 percent
off the population. By 1930, the number had shrunk to 444,567, or 5.1 percent of the
total,, this trend continuing through the 1930s. The main reasons for the diminution
weree a negative natural growth rate (due to a low birth rate) and a rising trend of conversionss and mixed marriages. In Budapest, the 1930 census counted 204,371 confessionall Jews, 20.3 percent of its population; by 1935, there were only 201,069 or
199 percent of the total. The total of 231,000 Jews reported in Budapest in 1944 is
nott comparable as it includes all those who were considered Jewish under the
Nurembergg definition. Braham puts the number of non-confessional Jews in 1941
att almost 90,000,70 percent of whom lived in Budapest. The 1941 census recorded
1411
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246,8033 Jews in Budapest and 490,621 in Trianon Hungary. Addition of the annexed
territoriess brought the total Jewish population in 1941 to just over 825,000, or 4.3
percentt of the population. By the time the Soviets entered Budapest, about half the
Jewishh population of the city had survived. Most of those in the countryside had perished.. (See Table IV4.1).
Tablee IV.4.1. Jewish Population
Annexed d Hungary y
Territories s

Trianonn Hungary
Budapest t Provinces s
Confessionall Jews
19300 Census
Percentt of total pop.
1935/377 estimate
Percentt of total pop.
Non-confessionall Jews
1935/377 total Jews
Percentt of total pop.
19411 total Jews

204,371 1
20.3 3
200,000 0
18.9 9
62,350 0
262,350 0
24.7 7
246,803 3

240,196 6
3.1 1
232,000 0
2.9 9
27,290 0
259,290 0
3.3 3
243,818 8

Total l
-444,567 7
5.1 1
-432,000 0
4.8 8
89,640 0
-521,640 0
-5.8 8
490,621 1 334,386 6

Losses spriorr to German occupation, 3-19-44
12,350 0
12,500 0
24,850 0 17,150 0
Labourr battalions
Deportationn and Bacska
3,000 0
2,000 0
5,000 0 16,000 0
massacress 1941/42
Deported,, killed or died
Liberatedd and/or returned
Escapedd abroad
Totall Perished

----825,007 7

42,000 0
21,000 0

Occupationn impact
105,453 3 222,318 8 326,771 1 290,236 6
46,000 0 190,000 0 65,500 0
144,000 0
2,000 0
3,000 0 2,000 0
1,000 0

618,007 7
255,500 0
5,000 0

297,621 1 266,886 6

564,507 7

100,803 3

196,818 8

Source:: Hungary Year Book, Randolph Braham, The Politics of Genocide: The Holocaust in Hungary,
Columbiaa University Press, New York, 1981, p. 1144.

IV.. 4.3. Occupational Structure
Accordingg to the 1930 census, a full 40 percent of the active Jewish population
wass involved in credit and commerce. Most of the remainder worked in the professionss (8.9 percent); industry (8.3 percent); transportation (3.7 percent); domestic
helpp (1.0 percent), and only a feww in agriculture (0.3 percent) and mining (0.8 percent).. Almost one-tenth (9.1 percent) were retired or lived off their capital.
Thee census classified 644,296 people, or 7.4 percent, of the Hungarian population,
ass belonging to the middle-class. Of these 22.7 percent (146,642) were Jews. That is,
fullyy one-third of Hungarian Jewry was counted as middle-class. Sixteen percent of
thee Hungarian population belonged to the employed proletariat, slightly over one half
inn the agricultural sector. By contrast only 8 percent of the Jewish population were

922 Country Studies

partt of die employed proletariat, 99 percent of whom worked in the industrial sector.
Onee of the anti-Semitic writers, whose statistical work appears to be respected, though
hiss conclusions are suspect, using the census data as a base, also breaks out the importantt petite bourgeoisie.143 Although his breakdowns do not quite accord with the
abovee numbers, they do throw further light on how Hungarian Jewry fit into the overalll population. (See Table IV4.2).
Tablee IV.4.2. Population by Socio-Economic Class
1930 0
(inn percent)

Middlee class
Petitee bourgeoisie
Proletariat t
Otherr (probably unemployed)
Total l

Non-Jews s

Jews s

6.5 5
38.5 5
46.0 0
9.0 0

28.3 3
38.4 4
24.2 2
9.1 1

100.0 0

100.0 0

Source:: Zentay D., Beszelo szamok VI, Budapest.

Bosnyakk cites the fact that illiteracy among Jews amounted to only 4.4 percent,
whilee it was 23.6 percent for Gentiles, as one of the explanations why just over two
thirdss of Hungarian Jewry fell into the petite bourgeoisie and the comfortable middlee class as compared with only a little over two-fifths for Gentiles.
Nott surprising then that, despite their small numbers, Jews dominated some sectorss and some professions. They made up 55.1 per cent of the country's lawyers,
40.22 per cent of the physicians and 36.1 per cent of the journalists.144 In 1937, more
thann two-thirds of the board members of Hungary's 20 largest industrial enterprises
weree Jews and they represented a majority on the boards of non-government relatedd financial institutions. For Budapest this dominance was even greater. While only
aa few hundred people were actually involved, it gave Budapest's Jewry such a high
profilee that in some circles the city was given the moniker "Judapest". This encouragedd the anti-Semitic sentiment on which the extreme right thrived, and helped lead
too the adoption of the 1920 numerus clausus law and to prepare the ground for the
exclusionaryy legislation of 1938.
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Bosnyak Zoltan, Magyarorszag elzsidosodasa (The Judaisation of Hungary) and Dezsö Zentay,
BeszeloBeszelo Szamok (Illustrative Numbers, vol. 4 and 6.
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IV.. 4.4. Income and Wealth Position
Hungary,, with its 8.7 million population, was known as the country of 3 million
beggars,, the number thought to be living at the edge of subsistence. Subsistence
levell income is hard to estimate as much of poverty was concentrated in the countryside,, where some payment in kind was usual. Seasonal agricultural workers thus
earnedd only 30 pengö per month. Perhaps more illuminating is that the lowest blue
collarr wage was 55 pengö per month for men and 35 pengö for women, an annual
incomee of 660 and 420 pengö, respectively.145 (The lowest income tax bracket startedd at 1 ,000 pengö). But, as noted above, Hungary also had a sizeable, relatively wellofff petite bourgeoisie and middle class which, in many cases, earned well above
subsistencee level. As in Holland, Jews accounted for a far greater number of these
groupss than their share of the population would suppose. The main sources on
Jewishh involvement in the economy datefromthe 1930s and, as such, seek to prove
itss importance. The prime Jewish source, the Hungarian Jewish Lexicon, written by
Neologg Jews, sought to document the important contribution Jews made to the economy;; the Fascist writers sought to prove Jewish dominance and to lay the groundworkk for future dispossession. Some among the latter estimate that in the 1930s the
accumulatedd wealth held by Jews amounted to about one-half of total wealth.. This
estimatee surety is high. Other Hungarian sources, basing themselves on income
flows,, estimate the Jewish share at 24 percent of national income or 0.75-1.1 billion
pengö.. By contrast, these as well as Robinson's estimate, of 1.7 billion pengö,146
basedd on his per capita wealth share approach, seem much too low.
Itt was a common adage that a family of four in Hungary could do reasonably
welll on 2,000 pengö per year. In 1937, there were 23,000 Jews in Budapest (11 per
centt of the Jewish population of the city) with taxable incomes above 2,000 pengö
comparedd with 29,000 non-Jews (3 per cent of the non-Jewish population). And 44
percentt of all income taxpayers in Budapest were Jewish, although Jews constituted
onlyy 19 percent of the city's population. (See Table IV4.3). This large difference in
affluence,, however, disappears when Jewish and non-Jewish taxpayers are compared
-- that is, tax incidence among Jews was much higher, but the income structure of the
taxpayingg population in both groups was relatively similar. Thus, the median income
off both Jewish and non-Jewish taxpayers fell within the same (4,001-5,000 pengö)
bracket.. The averages, at 7,280 and 7,1233 pengö for Jews and non-Jews respectively,, were only 2 percent apart and, at about 60 percent above the median, attest to the
similarityy in skewness of the income distribution for both population groups.

LexiconLexicon Revai 1909-19351 Hungarian Academy, Budapest
Robinson,, op. cit
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Similarly,, wealth tax, which cut in at 4,800 pengö, in 1937 was paid by 7.8 percentt of the Jewish population in Budapest, but by only 2.4 percent of all non-Jews.
Consequently,, Jews made up 43 percent of Budapest's wealth taxpayers. So, one out
off every 13 Jews paid wealth tax as against one out of every 41 non-Jews. As in the
casee of income tax, there was considerable homogeneity within the wealth taxpayingg group: median wealth fell within the same 20-50,000 pengö bracket for both
Jewss and non-Jews and they were only 1 percent apart with respect to average taxablee wealth - at 77,912 pengö for Jews and 78,641 pengö for non-Jews. (See Table
IV4.4).. However, the distribution of taxpayers by occupation differed, as might have
beenn expected. The relative importance of Jews was highest in the trade and credit
sector,, outweighing all other categories by far. (See Table IV4.5). That was also
wheree the larger share of their taxable wealth resided.
Tablee IV.4.5. Budapest, Share of Jewish Taxpayers
inn Total Gross Taxable Wealth
fayfay Occupation, 1937
(inn percent and ratio)
Occupation n

Numberr of
taxpayers s

Grosss taxable
wealth h

Percent t

Averagee gross
taxablee wealth
Jews/Non-Jews s
Ratio o

Agriculture e
Mining g
Industry y
Tradee and credit
Transportation n

18.2 2
36.5 5
39.1 1
64.8 8
24.1 1

19.4 4
60.6 6
41.4 4
65.1 1
23.2 2

1.08 8
2.68 8
1.10 0
1.01 1
.95 5

Sub-total l

49.4 4

46.0 0

.87 7

29.8 8
9.1 1
18.5 5
36.9 9

33.2 2
11.6 6
22.0 0
45.4 4

1.17 7
1.31 1
1.33 3
1.42 2

35.9 35.9
46.0 46.0
32.2 32.2

44.8 44.8
49.3 49.3
50.0 50.0

1.45 1.45
1.14 1.14
2.11 2.11

42.7 7

42.5 5

Publicc sector and
freefree professions
Domesticc service
Pensioners s
Other r
ofof which:
RealReal estate owners
Investors Investors
Other Other
Grandd Total

.99 9

Source:: Kommunal-statistisches Amt, Budapest, Statistisches Jahrbuch der Haupt- und
ResidenzstadtResidenzstadt Budapest, 1939, p. 213 - 215.
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Grosss taxable wealth of Budapest's Jewish population in 1937 amounted to
1.2144 billion pengö,147 equalling 43 percent of total taxable wealth of Budapest's
residents.. Taking into account the considerable number of non-confessional Jews,
whoo would fall under the Jewish laws of 1938/39 but were not counted as Jews in
earlierr tax returns, more than half of the taxable wealth of Budapest's population was
inn the hands of Jews as defined under the Nazi regime.
Ass noted above, Braham puts the number of non-confessional Jews in 1941 at
almostt 90,000, with 70 percent living in Budapest.. (See Table IY4.1). If we assume
thatt their income and wealth structure paralleled that of the registered Jewish populationn - probably a conservative assumption - gross taxable wealth of confessional
andd non-confessional Jews together amounted to 1.596 billion pengö in 1937, 58
percentt of the taxable wealth of all Budapest's residents. Similarly, taxable income
off the Jewish population rises to 292.8 million pengö, bringing its share also to 58
percentt of the city's total. The number of Jewish wealth and income taxpayers would
havee risen to 20,485 and 40,214 respectively.
AA combination of the wealth and income tax data leads to the conclusion that
Budapestt would have had at a minimum 20,500 and more likely 27,200 Jewish familyy units of appreciable wealth. The low end of this range consists of the number of
Jewishh (confessional and non-confessional) wealth taxpayers; the higher end is the
estimatedd number of Jewish taxpayers with taxable incomes between 2,500 and
100,0000 pengö (67.6 percent). Remembering that an annual income of 2,000 pengö
wouldd accommodate a middle-class standard of living for the average size family, a
taxablee income somewhat above that should allow wealth accumulation. Exclusion
off the wealth brackets above 900,000 pengö yields an average taxable wealth level
off 68,457 pengö for Jewish taxpayers in Budapest in 1937. Applying this average to
thee 27,200 family units, yields an initial wealth estimate of 1.9 billion pengö.
Inn the Provinces, Jews, as defined by the 1938/39 laws, numbered 259,290 or 3.3
percentt of the population. Of these, 40,110 lived in the five most important urban
agglomerationss outside Budapest. It would be reasonable to assume that for these
urbann taxpayers the pattern of wealth and income between Jews and non-Jews would
havee been similar to that for Budapest, though taxable wealth as such would have
beenn lower. Ju the countryside, where much of Jewish subsistence level activity was
concentrated,, there also was a concentration of poverty among non-Jews. But there
alsoo existed a significant amount of wealth in the hands of the non-Jewish landed
gentry.. There is no reason to suppose that the overall income and wealth structure

1 4 77
Equivalent to $232 million at the $1=5.4 pengö rate that applied to non-commercial transactions
andd included a 20 percent surcharge.
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forr the Jewish population in the countryside would have differed much from that of
theirr neighbours, though it would have been less skewed, producing a somewhat
broaderr tax incidence. If that is so, we estimate taxable wealth of Hungarian Jewry
outsidee Budapest to have amounted to 440 million pengö.
Thiss estimate is also in line with the numbers that emerge from the rough
income/wealthh ratios that can be drawn from the data. For Budapest's Jews, average
taxablee wealth is 11 times average taxable income. While this straight comparison
iss not very illuminating as it relates to different sets of taxpayers, a sample of some
hundred-oddd cases for which there is a record of both taxable wealth and taxable
incomee shows a ratio of 12/1. Applying this ratio to the estimated taxable income
numberss for the Jewish population outside Budapest yields average wealth levels
withinn 2 percent of our estimate.
Ass in other countries, there is an anecdotal record of significant tax evasion and
under-reporting.. In Hungary, this was noted as habitual, making it considerably
moree widespread than in some West European countries. Tax evasion would have
beenn stimulated further by the experience of the 1920s, which heightened a perceivedd need to accumulate assets that could protect against inflation and currency
fluctuations.. For Jews, an added consideration was the upsurge of overt antiSemitismm that caused them to put savings increasingly into movable assets and, especiallyy after 1932, to hold assets abroad. We found that tax evasion and tax fraud in
Francee accounted for an underestimation of actual wealth by more than 60 percent.
Thee assumption that this certainly would have been no less in Hungary would be
conservative,, especially as applied to the Jewish population.
Onn this basis we estimatee the wealth in the hands of Jews of some affluence in
Trianonn Hungary in 1937 at 3.7 billion pengö, of which 2.3 billion pengö would
havee shown in the tax records.148
Thee record of looting also puts the wealth estimate of 3.7 billion pengö in 1937
intoo a conservative light. The Allies intercepted part of the Nazi loot that had been
heldd at the National Bank of Hungary. This alone was reckoned to be at least equivalentt to one-thirteenth of our total estimated wealth. As stated by Nahum Goldman
inn a letter to US Secretary of State, James F Byrnes: "|TJn April 1944, the Hungarian
Governmentt decreed the confiscation of all valuables in the possession of Jews.
Thesee valuables were delivered to the Hungarian National Bank and stored until the

1488
Thisfigureis derived by applying the tax evasion factor to the known taxable wealth estimate of 2
billionn pengö (1.6 billion for Budapest and 0.4 billion pengö for the countryside), and adding the 0.3
billionn pengö estimated for wealth accumulators in Budapest, who were income but not wealth taxpayers,, without further adjustment.
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approachh of the Russian army at end-1944. At that time they were loaded onto a
freightfreight train of 24 wagons to be sent to Germany. The train was intercepted in
Austriaa by the US forces, who seized 16 wagons, the remainder being seized by the
French.. The train load reportedly contained, in addition to furs, cameras, stamp collections,, etc., ritual objectsfromnearly all the synagogues in Hungary plus approximately:: 50 crates of gold bullion, 50 crates of gold coin, 30 crates of jewellery, 1560
boxess of silverware, 100 valuable paintings and 5,000 valuable carpets. All this was
valuedd at no less than US$50 million, or over ? billion pengö (1937 exchange
value).**1499 In the event, the worth of the valuables captured on the so-called
Hungariann gold train probably fell far short of the claimed US$50 million. The
majorr part of what fell into the hands of the US. Army, in the end, was inventoried
att just about US$1 million. Though it is believed that much had already been stolen
byy the time the Allies found the train and by far the most valuable portion was seized
byy the French, this would not have made up the difference. Nevertheless, the
undoubtedd provenance and value of what had been captured bears witness to the
wealthh of Hungarian Jewry.
IV.. 4.5. The Structure of Wealth
"Keepp your wealth in real estate, gold and foreign currency", was the slogan of
thee Hungarian Jewish middle class - and with the devastating hyper-inflation and
currencyy turmoil of the 1920s still fresh in memory - probably also of most
Hungarianss with a modicum of wealth. This advice was apparently heeded by the
Jewss of Budapest to an extent that can be seen even in the official statistics.
Althoughh data on the structure of wealth make no distinction by religion, either for
Hungaryy or for Budapest, it is possible to extract some evidence of the portfolio
preferencee of the Jewish population from the Budapest statistics. On that basis,
thoughh the oft-recited importance of Jewish ownership of real estate in Budapest is
evident,, the most striking point is the emergence of a clear above-average tendency
amongg Jews to invest in financial assets.
Thee estimated asset structure of wealth held by Budapest's Jewry is based on a
breakdownn of asset ownership by residential district in Budapest. (See Table IV.4.6).
Itt was known that Jews accounted for close to half the population in Districts V-VU.
Comparisonn of the structure of assets held by tax residents in these districts with that
off Budapest's tax population as a whole, allows inferences to be drawn about the
portfolioo preference of Jewish asset holders.

Paraphrasee of letter dated July 12,1946, Central Zionist Archives, file 26/79.
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Tablee IV.4.6 Budapest, Taxpayers'Wealth and Income
byy Asset Structure 1938
Taxablee Wealth and Income
Districtt V - VII
Numberr of taxpayers, total
Taxablee wealth ('OOOp.)
Taxablee income COOOp.)

32,731
1,117,331
208,624

Budapest
43% of
42% of
42% of

Budapest t
Districtt V - V I I Total l
Agriculture e
Landd and real estate
Businesss capital

75,979
2,775,656
496,603
Hungary y

9.2 2
1.1 1

11.0 0
1.2 2

33.3 3
4.0 0

Otherr business capital
Mining g
Industry y
Trade e

0.1 1
6.1 1
11.1 1

0.1 1
5.7 7
7.8 8

0.2 2
4.9 9
6.1 1

Reall estate
Financiall assets
Other r

54.5 5
17.2 2
0.7 7

60.3 3
13.2 2
0.7 7

40.6 6
10.2 2
0.7 7

100.0 0

100.0 0

100.0 0

Total l

Incomee Structure bySource e

Land d
Reall estate
Self-employment t
Employment t
Financiall assets
Other r
Total l

Alll Budapest
Districtt V --VII I
Percent t
3.6 6
2.6 6
25.2 2
26.2 2
35.0 0
30.2 2
31.8 8
35.6 6
3.0 0
2.4 4
2.4 4
2.0 0
100.0 0

100.0 0

Source:: Kommunal-statistisches Amt, Budapest, Statistisches Jahrbuch der Haupt- und Residerastadt,derastadt, 1939.
First,, the differences in portfolio preference between inhabitants of these districtss and their neighbours are striking. For example, in the section of town in which
thee Jewish population was concentrated, financial assets accounted for 17.2 percent
off the total compared with 3.2 percent for Budapest as a whole. While real estate,
indeed,, outpaced other asset classes by far - it accounted for more than half (54 percent)) of the taxable wealth held by residents of Districts V-VTJ - it was below the
Budapestt average of 60 percent.
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Thee asset distribution of taxable wealth, as shown in Table IY4.6, however, is
onlyy indicative of the actual structure. Given the penchant for tax evasion, the figuress for real estate and land ownership are probably the firmest as this is the most
readilyy verifiable asset category. The data on business capital, especially where they
applyy to small, unincorporated business and those on financial assets, would be particularlyticularly soft.
IV.. 4.6. Capital Flight and Destinations
Referencess to Hungarian Jews moving assets out of the country even before
19322 are numerous. After 1932, with the imposition of exchange controls and the
governmentt take-over by rightists, the Fascist press continually complained about
thee nation being robbed by Jews moving capital abroad.
Theree were many quasi-legal ways of moving money out of Hungary, especially
throughh business transactions. Jews dominated Hungary's foreign trade, one major
reasonn why exclusionary policies were considered to be counterproductive. Up to
1939,, at least 78 percent of the middle-sized and large private trading companies
weree in Jewish hands and Jews dominated private banking and credit. For example,
thee ten largest banks in Budapest were owned or controlled by Jews. Thus, there was
amplee opportunity to move funds despite the restrictions.
Furthermore,, the Hungarian exchange control system seems to have been quite
ineffectual.. The biographies of some of the wealthiest families in Hungary provide
examples.. Bianco reports that Samuel Reichmann began serious transfers of capital
outt of Hungary and Austria into Switzerland as early as 1936, at the time of the
Germann occupation of the Rheinland, completing the process by the time of the
Austriann Anschluss.150 But not only the "Upper Ten" had the ability and the wherewithall to move funds - many others found ways and means. For example, research
forr the Bianco book uncovered the last Jewish survivor of Beled (a village in westernmostt Hungary), who was able to illuminate the fact that the record of Fascist
lootingg in 1944 seemed to indicate a poverty-stricken community. He commented
that,, on the contrary, the community had been one of the most affluent in
Transdanubia.. But most members had been able to send their assets abroad or to
hidee them. In the end, to the looters there appeared to have been only onerichJew,
thee owner of a brick factory valued at more than 150,000 pengö, which was duly
confiscated. .

A.Bianco,, The Reichmanns, Random House, New York, 1997, p. 47-52.
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Accordingg to Howard S. Ellis, Hungarian «change control "has been subject to
illegall and legal evasions ...outright smuggling, circumvention by various technicalities,, juggling of blocked pengö accounts to apply funds to prohibited uses, and
falsee bills of exchange".151 With the enactment of the Jewish laws beginning in
1938,, restrictions applying to Jews became tighter, but this only increased the incentivee to bring assets into safety. And for Hungarian Jews, a "safe account" had always
beenn synonymous with a Zurich account. They, in contrast with Jews elsewhere, had
timee on their side - at least for a while - as, to all intents and purposes, they continuedd to have access to, and control over, their assets until the German invasion in
Marchh 1944. Thus, court records show that of the 187 hard currency offences prosecutedd in 1937, 112 were committed by Jews.152 And, in November 1938, two
Jewishh traders were sentenced to prison for smuggling foreign currency worth severall hundred thousand pengö out of Hungary. In February 1939 a court reported that
onee Jeno Schwartz and 10 accomplices had smuggled 300 kilograms of gold, Swiss
francs,, English pounds, US dollars and Swedish crowns worth 10 million pengö out
off Hungary. Schwartz had travelled abroad 188 times between 1934 and 1938 and
hadd personally brought out 2 million pengö from Hungary.
Itt would, therefore, be reasonable to assume that a large part of the estimated
wealthh not reported to fiscal authorities, which could logically be taken to have been
heldd in financial and movable assets, eventually found its way across the border. On
basiss of the indicated share of financial assets, grossed up by a tax evasion factor,
wee have estimated the potential crossborder flow at about 21 percent of total wealth;
thatt is about 0.8 billion pengö (US$153 million).
IV.. 5. FRANCE
IV.. 5.1. Background
Untill the Maginot Line collapsed in May 1940, the Jews of Europe saw France
ass a safe haven from Nazi oppression and virulent anti-Semitism at home. Since the
Frenchh revolution Jews had enjoyed the citizenship rights of all French, though, as
wass patently clear during the Dreyfus Affair and during the economic downturn in
thee 1930s, anti-Semitism was rife among French society. It was an anti-Semitism
thatt was fuelled continuously by the never-ending tide of refugees crossing the borderss into France. On the eve of World War 1,20,000 Eastern European Jews lived in

1 5 11

Howard S. Ellis Exchange control in Central Europe, Harvard University Press, 1941.
Bosnyak Zoltan, Magyarorszag elzsidosodasa, (The Judaisation of Hungary), Budapest, 1938; A
zsidokerdes,zsidokerdes, (The Jewish Question), Budapest, 1940.
1 5 22
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Paris,, constituting two-fifths of the Jewish population in the city.153 Between 1914
andd 1933 more than 160,000 Jewish refugees came to FrancefromPoland, Greece,
Turkeyy and the Soviet Union, swelling the Jewish population to 245,000.154 The
influxx from Germany started after 1933 and, from 1938, was joined by afloodfrom
Austriaa and Hungary. This brought the total Jewish population in France to over
300,000,, with 55,000 arriving in the decade before the war.155
Forr France, the estimates of the Jewish population are rather more precarious
thann in a number of other countries as the official censuses did not distinguish
betweenn religions, and the Jewish community itself was not sufficiently unified to
providee a sound basis for such estimates. Thus, Jewish population datafromvarious
sourcess often conflict and must be taken as approximate. With the introduction of
thee Nuremberg laws, the German occupiers as well as the Vichy regime attempted
too establish more accurately the whereabouts of both the Jews and their assets.
Whilee these data in general corroborated the central estimate of about 300,000 330,0000 Jews residing in France on the eve of the war, they themselves are fraught
withh inconsistencies because of the ebb and flow of people between the Occupied
Zonee and Vichy.
Thee French Jews and the more recent arrivals, like their neighbours in the Low
Countries,, did not believe the Nazi reach would extend into France. The large outflowss of money that characterised the 1930s were more related to economic and
exchangee rate turbulence and to internal political crises than to considerations of
Nazii dominance. This is also evidentfromthe massive reflow of capital into France
afterr the exchange rate adjustments of November 1938 and February 1940, not long
beforee the German invasion.156 Given the swell of capital flows, it would be impossiblee to distinguish the flight of Jewish-owned capitalfromthe rest. As elsewhere,
whilee assets may have moved, there was little thought among Jews of mass-emigrationnfromFrance. For a number of refugees, especially among the late arrivals,
Francee was never more than a way station to an overseas destination, mainly the
Unitedd States and Palestine, as they did not have the choice of a more permanent
stayy in France. But among those who could stay, the majority saw no reason to
leave.. This applied not only to Jews of French origin, but also to those who had
arrivedd before 1933, as well as to a substantial portion of those who came shortly
thereafterr and had become well-rooted in a middle and lower-middle class life in
France.. This is not to ignore the deprivation suffered by those who either eked out
1 5 33
David Weinberg, A Community on Tried, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1977, citing Michel
Roblin,, Les Juifs de Paris, Paris, Editions A et E Picard, 1953.
1 5 44
Encyclopedia Judaica, 1971.
1 5 55
Figure cited, but qualified by Michael R. Marrus and Robert O. Paxton in Vichy France and and the
Jews,Jews, Basic Books Inc., New York, 1981.
1 5 66
Brendan Brown, Flight of International Capital, Routledge, 1988.
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.

aa bare existence or who depended entirety upon community charity. While their
numberss were large in absolute terms, most estimates would put them at less than
half,, perhaps 35 - 40 percent, of the refugee influx.
Followingg the armistice in June 1940, the Germans moved swiftly to impose
strictt anti-Jewish measures. In France, unlike in Holland or Poland but as in
Belgium,, the German administration in the Occupied Zone fell to the military, who
entrustedd a large part of day-to-day operations to the French authorities. Although in
theoryy the script for swift Aryanisation was well rehearsed, in practice the French,
whetherr for ideological or simply managerial reasons, were significantly less systematicc than the Germans. This resulted in constant recriminations from the German
authoritiess about the lack of speed and efficiency of the operation. Nevertheless,
fromm mid-1940 onward, the Jews in both the Occupied and Unoccupied Zones were
subjectedd to a barrage of legislation that forced them out of their professions, robbed
themm of their possessions, displaced them and, in some cases, took their citizenship
away.1577 Thus as many as 7,000 Jews (possibly up to 8,000) who immigrated into
Francee after World War I were denaturalised in Jury 1940.158
Thee ambiguous role of the Vichy regime in the treatment of Jews has been the
subjectt of many studies that, especially in recent times, have shown how the leadershipp more than willingly embraced anti-Semitism.159 Vichy and Paris conducted
censusess and round-ups and introduced identity cards that marked Jews. Vichy's
anti-Jewishh legislation, e.g. the basic Statute of October 3,1940 and the law of June
2,1941,, also extended to North Africa^ 332,00 Jews.160 In addition, several special
lawss were proclaimed to apply to Algeria and the protectorates and to the many foreignn Jews who had sought safe haven there after the invasion of France. Indeed,
Vichyy imposed stricter legislation, before the Germans thought to do so, in an effort
too persuade the Germans to let Vichy manage "La Question Juive" in both Zones (an
ambitionn which came to nought). At issue was, in part, who would gain control over
thee Aryanised assets. The French were keen to ensure that these remained in French
hands.. Though to some extent they were successful, a significant portion of the proceedss of the Aryanisation of Jewish businesses and property went into special
accountss at the Caisse des Depots et des Consignations (CDC), which could be controlledd by the Nazis.

1 5 77
A chronology of discriminatory laws andregulationsand of their post-war reversal is provided in
thee Matteoli Commission's Second Interim Report, Rapport d'Étape, December 1998. p. 43-58.
1 5 88
Serge Klarsfeld, Le Calendrier de la Persecution des Juifs en France France 1940-1944, FFDJF, 1993.
1599 Notably Marrus and Paxton, op. ciL
1 6 00
The 1936 Census counted 111,000 in Algeria, 161,000 in Morocco and 60,000 in Tunisia; they
accountedd for 1.3 percent, 2.5 percent and 2.2 percent of the respective populations. Algerian Jews,
whoo were French, as Algeria was a part of France, lost their citizenship by Vichy decree.
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Byy April 1944 more than 42,200 Jewish enterprises and properties had been
takenn over: 24 percent were sold to Aryans and a further 18 percent liquidated.161
Thee rest was under provisional administration, usually by the French. The French
Nationall Archives contain 62,460 separate dossiers on the Aryanisation of Jewish
assets.1622 The Matteoli Commission estimated that Aryanisation cases in both
Zoness combined came to a total of 50-55,000.163 Though the Germans and their
Frenchh collaborators appeared confident that their trawl was comprehensive, it
remainss unclear what share of the total number of Jewish-owned businesses this represents,, With Aryanisation moving too slowly and too much of the proceeds remainingg within France to suit the Germans, the Nazis introduced other ways to speed the
capturee of Jewish assets on behalf of Berlin. On December 14, 1941 the Germans
imposedd a fine on the Jews in France, as they had done in 1938 in Germany and
Austria,, as a means to ensure that Jewish wealth moved swiftly and directly into the
Reich'ss coffers. The ostensible reason for the fine, set at FF 1 billion, was a bomb
attackk on a German military installation. It was paid in four instalments over a periodd of just four months (to April 1942) by skimming cash from blocked Jewish
accounts,, forcing banks to provide a loan backed by blocked Jewish assets and, once
thatt avenue had been exhausted, by having the CDC sell off part of the blocked
assetss - securities with a provisionally estimated worth of FF 800 million.164
Byy one estimate, the CDC at one time held more than FF 2 billion in blocked
financiall assets and revenues from Aryanisations.165 This may be a partial estimate
onlyy as others put the total of more than 20,000 individual Jewish-held accounts at
FFF 3 billion.166 This figure represents only a portion of the total of Jewish-owned
assetss looted in France, which had been put at around FF 8 billion. The Matteoli
Commissionn has shown that this number falls far short of the actual total of spoliation.. According to their documentation, the amount of blocked Jewish-owned financiall assets alone came to FF 7.5-8 billion and Aryanisation proceeds to at least to FF
3.55 billion.167 It is possible also to make a rough estimate of the value of looted
householdd goods. The Dienststelle Westen, which coordinated among other things
thee transfer to Germany of household goods taken from Jews, reported mat as of
1 6 11
J. Billig, be Commissariat General aux Questions Juives (1941-44),VoL m , Centre de
Documentationn Juif Contemporaine CDJC 1955-1960, p. 238-39. The sales percentage includes socalledd transformations.
1 6 22
The AJ 38 Series.
1 6 33
Mission d'Étude sur la spoliation des Juifs de France, Extracts from the second progress report of
thethe study Mission into the looting of Jewish assets in France,
1 6 44
Mission d'Étude sur la spoliation des Juifs de France, Rapport d'Étape, December 1997, p. 69.
1 6 55
J. Billig, Le Commissariat General aux Questions Juives (1941-44), Centre de Documentation Juif
Contemporainee CDJC 1955-1960.
1 6 66
CDJC, Spoliations & Restitutions, Premier Partie, p. 20.
1 6 77
Mission d'Étude sur la spoliation des Juifs de France, Rapport d'Étape, December 1998, Table 21,
p.. 140 as corrected and Table 4, p. 187.
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Augustt 8, 1944, 69,619 apartments had been seized in Belgium, France and the
Netherlandss and their contents transferred. It was generally believed that two-thirds
off these apartments were located in France.168 The Dutch authorities estimated the
valuee of household goods so looted from the Netherlands at the equivalent of FF 4
billion.. With much of deportation, and therefore apartment seizure, in France concentratedd among the poorer immigrants, the average value of the contents of an
apartmentt would have been below that in the Netherlands. Still, even assuming a
veryy low ratio, on this basis the value of household goods looted from France must
havee been at least FF 3 billion. This would bring spoliation, excluding non-business
reall estate, art and cultural objects, to a minimum of FF 14 billion. The wealth of
Frenchh Jewry at the eve of the war, therefore, must have been some multiple of
FFF 14 billion given that the expropriation process in France, while far-reaching, was
ratherr less efficient and all encompassing than in a number of other countries.
Ourr estimate, detailed below, shows that if the FF 14 billion figure were to be
correct,, the looters were able to catch over two-fifths of an approximate total of
FFF 32.6 billion in Jewish-owned assets.
V.. 5.2. The Jewish Population
Thee indigenous French Jews, descendants from those emancipated in 1789, and
thosee who immigrated in three major waves, the first between 1905 and 1914, the
secondd after World War I and the third following the rise of the Nazis in Germany,
felll into three distinct communities. The old French Jewry, "la vieille souche", was
highlyy assimilated and solidly middle, often upper class. Many were from traditionall banking families expelled from Alsace in the 19th century.
Thee first and second 20th century waves of Jewish immigrants, totalling some
160,000,, came primarily from Russia, Poland, Greece and Turkey. They were poorerr and more proletarian than the indigenous French Jews, though few came without
somee sort of workshop skill. Many would have had the time and the opportunity to
establishh themselves within the fabric of the French economy before the economic
crisiss of the early 1930s. In the decade that followed, however, many of the refugees
whoo fled Germany and Austria, though more middle than working class, were
forcedd to rely on aid. For example, one source estimated that of the 40,000 German
refugees,, 14,000 needed to rely on financial aid.169 In contrast to the earlier immigrationn waves, the bulk (two-thirds by some estimates) were professionals or entrepreneurs.1700 But most, if they could work at all, were forced into menial labour by
1 6 88

Idem, p. 193.
C. L. Lang, "Second Start in France", Dispersion and Resettlement, Association of Jewish
Refugeess in Great Britain, London, 19SS, p. 21-23.
1 7 00
Archives National, AJ 38 1142.
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thee harsh economic circumstances of the time, which obviously were exacerbated by
thee big labour inflow.
Ass in other countries in Europe, the Jews of France were predominantly urban
withh up to two-thirds, or an estimated 200,000, living in Paris in March 1940. They
accountedd for 7 percent of the Parisian population.171 A census conducted in the
Occupiedd Zone shortly after the occupation counted 149,734 Jews (of whom 85,664
weree French and 64,070 foreign-bom) in Paris, and an additional 20,000 or so outside,, for a total of 160,000 in the entire Occupied Zone.172 This implies that more
thann 40,000 must have fled in front of the Nazis.
Accordingg to an end-1941 census there were 140,000 Jews in the Unoccupied
Zone,, though the Commissioner of Jewish Affairs, Xavier Vallat, estimatedd that up
too 10 percent failed to report.173 The total for both parts of France, at approximatelyy 320,000, accords roughly with the eve of war population estimates, but would
seemm to discount the large influx from the Low Countries at the time of the invasion.174 4
Tablee IV.5.1. Jewish Population
French h

Foreign n

Total l

Endd 1940
190-200,000 0 130-140,000 0
330,000 0
Deported d
n.a. .
n.a. .
75,721 1
Diedd in French camps
3,000 0
Executed d
1,000 0
Remainingg in France
180-200,000 0
Deportedd or transferred
throughh Drancy
79,600 0
24,500 0
55,000 0
amongg which:
Polish Polish
26,000 26,000
German German
7,000 7,000
Austrian Austrian
3,000 3,000
Hungarian Hungarian
1,002 1,002
Dutch Dutch
587 587
Note:: These numbers are indicative, there is a 50,000 discrepancy between the totals.
However,, it seemed preferable to draw on one source only. It is likely that the starting
numberr is closer to 300,000 and/or the number remaining higher. The number of deportationss seems the most robust
Source:: Klarsfeld, op. cit

Off the 330,000 Jews estimated to have been in France at end-1940, there
remainedd between 180,000 to 200,000 at the end of the war. As many as 76,000 had
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Philippe Bourdel, Histoire des Jidfs de France, Albin Michel, 1974.
Klarsfeld, op. cit, p. 38.
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beenn killed, of whom approximately 70,000 in death camps. Of the deportees,
aroundd 24,500 were reportedly French Jews, including up to 8,000 who had been
naturalised.. The remainder came from across Europe, including 26,000 from Poland
andd 7,000fromGermany.*?* (See Table IV5.1).
IV.. V. 3. Occupational Structure
Thee 1940 census data for the Occupied Zone divided Jews into French and foreignn heads of families by economic sector. This is the only census that shows an
occupationall break for French Jewry.. (See Table IV.5.2).
Tablee IV.5.2. Department of Seine Jewry
byy Selected Sector and Profession
Sector r
Agriculture e
Industry y
Artisans s
Commerce e
Freee professions
Salaried d
Withoutt profession

Number r
Foreign n
French h
77
1,161 1
976 6
5,570 0
2,385 5
13,790 0
6,976 6

77
1,031 1
1,524 4
6,555 5
1,239 9
15.212 2
8,584 4

Inn percent of total
French h
Foreign n
.. .
3.8 8
3.2 2
18.0 0
7.7 7
44.7 7
22.6 6

.. .
3.0 0
4.5 5
19.2 2
3.6 6
44.6 6
25.1 1

100.0 0
100.0 0
34,152 2
30,865 5
Total l
... - less than 0.05
Source:: Statistiques Généralesrelativesaux Juifs, from October 1940 Census,
documentssfromDepartment of Demography, Jerusalem, French Collection FR0201.

Thee overall picture shows 45 percent of the Jewish population, both foreign and
indigenous,, in dependent employment (wage earners) with a further 18 percent and
199 percent respectively involved in commerce. But this obscures large differences in
statuss and earning capacity within each sector. The foreign parts of the Jewish populationn largely worked in ateliers or were independent small traders, e.g. peddlers,
whilee the indigenous population was largely salaried and/or managerial.
Interestingly,, the census data show only 8 percent of French Jews in the professions
andd half that for the foreign segment. The absolute figure for the former, and thereforee the differential, is much smaller than earlier estimates indicate. This points to a
largee number of *Vieille souche" professionals having escaped the net, either by
evadingg the census - often with the help of their non-Jewish connections - or by fleeingg to the Unoccupied Zone.

1755
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IV.. 5 .4. Income and Wealth Position
Thee dichotomy between native French and immigrant Jews is key to the
assessmentt of their wealth position at the eve of the war. Most of the affluence was
concentratedd among the native French (the 90,000 or so "vieille souche") augmentedd by a number from among the earlier waves of immigration who had
becomee well established. In addition, some among the most recent influx, mainly
fromfrom Germany, Austria and Hungary, even if largely unable to exercise their professionss because of lack of work permits or of opportunity in the already high
unemploymentt environment of the time, still had managed to keep control of significantt amounts of wealth in one form or another.
Ass noted above, economic data singling out the Jewish population did not exist
beforee the German occupation. Although the Germans made efforts to compile a
detailedd economic census, this was rife with inconsistencies. Furthermore, most
off the information was destroyed at the end of the war. Our approach to establishingg the wealth of the Jews in France, therefore, has been to use the demographic
andd socio-economic data available on the Jewish population and fit them into statisticss measuring the wealth of the French population in general. Still, the German
censuss of 1940 was of some help in obtaining a view of the relative economic
positionn of French Jewry. It confirmed the relative concentration of native French
Jewryy in the higher echelons of commerce, finance and the liberal professions and
thatt of the foreign Jews in commerce. However, it is not clear whether the share
off those voluntarily out of work is equally similar.
We,, thus, assume that French Jewry, which was largely concentrated in the Paris
area,, falls within the wealth pattern of the Parisian agglomeration. Among the foreignn Jews of the Paris area, we assume that non-working status overwhelmingly representedd genuine unemployment and that, with a much shorter time to "grow"
wealthh than that of several generations of indigenous French, they would fall more
intoo the pattern of the areas outsidee Paris, where wealth accumulation was lower.
Accordingly,, our estimates of Jewish-held wealth for France are based, in the
firstfirst instance, on national and regional estate tax data. French researchers, indeed,
preferr this base of estimation. In fact, a whole literature has been built around this
topic.. One of the most extensive recent studies, by Paul Cornut, which aimed to estimatee per capita wealth in France, served as the analytical underpinning for our own
estimate.1766 We drew on the results of his detailed efforts to determine the effect of
taxx exclusions, undervaluation and fraud on wealth estimates based on estate tax
1766
Paul Cornut, Contribution a la recherche de la repartition de lafortuneprivée en France et dans
chaquechaque département, au cours de la première moitié du XXe siècle, Librairie Armand Colin, Paris, 1963.
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data.. Cornut concludes that estate tax returns underestimate actual wealth by 60 percentt and the amounts held in financial assets by 80 percent. He makes a series of
furtherr adjustments, the main one being for the obviously important difference
betweenn the age distribution of the population at large and that of the estate tax population.. The sum of his adjustments, in the end, tends to allow the estate tax data to
bee applied straight to the population at large.
Thee estate tax data for 1937 show that the average estate in France amounted to
FFF 1,245. This was far outstripped by the Paris area average of FF 29,960, though
thiss average was distorted by a few very large estates. Still, Cornut also found a multiplierr - of 2 - for the Paris region as compared with total France. For our purposes,
wee exclude - as in the other countries - the very top and the bottom ranges. Thus,
wee base our estimates on estates falling within the FF 10,001-1 million brackets. For
these,, the ratio of estate size in Paris to that in the rest of the country, while remainingg large, is reduced to 1.4. For Paris, the average estate in the FF 10,001-1 million
rangee amounts to FF 78,999 as compared with the national average of FF 56,775.
Thee bracket containing the median values is FF 10,0001-50,000 for Paris and
FFF 2,001-10,000 for the country at large. (See Table IV5.3).
Thee majority of the 90,000 "vieüle souche" belonged to the Paris upper middle
class.. As such, the wealth of a considerable number definitely would have exceeded the
FFF 1 million level. For the group as a whole it would have been above the median and
likelyy also above the average of our relatively conservative range. We, therefore,
weightedd the average wealth level of the group more heavily toward the
FFF 50,000 plus bracket, yielding an average of FF 94,181. We assumed that 75 percent
off this part of the French Jewish population would have conformed to that average.
Forr the 160,000 immigrants of long standing, we believed that 55 percent would
nott have been able to do much more than eke out a precarious existence. The
remainingg 45 percent, however, would have fallen into our designated bracket of
FFF 10,001-1 million, tending to values around, though somewhat below, the Paris
average;; the average used for this group was FF 75,000.
Finally,, it is known that of the 55,000 refugees fleeing the Nazis post-1933 and
post-Anschluss,, 35 percent arrived without means. If one half of the remainder
broughtt out just enough to subsist for a while, the other half could be figured to have
hadd more substantial means. Thus, almost 18,000 could be reckoned to have brought
outt the equivalent of perhaps RM 10,000 a head for a total of FF 2 billion at the 1937
exchangee rate.177 Excluding the moneys that may have come with this post-1933
wavee of refugees, the raw estate tax data yield a first approximation of FF 11.4 billionn for the wealth of Jews in France at the eve of the war. Including refugee funds,
1777
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thee total comes to FF 13.4 billion. As noted above, Cornut had estimated the evasion
factorr applicable to estate tax wealth at 60 percent and that for financial assets at 80
percent.. Because our wealth estimate does not apply to the Jewish population as a
whole,, but in fact excludes 65 percent of the total, we feel justified in using the
Cornutt evasion results. This the more so as the population group on which our estimatee is based would tend to include a smaller number of the very young than the
Jewishh population as a whole. Because of the heavier weight of financial assets in
thee total portfolios, we used an evasion factor of 65 percent. This yields an estimate
forr the pre-war wealth of the Jews in France, excluding the more recent refugees, of
FFF 32.6 billion.
Tablee IV.5.3. Level, Distribution and Structure of Wealth
basedd on Estate Tax Data 1937
(Frenchhfrancsand percent)
Levell of Wealth
Averages s

Alll France

Dept.. Seine

FF F
Estatess up to and incl. FF 1 million
Estatess from FF 2,001 - FF 1 million
Estatess from FF 10,001 - FF 1 million
Alll estates

Excess s
Seine/France e

52,753 3
57,526 6
78,999 9

29,973 3
36,225 5
56,775 5

Percent t
+76 6
+59 9
+39 9

129,960 0

41,245 5

+215 5

Distributionn of Wealth
Wealthh Brackets
FF F
1 -2,000
2,0011 10,000
10,0011 50,000
50,0011 100,000
100,0011 250,000
250,0011 500,000
500,0011 1 million
11 million - 10 million
100 million - 50 million
Alll brackets

Dept.. Seine

Alll France
Percent t

10.7 7
25.4 4
36.9 9
10.0 0
7.9 9
3.7 7
2.6 6
2.7 7
0.1 1

17.7 7
32.9 9
35.5 5
7.4 4
4.2 2
1.3 3
0.6 6
0.4 4

100.0 0

100.0 0

Source:: INSEE Annuaire Statistique, 1938, p. 188 ff Section 4A Table 1.

Off course, during the period between the start of the war and the German occupationn of France, many refugees managed to get out, some with their assets, while
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somee may have had the bulk of their iemaining assets abroad already, though others
gott caught. The numbers, both of people and of wealth, therefore, are rather more
tentativee than elsewhere. This could potentially be improved with access to the data
thatt the Matteoli Commission has been sorting out. Aggregate data on the amounts
looted,, which helped corroborate the lower limit of wealth estimates in some other
instances,, are not available - after more than 50 years. The data surfaced by the
Matteolii Commission and earlier partial estimates, based on the amounts
sequesteredd in the CDC, proceeds of Aryanisations transmitted to Berlin, numbers
(butt not values) of business property liquidated or Aryanised, tend to support wealth
levelss of at least our estimate of FF 32.6 billion.
Whilee our wealth estimate of FF 32.6 billion appears reasonable, in the overall
Frenchh context, it appears somewhat low in comparison with other countries. Intercountryy comparisons are very difficult to make at any time. In depth study of relativee purchasing power helps put relative income flows in perspective. But
purchasingg power parity calculations are of limited explanatory vahie when applied
too wealth estimates at a time of high inflation and/or exchange rate volatility. This is
soo because portfolio holders would have positioned their assets exactly to guard
againstt erosion of their value by such fluctuations. This is especially important for
Francee in the years in question as the French franc lost more than 52.5 percent of its
parr value and 62 percent of its market value between the beginning of 1937 and
1940;; and 54 and 65 percent respectively since 1935. This, by itself, would have
motivatedd those with deployable assets to hold non-franc assets, including precious
metals. .
Thee estimated per capita assets of FF 94,181 held by the more affluent slice of
thee Jewish population translates to only US$2,488 at the 1939 exchange rate of
US$11 = FF 37.85; it would have been US$6,217 at the 1935 exchange rate. This
wouldd argue that those with wealth of some size would have held much of it in nonfrancc denominated assets. Consequently, our wealth estimate may be considered
conservative.. We believe, however, that our estimates regarding the part of the
Jewishh population in France that was able to accumulate wealth and the structure of
theirr assets, after taking account of evasion, are plausible.
IV.. 5.5. Structure of Wealth
Estimatess of the structure of the wealth of the French population also draw on
estatee tax data. These, for a number of pre-war years, the last of which was 1934,
gavee detailed breakdowns of the asset structure of estates. As previously noted, no
suchh data exist for the Jewish population per se. For all of France,financialassets
madee up close to 40 percent of total assets and the portfolio structure testified to
considerablee diversification of investment strategies. (See Table IV5.4).
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Tablee IV.5.4. Structure of Gross Assets
basedd on Estate Tax Data of 1934
(inn percent)
Assett components

Dept. .
Seine e

42.4 4
Reall estate31.4
Tangiblee personal assets
8.3 3
5.3 3
Businesss capital
55.0 0
Financiall assets
off which:
Shares Shares
24.4 24.4
BondsBonds and Treasury bills 16.7 16.7
6.3 6.3
ForeignForeign securities
2.1 2.1
SavingsSavings deposits
4.3 4.3
BankBank deposits
0.8 0.8
Cash Cash
0.4 0.4
LifeLife insurance

All l
France e
13.2 2
4.7 7
39.7 7
11.1 11.1
15.8 15.8
3.2 3.2
5.6 5.6
2.4 2.4
1.0 1.0
0.6 0.6

Totall gross assets
100.0 0
100.0 0
Source:: INSEE, Annucdre Statistique, 1938, p.188 ff, Section 4A,
Tablee 1, Paul Cornut, op. cit.

Thiss was yet more pronounced, as might be expected, for the Paris region separately.. In Paris, mere was even greater concentration on financial assets, which
accountedd for fully 55 percent of the total. In addition, holdings of equities and foreignn securities, perhaps indicating a higher level of investment sophistication, were
significantlyy greater, while savings deposits, government securities and life insurancee were relatively less important. This may reflect, in part, the higher wealth levelss reported for the Paris region and the fact that urban populations may hold a lesser
sharee of their wealth in land and real estate than rural ones. This is borne out also by
thee data on the structure of wealth in the Netherlands and, thus, is particularly relevantt given the urban nature of the Jewish population through most of Europe.
Theree is nothing to suggest that the middle-class relatively assimilated Jews as
welll as a portion of the two waves of immigrants would not fit into this general profile.. As noted earlier, little of the German economic census can be used to help completee a picture of the structure of the wealth of the Jews in France. The little that
survivess shows that the French authorities, though given detailed instructions by the
Germanss on how to proceed, produced reports that differed widely in detail from
townn to town and Department to Department They were similar only in the prevalencee of "do not know" entries in the relevant columns, in sharp contrast with the
meticulouss detail provided, for example, in Austria. Though the little that remains
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doess not suffice to construct a statistically significant sample, the snapshot informationn confirms the tendency among Jews to hold a significant share of their savings
inn financial assets alongside real estate. For example:
•• in the Department of Loire-Inferieure, of the 103 Jews who registered their
assets,, close to half registered shares along with real estate and business
interests.. This is of particular interest in view of the extent to which financiall assets could be under-reported. Many of the instruments held were foreign-currencyy denominated;
•• of the 87 Jews who registered in the town of Belfort, 60 percent listed financiall assets with values between a few hundred and 2 million francs, with
manyy showing foreign currencies including sterling and Swiss francs;
•• as late as 15 March 1943, the Prefecture of Marne et Loire reported asset
holdingss of 50 Jews. Of these 54 percent registered property, 58 percent tangiblee assets, 48 percent shares and 26 percent bank accounts. The total value
off shares, reported by 24 people exceeded FF 6.5 million, with the average
holdingg worth FF 271,000.™
Perhapss more telling is the evidence found in the accounts at the CDC, in which
sequestereddfinancialassets and the proceeds of Aryanisations were held. These testifyy to the substantial levels of liquid funds and securities that had been held by an
admittedlyy small part of the Jewish population. As noted earlier, these funds amply
sufficedd to cover the lion's share of the FF 1 billion fine.179 The CDC, in effect,
becamee the depository of much of the looted assets, including thosefinallytaken
fromm internees at the French concentration camps.180
Thee preponderance of financial assets in the portfolio structure, and the relative
importancee of foreign securities within those portfolios, indicate the high degree of
easee with which assets could have been moved, including across the border. The level
off financial assets available for a potential move abroad is indicative also of amounts
thatt may already have been lodged there. This is especially so in France. All estate
taxx based wealth studies for France make the point that among the major tax evasion
vehicless cash, precious metals and foreign bank accountsfiguredmost prominently,
nott necessarily in that order. The prevalence offinancialassets in tax-declared wealth

1788 YTVO MK 490.6, records of the Union General des Israelites de France, held at the archives of the
CDJ. .
1799
The Matteoli Commission reports that in this connection it is important to note that 10 percent of
alll spoliation proceeds went to the account of the Commissariat aux Questions Juives at the CDC.
Thus,, the FF 1 billion fine actually required an additional FF 0.1 billion.
1800
Including 7,000 dossiers totalling FF 12 million taken in cash and securities from internees at
Drancyy by end 1943.
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thuss provides an important indication of the appreciable levels of non-declared
wealthh as well. Cornut built his estimate of actual wealth as compared with taxdeclaredd wealth from estimates of the evasion factors for separate components. As
notedd above, for financial assets he arrives at an 80 percent omission/evasion factor.
Althoughh our wealth estimates include an allowance for evasion/omission, any
differentiall factors are not reflected in our adjusted asset structure, i.e. the greater
prominencee of financial assets, and especially foreign currency denominated assets
consequentt upon the higher evasion rate, has not been accounted for. In addition, the
detaill provided by the estate tax statistics allows only foreign securities to be distinguished.. Foreign bank deposits, precious metals and foreign insurance policies cannott be separated out
Alll in all, it would be reasonable, on the basis of Cornut's omission factors and
thee concentration of the Jewish population in the Paris area, to assume an overall 65
percentt share of financial assets in Jewish-held portfolios. The share of foreign-currencyy denominated assets and gold would have been at least one-third. This comes to
aa total of FF 7 billion, much of which would already have been held abroad. As these
assetss would have been immune to thee FF devaluations, it is reasonable to convert
theirr value at the pre-1937 exchange rate of US$1=FF 16.71, yielding an estimate of
aroundd US$419 million. This should be considered a de minimis amount. It excludes,
ass in our estimates for other countries, the assuredly large holdings of the very rich,
globallyy connected, active banking and industrial elites among the French Jewish
population.. In addition, the post-1938 events would have triggered an enlarged flow
off assets into safekeeping - eased by the pre-existence of familiar channels.
IV.. 5.6. Capital Flight and Destination
Thee French, and among them the Jews, traditionally had strong, world-wide connections.. For individual accounts, Switzerland was a favoured location often for tax
evasionn reasons.181 It was said that since 1871, more than half of all foreign
accountss in Switzerland belonged to French residents. Nervousness about the economicc conditions in the 1930s, and the long debates about whether or not exchange
controlss would be imposed, prompted significant flows back and forth from France
too the United States, depending on the political mood of the day. For example,
betweenn 1935 and 1936, a period of exchange turmoil, there was a net capital outfloww from France to the United States of $300 million (compared to US$83 million
fromm Germany), divided equally between securities and cash, most of which
1811
In this connection, it should be remembered that the toughening of bank secrecy laws in
Switzerlandd was less prompted by die desire to safeguard refugee assets - as popularly supposed-than
triggeredd by die raid French customs, on the trail of tax evasion money, made on a Paris branch of a
Swisss bank.
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returnedd after the devaluation.182 In the event, exchange controls were not brought
inn until October 1939.
Oncee the Germans took control, in the spring of 1940, the same tight restrictionss that ruled German exchange flows were instituted. At that time The Economist
commentedd on the substantial financial holdings of private French citizens in
London.1833 The US Treasury reported at the same time a large increase in French
assetss in the United States. An early summary of data compiled for the Census of
Foreign-Ownedd Assets in the United States showed a total of US945 million
(excludingg US$559 million in bullion) under French ownership. While no distinctionn is made between private individuals and corporations, the large number of
accountss points to significant participation of the former.184
Thee relatively large share of assets held abroad and the significant amounts in
easilyy movable assets held outside official channels are attested to in the documentationn on market participants' views at the time. Some of these are lodged in
thee US National Archives. Thus, two French escapees described the ups and
downss of the price of US currency in the French black market - US$1 equalled
FFF 100 at the time of the armistice, FF 280 in the autumn of 1942, FF 148 in Jury
19433 - as in part reflecting flows back and forth across the border.185 They positedd that the large hoard of US currency already in France before the war was being
fedd from large amounts held in Switzerland, as people, especially those on the run,
neededd funds. There had been similar developments involving gold. Funds
broughtt out of France were mainly in the form of securities, with large amounts
havingg gone to North Africa before November 1942 - Tangier and Morocco, but
alsoo Lisbon, being favoured selling points.186
Thesee observations are roughly substantiated in the record of the interrogation
byy US Treasury investigative staff of Kurt Eichel, a prisoner of war.187 Eichel was
thee Nazis1 financial agent in Paris charged with purchasing securities, gold and foreignn currencies.188 He purchased only assets that could easily be resold and utilised
locall currency. As he was able to offer "unblocked" cash, i.e. the seller would not
needd to deposit proceeds in blocked accounts, he found many prospects,
1 8 22
The Economist, 6 February and 17 April, 1937; Flight of International Capital, Brendan Brown,
Routledgee 1988.
1 8 33
The Economist, 22 June 1940.
1 8 44
NARA, RGS6 Treasury Dept Ace 67A 1804, Box 10 France. Memorandum dated August 27,
1940,, states inter alia that a New York bank filed a return covering 1,140 accounts.
1 8 55
NARA, RG56 Treasury Dept Ace 67A 1804, Box 10 France.
1 8 66
NARA, RGS6 Treasury Dept Ace 67A 1804, Memorandum dated Jury 27,1943, Box 10 France.
1 8 77
NARA, RG131, Ace 61A 109, Box 138 France.
1 8 88
Eichel was a director of Berliner Handelsgesellschaft before coming to Paris. He first was put in
chargee of Westminster Bank until Jury 1941. He started his purchase programme shortly after arrival in
Pariss in September 1940, first on behalf of authorised banks, later for the Four-Year Plan authorities.
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"500 or 60 a day". He made no purchases on the Bourse. Preferred securities were
sharess of European internationals and government bonds and bills. He avoided US
shares,, because they were in certificate form and not easily re-sellable. He later
boughtt gold and foreign currency as well - mainly dollars, sterling, and Swiss
francs.. These purchases amounted to between FF 600-700 million. Black market
pricess were paid for "free" assets, 40 percent less for blocked ones.
Thee fact that people routinely made such deals with the devil himself gives some
indicationn of the large size of the pool of underground foreign currency assets and
goldd available for distress sale. How much more there could have been for safeguardingg can hardly be guessed, but it must have been a very sizeable amount. Thus
ourr estimate of between one-third and two-fifths of financial assets being lodged
abroadd or available for transfer is likely a conservative one.
Theree was a gap of more than one year from the imposition of general restrictionss in 1940 until French Jewry could no longer access its financial assets. But
signss were abundant on the way: the Vichy government, in its continuous efforts to
maintainn control of the expropriation process, ordered the blocking of Jewish bank
accountss in early 1941, well before such measures took hold in the Occupied Zone.
Indeed,, the effective order to freeze accounts covering both Zones was issued only
inn October 1941. Though some banks jumped the gun as early as May 23, it was not
untill December 22, 1941 that they were ordered to provide a full accounting of
Jewish-ownedd deposits and to deny Jews access to their safe deposit boxes. Thus
theree was a considerable interim period during which attempts to protect assets from
thee closing net could be undertaken. Although it is impossible to estimate how much
moneyy flowed from Occupied to Unoccupied France, correspondence between
Vichyy and Paris indicates customs officials apprehending both postal and human
trafficc trying to smuggle cash and securities across Zones.
Ass cited earlier, we estimated wealth held by the Jews of France before the war
att FF 32.6 billion, with perhaps FF 7 billion or so already outside France or poised
too move. After the war, there remained approximately 200,000 Jews in France, over
75,0000 had perished. Of these, one quarter were "vieille souche" or indigenous population,, most of whom would have had a considerable amount of assets abroad. Of
thee rest, a significant proportion was from among the longer-established immigrants,, who would have been in a similar position, though their level of wealth might
havee averaged less.
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IV.. 6. POLAND
TV.. 6.1. Background
Throughoutt Europe poverty has always provoked anti-Semitism. And Poland in
thee mid-1930s had one of the lowest standards of living and per capita income in
Europe.. Its backward agrarian economy suffered from low productivity and heavy
overpopulationn on the land; 8.8 million out of 20.9 million peasants were considered
too be redundant. Thus Poland's biggest export before World War I was its people,
includingg substantial numbers of its more urbanised Jewish minority. Even so,
amongg European countries, Poland continued to account for by far the largest numberr of Jews, absolutely as well as proportionately. When economic hardship rose in
thee post-World War I period it inevitably led, as it had over the centuries, to increased
anti-Semitism.. Consequently, subsequent to the death of General Püsudski in May
19355 and the subsequent rise of the nationalists, the ground was well prepared for
thee anti-Jewish legislation and economic boycotts that followed.
Thee official policy was to promote Jewish emigration but, with more than 3 millionn Jews to displace, that was not a workable option. Even the level of emigration
thatt did materialise proved "too expensive" in as much as emigrants took their assets
withh them. Poland cited the loss of external reserves as a pretext when it turned to
thee League of Nations in 1936 forfinancialsupport to rid itself of its excess population,, by definition the Jews.
Iff the Jews could not be driven away, they could be persecuted at home. And, in
1935/366 it would not be thefirsttimethat economic problems, whichfinallyled to
thee adoption of exchange controls, coincided with the implementation of anti-Jewish
legislation.. At first the Government's approach was rather piecemeal. But by 1938
Poland'ss policy towards its Jews all but mirrored that of its Nazi neighbours. Starting
inn May 1938 a series of measures was introduced to conform to the line that "Jews
weree a foreign element in the Polish body politic". These included barring Jews from
practisingg law and medicine and excluding Jews from public administration.
Thee warning signals were clear well before the Nazis overran the country. But
povertyy at home and a difficult economic environment abroad prevented the majorityy of Poland's Jews from seeking safety elsewhere. Nevertheless, there was a significantt slice among the 3 million that had the wherewithal and the connections to
attemptt to safeguard their assets by transferring mem abroad. Waves of past emigrationn had established significant Polish Jewish communities primarily in France
andd the United States, but also in South America and Palestine.
Whenn the Nazis invaded Poland they moved swiftly to isolate and dispossess the
Jews.. The machinery that had worked well in Austria was easily transplanted to
Polandd and worked to yet more devastating effect. Ghettos were established within
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months;; property was expropriated; the death camps were built The documentation
onn the registration of Jewish assets does not appear to have survived; a fragmentary
paperr trail of part of the loot transferred to Berlin can still be found, but has not been
fullyy reviewed by researchers or archivists. Access to what archival material still
existss is difficult and in many instances not possible. We, accordingly, have relied
largelyy on data relating to incomes and socio-economic indicators. These show that
althoughh predominantly poor, Polish Jews had managed to accumulate substantial
wealthh in absolute terms.
IV.. 6.2. The Jewish Population
Att the turn of the 19th century, Jews constituted 10 percent of Poland's population,, a share that held good until 1938. They accounted for more than a quarter of
thee big city population and for up to two-fifths of the people living in smaller towns
andd urban centres. According to the 1931 census, of the Polish population of 32 million,, 3,136,000 (9.8 per cent) were Jewish, the second largest Jewish community in
thee world. Of these, 17.5 per cent lived in the cities of Lodz and Warsaw.
Off the 3.3 million Jews living in Poland at the outbreak of the World War II as
manyy as 90 percent lived on or near the poverty line and more often than not relied
onn charity to survive. Nevertheless, there was a significant, if relatively small, numberr of middle and upper class Jews who were able to maintain a good living. In fact,
inn 1929 almost 9 percent of the active Jewish working population - 90,800 people weree sufficiently well off to accumulate investable funds. Although the next decade
provedd harsh, for Jews in particular, there remained an important Jewish middle
classs at the time of the Nazi occupation. And because of their dominance in such
industriess as mining, manufacturing and textiles, it is clear that, though they were
relativelyy few in number, they accounted for a much above average share of the
wealthh of Poland.
IV.. 6.3. Occupational Structure
Thee majority of the active Jewish population was self-employed. Based on 1931
censuss data, two-fifths of the Jewish population was engaged in mining and industry,, including handicrafts, with more than SO percent self-employed; in the commerce,, banking and insurance sectors, in which one-third earned their Irving, the self
employmentt rate, at about 80 percent, was even higher and just under 5 percent were
pensionerss or lived off their capital.189

1 8 99
Statystyka Polslri, series C, nos. 94a-94d (Warsaw 1938-39); division by religion. These figures
includee unemployed. The number of people working in their profession or trade was much less. Only
aa third of all Jews were working.
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Theirr role as small traders and shopkeepers gave Jews a high profile in the community.. Each village and small town had its Jewish commercants who, though poor
themselves,, often appeared somewhat better off than their peasant customers. In certainn sectors, such as textiles, however, Jews did more than scrape a living. The Lodz
textilee industry, for example, was almost entirely Jewish-owned.190 Similarly, there
wass a high concentration of Jews in the garment industry, which supported 15 percentt of the Jewish population. In fact, it was by these skills that Polish emigrants
establishedd the clothing industry in the Netherlands and in New York, to name two.
Althoughh the Polish financial sector was predominantly state-owned, what private
bankingg existed was, by some accounts, 80 percent controlled by Jews.
IV.. 6.4. Income and Wealth Position
Urbanisationn did not exempt Jews from poverty. Living at the edge of subsistencee was a way of life for the majority of Poles, irrespective of their ethnic backgroundd or where they lived. Subsistence level per capita income in 1929 was
estimatedd at about Zl 600 p.a. (or $67.50 at the official 1929 exchange rate). With
onee income earner supporting 2-3 people on average, an income of Zl 1,800- Zl
2,0000 p.a. did not leave much room for savings. Data on the income distribution of
Polishh Jews and non-Jews for 1929, derived by Joseph Marcus, show that most Jews,
andd indeed most Poles, fell into this category.191 The numbers in the higher income
levelss were pitifully small in relation to the large size of the Jewish population in
Poland.: :
••

of the 291,500 Jews in industry, 7,485 or 2.6 per cent were in the higher
brackets.. Their annual income totalled Zl 142,375,000;

•• of the 325,100 Jews in commerce, 19,530 or 6 per cent were in the higher
brackets,, earning a total annual income of Zl 205,295,000;
•• 4,000 Jewish entrepreneurs were in the top bracket, earning a total annual
incomee of Zl 34,000,000;
•• of the 29,000 Jewish doctors and lawyers, 4,800 or 17 per cent were in the
higherr brackets earning a total annual income of Zl 37,200,000.
Thesee partial data show that 35,815 Jewish professionals had a total earned annual
incomee of Zl 419 million and an average income of Zl 11,695 .Based on the fuller
dataa shown in Table IY6.1, it appears that in 1929 there were approximately 90,800
Jews,, or 8.9 per cent of the active Jewish population, who earned enough to accumulatee capital (Groups I and II).
1 9 00

Sincm Segal, The New New Poland and The Jews, 11 Little & Ives Co., New York, 1938.
Joseph Marcus, Social and Political History of the Jews in Poland 1991 - 1939. Mouton, Berlin,
1983. .
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Tablee IV.6.1. Income Distribution in the Non-farm Sector
19291 1
(Polishh Zloties)
Numberr of Earners
(000) )

Income e
Groups s

Jews s
Alll income groups
366.7 7
Wages/salaries s
Self-649.6
employed d
Total l

1,016.3 3

Averagee Annual Income
perr Earner

Non-Jews s

Jews s

Non-Jews s

2,906.5 5

1,585 5

1,790 0

836.4 4

2,545 5

2,685 5

3,742.9 9

2,200 0

1,990 0

1.1 1

148,400 0

186,000 0

492.0

5,465 5

4,385 5

46.1

14,800 0

15,800 0

538.1 1

9,090 0

5,360 0

2,414.5 5

890 0

1,260 0

789.2 2

1,630 0

1,790 0

3,203.7 7

1,385 5

1,360 0

Groupp I: (overZll 20,000)
Totall (Self-employed)

0.9

Groupp H: (between Zl 3,000 - 20,000)
55.00
Wages/salaries s
Self-34.9
employed d
Total l

89.9 9

Groupp HI (lessthann Zl 3,000)
311.7 7
Wages/salaries s
Self-613.8 8
employed d
Total l

925.5 5

Source:: Data in Marcus, op. cit
1.. Excludes corporate profits, totalling 530 million zloties with 212 million going to Jews
andd 318million to non-Jews.
Theirr income totalled Zl 950 million yielding an average of Zl 10,463. As noted
above,, in the decade that followed economic hardship became yet more widespread
amongg the Jewish population. However, while small entrepreneurs were hard hit, it
appearss that the number of Jews in the higher income groups actually grew during
thee 1930s. Indeed, affluent Jews had money to spare: in 1936 one third of the Zl 33
millionn collected for the Polish Winter Relief Action came from Jews, although they
madee up less than 10 percent of the population.192

1922
CEKABE (Central Organisation of Societies for the Support of Non-Interest Credit and Promotion
off Productive Work) publication for 1937 nos. 4-5 cited in Marcus.
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Whenn it came to helping their own kind, Jews were even more generous. On average,, Polish Jews spent Zl 60 million annually - equal to 11 percent of all deposits in
privatee banks - on communal aid compared to the Zl 6 million the Joint Distribution
Committeee provided for relief in Poland. Other indications of a significant volume of
wealthh among the Polish Jewish community derive from the accounting of looted
propertyy by the German authorities and from Ghetto reports. In his diaries Emanuel
Ringelblumm of Warsaw notes that the Judenrat reported issuing 28,403 receipts for
furss worth between Zl 30 and 50 million (equivalent to the total of deposits in Jewish
co-operativee banks). In 1940, to make the Ghetto walls yet more impenetrable, Jews
inn the Ghetto were allowed to hold only specially stamped bank notes. According to
Ringelblumm Zl 1 billion were exchanged for such stamped notes.
Howw do these relatively sparse facts produce a picture of the wealth held by
Polishh Jewry? A first approach is to apply the wealth/income multipliers that were
foundd elsewhere. For Poland, where appreciable wealth apparently was held by less
thann 10 percent of the Jewish population, the relationships that emerged for
Hungaryy may be telling. Using a multiplier of 12 for the wealth to income ratio for
thee top slice of Jewish income earners, we derive an estimate of total wealth of Zl
11.44 billion in 1929.
Thiss would put at zero whatever savings were held by the 90 percent of the
Jewishh population that earned a precarious living. This is undoubtedly wrong. If one
halff of the remainder had a savings capacity of one-tenth of that of the "Upper Ten",
thee estimate of "visible" wealth, that is wealth that would be known to the fiscal
authorities,, would be increased to Zl 11.9 billion. Adding the 60 percent evasion factorr found for France yields a total of Zl 19.2 billion in 1929.
Thiss estimate is reasonably close to Marcus' result of Zl 17.7 billion derived on
thee basis of national wealth relationships.193 Marcus estimates Polish national
wealthh in 1929 at Zl 85.9 billion. He found earlier that around two-fifths of the
groupp defined as "entrepreneurs and capital owners" were Jewish; Jews controlled
aa similar proportion of manufacturing output; Jews owned 45 percent of large and
medium-sizee commercial establishments and a larger share of the small ones. Other
sources,, of varying reliability, conclude that Jews owned two-fifths of corporate
capitall and a similar proportion of real estate in Warsaw. From this and other considerations,, Marcus concludes that the Jews in Poland owned 20.9 percent of gross
nationall assets and 22.4 percent of net national wealth (their share of net external
liabilitiess being above average). Grossing this to 1938 values, he finds an increase
off about 12 percent in real terms, but a fall in the nominal value owing to the 40 percentt decline in non-farm prices over the period. As this price fall about equals the
1933 Marcus, op. cit, p 252 ff. Marcus draws on work done on public sector wealth by Adam Heydel
ett aL Etatism in Poland, Krakow 1932, p. 78.
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amountt by which the zloty appreciated against the dollar between 1929 and 1938,
hee posits that using the post-US dollar devaluation rate yields a proper base for nominall comparison purposes. Further adjustment may be needed, however, for purchasingg power differentials that still remained after the dollar devaluation.
Inn view of the foregoing, we feel reasonably comfortable with our estimate of
justt under Zl 20 billion in 1929, equivalent to US$ 2.2 billion at the then exchange
ratee of US$ 1=Z18.9. Applying Marcus* 12 percent real growth rate yields US$ 2.5
billionn forr Jewish-owned wealth in 1938. This converts to Zl 13.3 billion at the 1938
exchangee rate of US$1=Z1 5.30. Other sources put a US$ 1 billion value on the
amountt of Jewish property194 looted by the Nazis. However, no documentation is
offeredd to support this figure and other sources, Robinson for one, believe this to be
tooo low. A conclusion our estimate would support.
IV.. 6.5. Structure of Wealth
Unlikee for the other countries we examined, there are no data available for
Polandd that would allow detennination of the structure of wealth either for the Jews
off Poland or for the population at large. However, some indications, in particular
regardingg the liquidity and mobility of assets, are available.
Hoardingg of currency was virtually a national trait in Poland At the end of the
1930ss only 15.8 percent of the population had a savings account in a bank and balancess averaged just Zl 329. By comparison with western European countries, Poles
hadd one of the lowest rates of institutional saving in Europe. For example, in 1937
forr a total population of 29 million, Polish savings institutions held only Zl 1,517
million.. By contrast, 9 million Dutch held over twice as much, more than the equivalentt of Zl 3 billion.
Recurrentt economic and political crises had conditioned Poles to prefer to rely on
cash,, gold, coins and foreign currency. In each crisis these hoards were augmented In
1933,, Poles reportedly hoarded $50 million worth of US banknotes and the dollar was
usedd as a parallel currency. The economic historian, Z. Landau, documents the
increasee in demand for foreign currency and gold during 1935-36 in the run up to the
introductionn of exchange controls.195 The well-to-do favoured gold coins in particular.
Inn April 1936, the month exchange controls were finally introduced, "unprecedented
hoardingg of gold and money" led to a reduction by Zl 57.2 million of the official gold
andd foreign currency reserves. Two years later, the worsening political climate
causedd a run on the banks with Zl 1.2 billion, equal to more than three quarters
1 9 44
This figure was used by the United Nations Information Office and is based on a 1943 estimate
providedd by a group of Polish Jews.
1 9 55
Zbigniew Landau, "The Polish Government's Monetary Policy in 1936-1939" mActae Poloniae
Historica,Historica, Polska Akademia Nauk, Instytut Historii, 198S.
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off all deposits in savings institution, being withdrawn and causing a further tighteningg of currency restrictions. The Economist, which noted that Poles had hoardedd an estimated Zl 450 million in bank notes from 1937 - 1939, accounting for
halff the increase in note circulation during that period, also suggested that signs
off foreign currency use for internal transactions had reemerged.
Withh the tightening of the restrictive system in 1938, the Government introduced
aa reporting requirement for all holdings of foreign currency, foreign-currency
denominatedd securities, gold and foreign-currency denominated debt. Of the Zl 91.5
millionn registered in response, 38.3 percent or Zl 35 million, consisted of foreign
securitiess and 24 percent were foreign bank accounts. A further 8 percent was in foreignn currency and gold. Given the nature of the funds it is clear, as Landau notes,
matt there was widespread underreporting.
Theree is nothing to suggest Polish Jews behaved any differently from their Gentile
counterparts,, particularly with respect to bank accounts and currency hoarding. During
thee 1935-1936 crisis, Jewish controlled banks, which included co-operatives and privatee banks, suffered large scale withdrawals. Lodzki Bank Depozytowy, S-Ka AKC
saww its deposits all but halve from Zl 12.3 million at end-1934 to Zl 6.3 million two
yearss later; and Miedzynarodowy Bank Handlowy S-KA AKC. in Katowice suffered a
similarr fall in deposits, fromZl 8 million at the end of 1934 to Zl 4.5 million in 1936.
Fourr years later, under German occupation, evidence of significant note hoardingg surfaced in the ghettos when the Germans, as mentioned above, issued specialtyy stamped notes and Zl 1 billion in bank notes surfaced for exchange. This is
approximatelyy twice the estimated Zl 500 million Jews held in deposits in Jewishownedd banks.196
Wee also know that real property was a key component of middle-class Jewish
wealth.. About 10 percent of the total Jewish population lived in Warsaw. Polish data
showw that between the wars Jews owned 40 percent of the residential housing in
Warsaw,, mostly in the better-off neighbourhoods. In fact, in the two solidly middleclasss sections of Warsaw about 90 percent of the residents were Jews. In the countriess we studied, real estate holdings generally account for between 25 and 35
percentt of personal wealth. It is plausible to assume that in Poland this share would
bee at the upper end of the range. Thus, with total wealth estimated at about Zl 13.5
billion,, real estate and land would account for Zl 4.7 billion. This would leave about
Zll 8.8 billion in other assets.
1 9 66
Total deposits in 1930/31 in the Jewish Savings Co-operative (which had 500 affiliates throughout
Poland)) were Zl SO million, equaling about 4 percent of deposits in all savings institutions and a significantt portion of the deposits in private banks in 1936: deposits in private banks amounted to Zl 513
million,, about one-fifth of total deposits according to Dr. Wl Malinsowski, The Structure of bank
depositsdeposits in Poland, Warsaw 1936, cited in WJC, op. cit
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Thee high degree of self-employment points to a share of business assets in the
neighbourhoodd of 15 percent, or Zl 2.0 billion, as in Austria and Hungary. The
remainder,, roughly Zl 6.8 billion, consists of tangible goods and financial assets,
withh the lion's share, perhaps Zl 5.8 billion or 43 percent of total wealth, being
financiall assets. With the propensity for Poles to hoard cash, gold coins and jewels,
itt would be reasonable to assume that highly liquid assets would make up a significantt portion of their wealth. No data are available on the relative importance of
ownershipp of shares or fixed income securities. Aggregate data on the turnover on
thee Polish exchanges, which show comparatively low values, are not illuminating as
transactionss would have been made on external exchanges with greater depth. Life
insurance,, introduced in Poland at the end of 1928, was not a major savings vehicle:
onlyy Zl 2 billion worth of policies were bought. However, this ignores the more
widespreadd clientele of foreign companies.
Inn other countries, our estimates of the share of financial assets have ranged
betweenn 50-60 percent. Thus, 43 percent for Poland would not seem unreasonable.
Onn the whole, the structure of Jewish owned financial assets remains in the realm
off more or less informed guesses. Ours, based on the above reasoning, would be that
totall holdings of financial assets may have amounted to Zl 5.8 billion.
IV.. 6.6. Capita] Flight and Destination
Ass noted earlier, May 1935 and the subsequent shift in political power marked a
turningg point for Poland's Jews. The first of a new set of anti-Jewish laws was enactedd in 1936, triggering a wave of emigration. But the 140,000 Jews who are estimatedd to have left Poland between 1932 and August 1939 represented only a tiny
fractionn of the large Jewish community. Still, the increasing flight abroad indicates
mee rising degree of unease and the likelihood that money flows abroad would have
acceleratedd as well. Although the Polish authorities introduced what, on the surface,
seemedd to be strict exchange controls on 26 April 1936, these had been long anticipatedd and were patchy in their implementation. At the same time, with antiSemitismm part of official policy a full three years before the German invasion, the
incentivee to send funds abroad would have been on the rise. In fact, numerous middlemenn made their services known in advertisements in Jewish community papers,
attestingg to the breadth of apparent demand for transfer opportunities. The steep
declinee of deposits in savings institutions between 1935 and 1936, after steady yearto-yearr increases would support this,197 though general unease in the face of the
externall payments difficulties may have been the primary reason.

1977 League of Nations, op. cit
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Withh at least 91,000 people in a position to accumulate assets, with much of nonStatee banking in Jewish hands and an abundance of commercial and personal ties
acrosss borders, there was significant potential for capital outflows. The avenues
weree there, both through links abroad based on previous waves of emigration and
throughh banking and commercial connections. We posit that perhaps one third of our
Zll 5.8 billion estimate of financial asset holdings, that is Zl 2 billion (or US$378
million),, would have been available for transfer abroad or already lodged there. It
shouldd be noted, however, that of all the countries researched, our estimates for
Polandd are the least robust.
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V.. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
V.l.. SUMMARY OF COUNTRY RESULTS
V l . 1 .. Austria.
Wee estimate pre-war Jewish-owned wealth at RM 2.6-2.9 billion, of which about
RMM 550 million, or 21 percent, was likely to have been held abroad or available for
transfer. .
Favouredd destinations were Switzerland and France.
Ourr estimates are based in the first instance on data from the Nazi census of
Jewishh assets. Specifically, a sample was drawn from the 52,000 odd forms that still
existt and analysed in detail. The results were augmented from archival documentationn on the expropriation process and tested against income and wealth statistics for
thee population at large. They are considered to be especially robust.
Thee background section on Austria is particularly extensive because the richness
off the documentation allows Austria to serve as a prototype for the analysis of other
countries.. Accordingly, the deeper background material was thought to help broadenn general understanding.
V.l.. 2. The Netherlands
Wee estimate pre-war Jewish-owned wealth at fl 1.65 billion, of which fl 350 millionn or 21 percent, would either have been held outside the country or easily transferable. .
Favouredd destination was the United States. We used Jewish estate tax data, documentationn on Nazi looting and general statistics on income and wealth taxation and
regionall differentials to derive the level of wealth and its asset structure.
Thesee results are exceptionally robust, in part because they, more than elsewhere,
restt on material that allowed for thorough testing for internal coherence. .
V.. 1.3. Germany
Wee estimate the wealth owned by Jews in Germany in 1933, prior to the Nazi
expropriations,, at RM 16 billion.
Germanyy is a special case because of the early date at which the Nazis commencedd their spoliation. We estimate that, despite the tight currency restrictions,
muchh of the wealth of German Jewry would have been moved abroad in advance of,
orr with, the flood of emigration in the six years before the war. Some of this would
havee been to destinations later overrun by the Nazis. This latter part is subsumed in
ourr estimate of about RM 4.0 billion, or 25 per cent of wealth in 1933, that might
havee escaped through transfer abroad.
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Ourr estimates are based on Nazi documentation on the wealth of the Jewish population,, including data on dispossession, and special taxes and fines, augmented by
generall economic data on income and wealth taxation. The estimates are reasonably
hard. .
V.. 1.4. Hungary
Wee estimate pre-war Jewish-owned wealth at 3.7 billion pengö, of which 0.8 billionn pengö or 22 per cent, may have been available for transfer or already lodged
abroad d
Favouredd destination was Switzerland.
Ourr estimates are based on detailed income and wealth tax data for Jews and
non-Jewss for Budapest and more general data for Hungary; socio-economic indicators,, regional dispersion and statistical analyses and data from Jewish and Fascist
studiess of the time. We consider them to be quite robust.
V.. 1. 5. France
Wee estimate pre-war Jewish-owned wealth at FF 32.6 billion, of which FF 7 billionn or 22 percent, may have been available for transfer or already lodged abroad.
Favouredd destinations were Switzerland and the United States, at times via North
Africa. .
Ourr estimates are based on socio-economic indicators, estate tax data for France
andd the Paris region for the population at large, and archival documentation of the
expropriationn process. As additional important documentation becomes available in
thee aftermath of the work of the Matteoli Commission, we expect that these figures
cann be improved over time.
V.. 1.6. Poland
Wee estimate pre-war Jewish-owned wealth at Zl 13.3 billion. Despite considerablee trawling of source material, the paucity of data in Poland made independent
estimatess of the structure of wealth impossible. On the basis of our findings elsewhere,, the socio-economic profile of Poland's more affluent Jews and their cultural,, commercial and financial ties with other countries, we estimate that the amount
off transferable wealth would have been at the low end of our countryy estimates, at
aroundd 15 percent or Zl 2 billion.
Favouredd destinations were Switzerland and the United States.
Ourr estimate of wealth is based on a combination of socio-economic profiling,
incomee statistics for Jews and non-Jews, and general information on savings behaviour.. Archival source material was spotty, partly because of the great difficulty in
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accessingg Polish archives. Consequently, we consider the results for Poland to be the
leastt robust of the sample.
V.2.. CONCLUSIONS
V.. 2.1. Overall results
Whatt follows are our global totals, our estimates of Jewish-owned wealth as well
ass of how much might have been available for transfer or already lodged abroad, and
ann assessment of the relative robustness of the estimates.
Inn our six target countries, the estimates of pre-war Jewish-owned wealth total
US$12.99 billion at nominal exchange rates. Based on exchange rates adjusted for
purchasingg power differentials, the total comes to US$12.1 billion. (See Table V.2.1).
Thee largest differences are to be found in the overvaluation of the RM and the undervaluationn of the Polish zloty, the Dutch guilder and French franc. In each country,
thoughh the structure of wealth differed, financial assets were the single most importantt savings instrument.
Wee estimate that about US$3.0 billion may have been available for transfer to,
orr already lodged in, a safe haven destination. (See Table V2.2). With the high
degreee of portfolio flexibility, this amount could have been, and probably was, augmentedd materially at later crisis points. But some of the flow abroad was recaptured
whenn Germany invaded France and the Low Countries.
Tablee V.2.2. Estimated Amounts of
Flightt Capital
(locall currency and US dollars)
Country y

Inn Local
Currency y

Inn US Dollars

million n
Austriaa (RM)
Netherlandss (fl)
Germanyy (RM)
Hungaryy (pengö)
Francee (FF)
Polandd (Zl)
Total l

550 0
350 0
4,000 0
800 0
7,000 0
2,000 0

221 1
193 3
1,606 6
153 3
419 9
377 7
2,969 9

Note:: In 1938 exchangerates,except 1934/35 for Germany and 1936
forr France.
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V.. 2.2. Discussion
Tooreachour estimate, we posited that the foreign currency denominated and tax
evasionn parts of financial assets would have been indicative of the amount of financiall resources already abroad, or poised to move there.
Inn all countries, tax avoidance and tax evasion played a major role and this has
beenn explicitly taken into account in the estimates. The additions to the base numberss for these factors were spread among business capital, tangible valuables and
financiall assets on the assumption that tax cheating on land and real estate would
havee been difficult. While outside estimates or consolidated data on the Jewish population'ss asset holdings abroad are lacking for all our sample countries, partial data
andd anecdotal evidence helped give substance to our estimates. Given the socio-economicc status of our target population, their obvious business experience and the
sophisticationn of their financial portfolios, it is clear that most, if not all, would have
triedd to send some of their assets to safe havens. Stories from each country suggest
ann array of both obvious and ingenious methods for disguising asset transfers, rangingg from over-invoicing through bank drafts in fictitious names to simply hiding
preciouss stones in hollowed-out shoe heels.
Thee estimates of the amounts that might have been put abroad stand up when
viewedd in the context of total pre-war wealth and wealth looted. In local currency,
theyy cluster at around one-fifth of total wealth, except for Germany and Poland. In
USS dollars (at 1938 exchange rates, except for Germany and France), they range
fromm about US$150 million for Hungary to US$1.6 billion for Germany. Germany
accounts,, thus, for more than one half of the US$3.0 billion six-country total. This
predominancee is in part explained by the longer lead time the Jewish population in
Germanyy had before the curtain came down definitively, and in part is associated
withh the very large emigration flow: 130 - 170,000 people in thefiveyears between
Hitler'ss assumption of power and the time when large scale expropriation started. A
furtherr 100,000 left thereafter. However, as noted above, many were recaptured with
thee German occupation of much of Western Europe.
Wee are confident of the internal consistency of the country estimates. One way
off testing them is through the coherence of the cross-country results. (See Table
V2.3).. However, this coherence or otherwise may not be immediately apparent on
firstt view and thus requires some clarification. This is so not only because of differencess in the quality of the data, but also because of differences in starting dates
andd in population structure. So, while one would have expected per capita wealth in
Germanyy to be higher than in Austria, the seemingly large difference - which is
explainedd primarily by Germany's smaller average family size - needed this further
elucidation.. Indeed, the large gap in per capita wealth is narrowed when wealth per
familyy is considered Similarly, the fact that per capita wealth among people of
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meanss in the Netherlands outstrips that in Germany is, in part, explained by the differencee in starting points. The base year for Germany is 1933, the year when the
Nazis''riseto power made the need to think about putting funds abroad evident. But
thatt year also was the economic low point of the decade. By contrast, the base year
forr the wealth estimates for the Netherlands was on the eve of the war, a number of
yearss after economic growth had been resumed and wealth levels had begun to
recover. .
Tablee V.2.3. Jewish Population (Nuremberg Definition)
Byy Country and Distribution of Wealth
Country y

Totall Jewish
Population n

Peoplee of Means and their
Dependents s

Austria a

217,250 0

119,350 0

Percentt of
Total l
55.0 0

Netherlands s

140,001 1

50,600 0

36.1 1

Germany y

550,000 0

346,500 0

63.0 0

Hungary y

521,640 0

104,689 9

20.1 1

France e
a)) incl. pre-war immigrants
b)) excl. pre-war immigrants

305,000 0
250,000 0

153,250 0
139,500 0

50.2 2
55.8 8

3,300,000 0

273,000 0

8.3 3

a)) incl. pre-war immigrants

5,033,891 1

1,047,389 9

20.8 8

b)) excl. pre-war immigrants

4,978,891 1

1,033,639 9

20.8 8

Number r

Poland d

Number r

Total l

Note:: Includes pre-war immigrants for the Netherlands; for France the total incl. immigrants still
excludess the final wave of post-invasion refugees. The total excl. pre-war immigrants differs from
thatt in Table m.3.1, where such exclusion was possible for the Netherlands as well.

Althoughh Poland was at the bottom of the six-country range in terms of per capitaa wealth and at the top of the poverty scale, it ranked second in terms of total wealth
byy virtue of its sheer population size. (See Table V2.4). Germany's more even
incomee distribution together with the middle class nature of its population put it at
thee top of the six-country wealth array.
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Tablee V.2.4. Jewish Population (Nuremberg Definition)
Andd Pattern of Distribution of
Populationn and Wealth among Countries

Austria a
Netherlands s
Germany y
Hungary y
France2 2
Poland d

Number r
Jewish h
Population n
217,250 0
140,001 1
550,000 0
521,640 0
250,000 0
3,300,000 0

Total l

4,978,891 1

Country y

Population n
4.4 4
2.8 8
11.0 0
10.5 5
5.0 0
66.3 3
100.0 0

Percentt Distribution
Peoplee of
Wealth
Meanss
Estimate1
11.33
6.6
4.88
8.3
34.88
41.3
9.99
5.8
13.33
11.6
25.99
26.4
100.00

100.0

1.. At purchasing power adjusted exchange rates.
2.. Excluding pre-war immigrants.

Thee structure of wealth, important for the determination of how much might
havee been available for safekeeping abroad, also allows only general conclusions to
bee drawn from a cursory look at the numbers. (See Table V2.5). For example, the
Germann and Austrian data both rely mainly on the results of the Census of Jewish
Assetss conducted by the Nazis in 1938. In Austria the census came at the heels of
thee Anschluss, but for Germany it came five years into the implementation of exclusionaryy laws. The structure of assets in the latter obviously would reflect the resultingg hollowing out of assets much more strongly. Consequently, in Germany much of
thee structural weight would already have shiftedfrombusiness capital and real estate
too financial assets, while in Austria the change relative to that in normal times would
havee been much less. For the Netherlands and France, the basic data source was
estatee tax returns. These would normally also show a bias toward liquid assets to the
detrimentt of business capital. However, in France we had to rely on national statistics,, whereas in the Netherlands we could examine individual estate tax returns of
Jews,, many of whom had died in the camps. Thus, the effects of expropriation and
forcedd liquidation are reflected in the Dutch data and help explain a yet lower level
off business capital.
Nott surprisingly, the socio-economic profile of Europe's Jews found them predominantlyy urban and self-employed, primarily in commerce, banking and the professions.. This was an important factor in explaining differences in the average level
andd structure of wealth of the Jewish population and a given country Is population at
large.. But despite the similarity in socio/economic profiles of the Jewish populationss across countries, what that meant as an indication of wealth for a Jew in Poland
wass totally differentfromwhat it meant in France; for that matter, within each countryy there was a world of difference as well. For example, the Jews were the peddlers
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off Holland, but they also were its department store owners. This skewness of income
distributionn and social status was typical of all the countries in our sample, except
too some extent Germany, which had a much broader middle class. Further, it was not
possiblee within the resource constraints of this study, to try and improve upon the
veryy soft data on the value of land, real estate and enterprises. Such improvement
couldd materially contribute to strengthen the results.198
Tablee V.2.5. Structure of Wealth
(inn percent)
Assets s
Reall estate and land
Businesss capital3
Tangiblee valuables3
Financiall assets3

Austria a Nether-- Germany y Hungary2 2 France e Poland d
lands1 1
39.7 7
24.4 4 35.0 0
29.0 0
20.1 1
25.2 2
11.4 4
4.1 1
13.4 4
24.4 4
15.0 0
2.3 3
6.4 4
6.5 5
7.0 0
5.2 2
4.4 4
0.5 5
52.4 4
71.4 4
65.0 0 43.0 0
46.0 0
48.4 4

off which:
20.0 20.0
foreign foreign
currency currency
denominated* denominated*
Total l

100.0 0

21.1 21.1

100.0 0

n.a n.a

100.0 0

21.5 21.5 21.5 21.5 n.a n.a

100.0 0

100.0 0

100.0 0

1.. Financial assets include claims (largely mortgages) amounting to 14.5 percent
2.. Budapest, Districts V-VU; tangible valuables includes "all other".
3.. Adjusted to include tax evasion. For financial assets this was added to the foreign-currency
denominatedd subtotal

Thee big picture that emerges from the cross-area view further illuminates the
individuall country findings:
•• There was a high degree of poverty among the Jews in the countries we studied.. While, on average, about half barely eked out a living, the other halfwas
reasonablyy well-off. The exceptions are Germany, with a more even income
distributionn and Poland, where more than 90 per cent lived in poverty.
However,, in Poland the few with means were relatively affluent (See Tables
V2.11 andV2.3).
••

In its high degree of poverty, the Jewish community did not differ all that
muchh from the population at large. On average, it appeared to be somewhat
betterr off: for those countries where tax data are available for Jews and nonJews,, the Netherlands and Hungary, the share of Jews in the tax population by

1988
We know, for example, that at the moment of crisis people increased their liabilities (mortgages,
borrowingg on inventory) to enhance the amount of liquid funds poised for flight. However, the basis
forr a sound estimate is lacking.
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farr outstrips its general population share. But much of this difference tends to
bee explained by the overwhelmingly urban nature of the Jewish population.
•• Urbanisation also is an explanatory factor in the large weight of financial
assetss in Jewish portfolios. These ranged from 43 percent in Poland to 71
percentt in the Netherlands. (See Table V.2.4). Though myth has it that Jews
ownedd most of the real estate in a number of cities, their ownership of fixed
assets,, on average, is of lesser relative importance than that for the nonJewishh population. When there is a basis for comparison of asset structures
byy region, as in the Netherlands, the weight of fixed assets in the portfolios
off Jews in the rural areas tends to be higher than that for urban Jews.
•• Portfolio structures tend to attest to cosmopolitan attitudes. The share of foreignn currency denominated assets was high and, in most cases where detail
iss available, "junk" paper was of low importance. There was a distinct difference,, however, in asset preference: despite the inflation experience of the
1920s,, the relative weight of shares diminished in favour of bonds from West
too East.
•• Foreign bank deposits, gold and cash appear under-represented in the visible
portfolios.. But this may be because these assets tend to be preferred tax evasionn instruments.
•• Favoured destinations for flight capital, when stated, differed distinctly: for
thee Netherlands it was the United States, with an apparent preference for
transferss in bank name to avoid probate problems; for France, it was
Switzerlandd and the United States, at times with North Africa as a way station;; for Austria, it was Switzerland and France, with assets lodged in Prague
alsoo relatively frequent, often in connection with real estate holdings; for
Hungary,, it was Switzerland; for Poland, the United States and Switzerland.
Greatt Britain came in a low third as a stated destination, though branches of
Britishh banks were mentioned regularly both as intermediaries as well as
depositories. .
•• Intotalmore than 3.6 million Jews from our target countries died. It is clear
thatt a significant number would have been in a position to attempt to safeguardd their wealth and presumably tried to do so.
Inn the six target countries, between 25 and 88 percent of the Jewish populations
didd not survive. (See Table III 3.1). In Poland, 88 percent, that is almost 3 million
people,, perished; in the Netherlands, 74 percent, 104,000 people perished; in
Trianonn (pre-war bonter) Hungary, 57 percent, almost 300,000 people perished; in
Austria,, 30 percent, more than 65,000 people perished; in Germany, 30 percent,
165,0000 people perished; in France, 25 percent, about 76,000 people perished.
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APPENDIXX I
OSSS Chronology of Nazi Anti-Jewish Measures
inn Europe, 1933 - 44

Note:: this chronology does not purport to be exhaustive nor is it totally correct. It is
off particular interest because of its source: the OSS files in the US National Archives.
Itt shows that the OSS during the war kept close track of legal and extra-legal treatment
off the Jewish populations in Nazi-dominated countries. Some corrections have been
made,, but no attempt has been made to make this an exhaustive record. It still should
bee a useful vademecum to the pace and breadth of the moves from exclusion to annihilationn of European Jewry.
1.. Legislation Affecting Citizenship, Economic, Professional and Religious Life
off Jews
1933 3
Aprill 7

Germany y

Laww for Reconstitution of the Professional Civil Service: series of
exclusionn laws barring "non-Aryan" instructors in all public
educationall institutions; as officials and employees of the Imperial
Railwayy administration, of municipal theatres, of gas and electricity
works,, of public banks and, insurance companies, of die postal
servicee and public welfare institutions, of other public or semi-public
agencies,, and as police officers and civil employees of die army.

Aprill 11

Germany y

Decreee defined "non-Aryan" as person who is descended from
Jewishh parents or grand-parents.

Aprill 21

Germany y

Prohibitionn of Shehitah, Jewishritualmethod of slaughtering
animals. .

Mayy 6

Germany y

Licensess of "non-Aryan" tax consultants,, judges, professors,
instructorss and lecturers in universities or colleges revoked.

Juryy 14

Germany y

"Non-Aryans"" barred tram film industry.

Julyy 25

Germany y

Jewishh physicians barred from practice, effective Sept 20,1938.

Juryy 26

Germany y

Citizenshipp of Jews from Eastern countries revoked, except World
Warr I veterans on German side or those who rendered special
service. .

Germany

Reichh Chamber of Culture set up. All Jews eliminated All from
departmentss of literature, press, radio, theatre, music, plastic arts
andd films.

Septemberr 22

Septemberr 29 Germany y

Exclusionn of Jews from agriculture.

1934 4
January y

Germany y

Citizenshipp laws passed dividing population into four categories.
Jewss placed in category 4 as "aliens".

1935 5
Marchh 23

Germany y

Jewishh attorneys disbarred by law.
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Mayy

Germany

Decree permitting only "Aryans" to serve in army.

Septemberr IS

Germany

Novemberr 23

Germany

Jews prohibited from being official stockbrokers.

1936 6
Aprill 3

Germany

Jews barred as veterinary practitioners.

Aprill 7

Germany

Jews denied admission to final qualifying exams for public

Nuremberg Laws: recognised two categories in Germany population,
Aryanss and non-Aryans. Jews denied German citizenship and
reducedd to status of "subjects".

accountants. .
Septemberr

Germany

Anti-Jewish measures enforced in Saar region.

1937 7
Februaryy 13
1938 8
Marchh 22

Germany

Jews barred from acting as notaries public.

Germany

Jews barred from the armaments trade by decree

Marchh 28

Germany

Marchh 31

Austria

Jews excluded from professions.

Aprill 8

Hungary

20% numerus clausus set up for Jews in industry and professions.

Mayy 20

Austria

Nuremberg Laws introduced.

Julyy 25

Germany

Licenses of Jewish physicians revoked.

Septemberr 27

Germany

All activity of Jewish lawyers terminated.

Octoberr 5

Germany

Passports held by Jews declared invalid.

Novemberr 12

Germany

Novemberr 24

Danzig

Jewish communities deprived of legal status. Status of "church
organisations"" denied to Jewish congregations, compelling them to
payy full taxes.

Decree prohibited Jews from owning retail businesses or mail order
houses,, from owning export businesses or handcraft concerns. Jews
forbiddenn to display wares at markets or fairs, or to act as business
managerss for "Aryans".
Introduction of Nuremberg Laws. Jews forbidden to hold public
officee or vote.

Decemberr 1

Slovakia

Jews excluded from public service.

Decemberr 23

Germany

Jews excluded from participation in Sudeten courts.

1939 9
Januaryy 16
Januaryy 17

Germany
Germany

Decree prohibiting "Aryan" lawyers from representing Jews.
Licenses of Jewish dentists, dental technicians and veterinarians
revoked. .

Februaryy 10

Germany

Decree prohibiting "Aryans" from representing Jews in matters of
foreignn exchange.
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Protectoratee Jews disenfranchised and ousted from civil service,
professionss and businesses.

March h
Aprill 19

Slovakia a

Promulgationn of first of a series of laws modelled on anti-Jewish
lawss of Germany.

Aprill 30

Germany y

Jewss deprived of protection from summary notice by landlords.

Mayy 5

Germany y

Jewishh physicians barred from practice in Sudeten area. Licenses
off Jewish dentists and technicians in Sudeten area revoked.

Jury y

Slovakia a

Prohibitionn of Shehitah.

Novemberr IS

Poland d

Decreee forbidding use of Hebrew and Yiddish in correspondence.
Decreee blocking all Jewish bank accounts and credits, ordering
Jewss to deposit funds in a single bank by December 31 1939.

1940 0
Januaryy February y

Bohemia-Moravia a

Jewss forbidden to maintain any business enterprises.

Januaryy 24

Poland d

Decreee ordering all Jews to register property.

Januaryy 26

Poland d

Decreee prohibiting Jews from travelling on railroads without special
permission. .

February y

Slovakia a

"Aryanisation"" laws put into effect Jews excluded from all businesss enterprises.

Marchh 12

Poland d

Jewishh physicians barred from treating non-Jews and non-Jewish
physicianss from treating Jews.

Marchh 20

Poland d

"Aryans"" ordered to register professions. Jews barred from registrationn and practice of professions or trades.

May y

Slovakia a

Jewss limited to 1% in professions.

Jury-August t

Bohemia-Moravia a

Introductionn of Nazi definition of Jew.

Augustt 8

Slovakia a

Jewss excluded from legal and other liberal professions.

Septemberr 7

Luxembourg g Jewss barred from professions. Inter-marriage forbidden. Jews
requiredd to register property. Nuremberg Laws introduced.

Septemberr 20

Serbia a

Jewss barred from foodstuff trades.

Septemberr 16

Slovakia a

Registrationn of all Jewish property required.

Octoberr 3

Netherlands s

Jews,, half-Jews, persons married to Jews or half-Jews excluded from
holdingg public office or appointments in the educational service.

Octoberr 3

Norway y

Jewss barred from all professions and from state employment
Jewishh shops required to bear distinctive signs.

Octoberr 21

Netherlands s

Novemberr 17

Occupied d
France e

Registrationn of all Jewish property.

Jewishh artists barred from exhibiting works.
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November r

Belgium m

Seriess of economic measures: Jews ordered to register themselves
andd property. Dismissed from public office. Jews who fled before
Nazii invasion forbidden to return.

December r

Germany y

Clothingg ration cards taken away from Jews.

Occupied d
France e

Liquidationn of all Jewish businesses valued at over FF 25,000.

Januaryy 14

Netherlands s

Alll Jews required to register.

February y

Slovakia a

Liquidationn of 3,000 Jewish firms.

Mayy 20

Occupied d
France e

1941 1
Januaryy 1

Jewss completely eliminated from economic life, barred from all
tradess and professions.

Mayy 28

Norway y

Nurembergg laws sett in force.

July y

Belgium m

Jewss ordered to declare real estate holdings. Not allowed to deposit
inn any bank. Nazis demand closing of 7,600 Jewish firms.

Octoberr 2

France e

Jewss of Paris required to register.

1942 2
March h

Germany y

Jewss denied compensation for illness and industrial accidents.

May y

Belgium m

Liquidationn of Jewish enterprises and real estate.

2.. Confiscations and Special Taxes
1933 3
Juryy 14

Germany y

Totall assets of B' B'rith expropriated.

1938 8

March h

Austriaa De facto Anschluss; German anti-Jewish laws apply
henceforth,, though laws and regulations are specially promulgated.

Marchh 24

Austria a

Laww regarding "kommissarische Verwalter" to control 'unauthorized'
lootingg of businesses.

Aprill 26

Germany y

Laww requiring all property valued RM 5,000 or more to be declared.

Novemberr 12

Germany y

Jewishh community required to pay collective atonement fine for
assassinationn of vom Rath. Levy of 20% on Jewish property,
shouldd total be less than RM 1 billion the levy would be raised.

1939 9
Februaryy 16

Germany y

Edictt declared all patents and industrial copyrights owned by Jews
mustt be transferred to "Aryan" hands.

Septemberr 2

Germany y

Jewishh hospitals commandeered for military use.

1940 0
Mayy 15

Poland d

Decreee forbidding Jews to withdraw more than 500 Zlotys from
postt office accounts.
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Augustt 5

Poland

Decree ordering all Jews to leave Krakow by August 15 following
whichh date they were limited to amount of property they could take
withh them.

September? ?

Slovakia a

Transferr of Jewish-owned property to Christians.

Octoberr 28

Netherlan
n
Netherlandss

Fine of fl 50,000 imposed on The Hague Jewish community for
allegedd crime of sheltering 2 British airmen.

October r

Occupied d
France e

Jewishh firms taken over by "Aryans'1

Poland d

Jewishh property confiscated and put in "Aryan" hands.

October-November r
December r

Bohemia-Moraviaa

Jewish bank accounts above 3,000 crowns blocked.

1941 1
Februaryy 20

Slovakiaa

Redistribution of land property of Jews.

Marchh 3

Netherlandss

Fine of fl 15 million imposed on city of Amsterdam. Jews required
too pay 1/3 of the fine by May 1; rest of population given six
monthss in which to pay.

March-August t

Netherlandss

Three decrees ordering Aryanisation of Jewish held farmland, real
estatee and mortgages.

Junee 16

Netherlandss

Augustt 8

Netherlandss

Decree centralising all financial transactions by Jews and requiring
depositt of their financial assets in Nazi-designated bank (LIRO).

1942 2
Winter r

Germany y

Jewss compelled to surrender woollens and furs for shipment to
easternn front

May y

Netherlands s

Jewishh property valued at fl 200 million transferred to non-Jews,

Mayy 21

Netherlands s

Forcedd deposit at LIRO of valuables other than financial assets e.g.
jewellery,, precious metals, art as well as of insurance policies,
patentt rights, etc.

June e

Norway y

Registrationn of Jewish businesses and subsequent confiscation.

August t

Slovakia a

Alll Jewish bank accounts of 2,000 crowns plus impounded.

Summer r

France e

35,0000 Jewish-owned businesses "Aryanised". Value of total
propertyy taken from Jews of France FF 10 billion.

September r

Netherlands s

October r

Norway y

Quislingg ordered confiscation of property of all Jews in Norway.

1943 3
February y

Slovakia a

Byy mis date value of confiscated Jewish property said to amount to
177 m crowns. Total of 19,771 hectares of land transferred to
"Aryans".. All insurance policies held by Jews confiscated.

Jewish-owned agricultural land confiscated.

5/6thss of Jewish owned property in German hands.
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March h

Greece e

Propertyy of 2,000 Salonika Jews deported to Germany distributed
amongg German and Italian residents.

Aprill 16

Netherlands s

Decreee authorised seizure of land owned by arrested Jews.

Junee 11

Netherlands s

Abrogationn of insurance agreements with Jews.

October r

Italy y

Afterr Badoglio's surrender, Rome Jewish community forced to pay
ransomm of 50 kg of gold and 2.5 million lire in currency. 35% of
Jewishh property in northern Italy confiscated.

1944 4
May y

France e

Speciall tax on Jewish property raised to 20%.

Italy y

75,0000 acres of land, all Jewish property in Modena district, all
propertyy of Jews in Genoa confiscated.

1933 3
Aprill 25

Germany y

Numeruss clausus for "non-Aryans" in universities, schools and
colleges. .

Decemberr 18

Germany y

Jewss eliminated from Prussian Public School administration.

1937 7
Juryy 2

Germany y

Jewss forbidden to teach "Aryans" whether in schools or privately.

1938 8
Julyy 5

Germany y

Jewss barred as visiting students at universities.

Septemberr 6

Italy y

Jewss excluded from education institutions.

Novemberr 15

Germany y

Jewishh children expelled from German schools.

Novemberr 16

Germany y

Jewss barred from attendance at universities.

Decemberr 23

Germany y

Jewishh scholars and students forbidden use of public libraries and
institutes,, and museums, even when these have been founded
and/orr endowed by Jews.

1940 0
September-October r

Serbia a

Numeruss clausus instituted in schools and universities.

Bohemia-Moravia a

Jewishh children barred from state schools.

May y

3.. Education

Septemberr 1

Septemberr 3

Slovakia a

Alll Jewish schools closed. Jews barred from every form of state
education,, except elementary.

November r

Belgium m

Jewishh professors and students dismissed from all universities.

1941 1
Februaryy 15

Netherlands s

Jewishh students in universities restricted.

Junee 2

Vichyy France Numeruss clausus set up in institutions of higher learning.
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4.. Segregation
1933 3
Aprill 1

Germany y

Naziss launch boycott of Jews with demonstrations in streets of
Berlin. .

May9 9

Germany y

Burningg of books. 25,000 volumes includingg Bible burned by Nazi
studentss in Berlin, Dresden, Nuremberg, Breslau, Frankfort-amMain,, Stuttgart, many other cities.

1935 5
Septemberr IS

Germany

1938 8

Nurembergg Laws: major aim was segregation. Concept of "race
defilement"" introduced in criminal law. Intermarriage and extramaritall relations between Jews and "Aryans" forbidden. No
"Aryan"" woman under 45 could be employed by Jews.
Jewss required to adopt Jewish names.

Augustt 17

Germany

Novemberr 19

Germany

Novemberr 24

Danzig

Decemberr 5

Germany

Jewss denied public relief.
Nurembergg laws introduced

1939 9
Augustt 11

BohemiaMoravia a

Ghettoo set up in Berlin. Jews banned from certain sections of city,
particularlyy amusement and recreation areas.

Jewss ordered to leave provinces and concentrate in PragueGhettos
establishedd in other towns.

Novemberr 21

Poland

AUU Jews in district of Krakow ordered to wear Star of David as
armband.. Decree copied throughout Poland.

1940 0
Januaryy 1

Poland

Jewss forbidden to change arm band and residence without Nazi
permission.. Curfew imposed.

Februaryy 8

Poland

Ghettoo set up in Lodz. 150,000 Jews concentrated there.

Aprill 19

Poland

Decreee ordered all Jews to shave beards; prohibited them from
enteringg "Aryan" cafes and restaurants; banned them from holding
politicall conversations; made it obligatory for them to introduce
themselvess as Jews when addressing an "Aryan". May-June
Bohemia-Moraviaa Prague ghetto laws strengthened. Jews forbidden
too own books by Czech authors, bookstores forced to remove
bookss by Jews. Shopping hours restricted. Restaurants forbidden to
servee mixed clientele.

Augustt 16

Slovakia a

Jewss forbidden to employ "Aryan" women under 40.

September r

Poland d

Jewss in Warsaw forced into ghetto surrounded by 8ft wall.
Prohibitedd from entering special German and Polish districts.

Octoberr 17

Poland d

Officiall order commanding all Jews into Warsaw Ghetto. 450,000 500,0000 Jews forced to live within one hundred city blocks.

Novemberr

Poland

Ghettoo set up in Radom.. 30,000 Jews concentrated there.
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Novemberr
1941 1
Januaryy

BohemiaMoraviaa

Jews given special ration cards marked "J".

Slovakia

Jews compelled to wear yellow armbands.

Februaryy - May Netherlands

Waterloo Square in Amsterdam closed off as ghetto. Ghetto set up
inn Rotterdam. Curfew imposed.

Marchh

Slovakia

Septemberr

Belgium

Septemberr 1
19411

BohemiaMoraviaa
Poland

Jews ordered into ghettos.
Curfew imposed on Jews of Brussels. Forbidden to travel outside
specificc areas in Brussels, Antwerp, Liege, Charleroi. Forbidden to
walkk in parks, use public baths, or stroll in streets of Antwerp.
Jews forced to wear yellow armbands
Ghettos set up in Lublin, Krakow, Kielce, Biarystok, Lwow and
smallerr towns.

1941-422

Belgium

Jews concentrated in four cities, Brussels, Antwerp, Liege, Charleroi

19422

Norway

Ghettos established along shores of fjord.

19422

USSR

Ghettos set up in Odessa and other large cities.

19422

Latvia

Ghettos set up in Vilna, Kaunas, Riga.

19422

Lithuania

Most Jews in country concentrated in ghetto of Slobodka.

19422

Poland

By end of year Jews concentrated in 55 towns and cities of which
133 have ghettos.

Januaryy

Norway

Passport of Jews marked with "J".

Marchh

Norway

Order forbidding Jews to bear Norwegian surnames.

Junee 6
Junee 30

Belgium
Netherlands

All Jews forced to wear yellow armbands.
Curfew imposed on Jews. Ordered to wear Shield of David
armbands. .

5.. Arrests, Deportations and Liquidations
1934 4
Marchh 23

Germany

1937 7
Octoberr 23

Danzig

Pogrom.

1938 8
Octoberr

Germany

12,000 Polish Jews expelled to country of origin.

Novemberr 10,11 Germany

Law regarding expulsion from Reich:under certain conditions
alienss may be deported. Alien is one who does not possess
Germanyy citizenship.

Pogroms and arrests throughout country following assassination of
vomRath. .
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1939 9

Julyy 31 1

Bohemia-Moraviaa Order issued directing expulsion of 70,000 Jews s
withinn one year.
Pogromss throughout country led by Nazis.

Bohemia-Moravia a

Aboutt 45,000 Czech Jews sent to Lublin.

October r

Austria a

8,0000 Jews sent to Lublin.

1939-42 2

Slovakia a

70,0000 Jews deported.

1940 0
January y

Austria a

Severall thousand Jews exposed in open air stadium where many died

September r

Netherlands s Authoritiess refuse to issue ration cards for clothing to Jews.

Octoberr 22

Germany y

October r

Decemberr 24

Belgium

9,0000 Jews of provinces of Baden and Palatinate shipped to
Unoccupiedd France and left there.
40,0000 Jews from Antwerp and Flanders interned in concentration
campp at Hesselt.

Endd of year

France e

35,0000 Jews from Alsace Lorraine deported.

1940-41 1

Poland d

Tenss of thousands of Jews expelled from smaller towns. Sent to
largerr cities, especially Warsaw.

1940-42 2

Slovakia a

Thousandss of Jews arrested and sent to concentration camps.

February y

Austria a

10,0000 Jews interned. 1,100 sent to Poland.

February y

Bohemia-Moravia a

Jewss allowed to use food ration cards only between 3 and 5 pm.

February y

Netherlands s 12,0000 Amsterdam Jews sent to concentration camps in Austria.

April l

Greece e

Wholesalee arrest of Jews in Salonika.

May y

Bohemia-Moravia a

Byy then Jews from 83 Czech towns and villages had been expelled.

May-June e

Italy y

Masss arrests, evictions and internments throughout country.

Junee 1941 Augustt 1944

USSR R

Naziss killed one million Jews during retreatfromUkraine and
Crimea. .

1941 1
July y

Hungary y

125,0000 Jews machine gunned after having been deported to
Galicia. .

July y

Yugoslavia a

18,0000 Zagreb Jews deported to Island of Pago, salt mines of
Dalmatiann coast

Juryy - Feb 1942 Lithuania

30,0000 Jews massacred in Vima.

Augustt 21

France

6,0000 Paris Jews seized and taken to Drancy.

Octoberr

Austria

5,0000 Jews shipped to Polish ghettos.
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November r

Austria a

Foodd authorities called in ration cards, did not issue new ones for
twoo weeks.

1941-42 2

Hungary y

Hundredss of Jews sentenced to long terms for alleged sabotage.
Otherss sent to concentration camps. 50,000 alien Jews sent to concentrationn camps.

1941-- 42

Latvia a

Jewss received less than half of food rations allowed others.

Septemberr 24 France e

4,0000 Rumanian Jews arrested and sent to Drancy.

October r

Germany y

Alll Reich Jews concentrated in Berlin preparatory to deportation.

Octoberr 1

France e

145,0000 Jews arrested. Orphaned children seized as hostages.

November r

Norway y

Masss arrests of Jews when pro-Nazi Scavenus came into power.

December r
20-30 0

Vichy y

Francee 10,000 Jews deported.

1942 2

Latvia a

24,0000 Jews machine-gunned in Riga.

1942 2

Lithuania a

Thousandss of Jews slaughtered.

1942 2

France e

Byy end of year more than 65,000 deported.

1942 2

Greece e

8,0000 Jews from Salonika deported to unknown destination in
Macedoniann mountains.

Endd of year

Poland

Byy then, 500,000 Jews had been deported to concentration camps,
labourr camps.

Netherlands s Byy then 60,000 Jews deported.

1943 3
Januaryy 7

Lithuania a

60,0000 Jews executed in Vilna province.

Poland d

1,000,0000 Jews massacred.

Italy y

Jewss in Turin, Milan, Genoa sent to concentration camps in Italian
Tyrol. .

Bohemia-Moravia a

77%% of Jews residing in Protectorate deported by this date.

Februaryy 3

Yugoslavia a

Government-in-exilee announced that 1,000 Jews left were interned

February y

Yugoslavia a

Byy then all Croatian Jews exterminated.

May y

Poland d

Destructionn of Warsaw Ghetto.

July y

Germany y

Remainingg Jews in Cologne and Munich sent to Terezin. Last 400
Jewss in Hamburg sent to Poland.

Septemberr

Belgium

Afterr Italy's capitulation, a campaign of arrests and deportations of
Jews. .

Septemberr 30

Denmark

Alll Jews rounded up for deportation.
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Octoberr

Italy

After Badoglio's surrender persecution of Jews in northern puppet
governmentt arrests, deportations, murders.

1944 4
Januaryy

Poland

Beginning of liquidation of Lodz: 20,0O0Jews in one day.

Marchh

France

More than 1,000 Jews arrested and deported in Dordogne region.

Aprill

Hungary

Entire Jewish population of Carpatho-Ruthenia (60,000 - 80,000)
deportedd to extermination camps in German-occupied Polish
Silesia. .

Aprill

Greece

Thousands of Athens Jews executed.

Junee

Hungary

400,000 - 450,000 Hungarian Jews deported to Polish Silesia.

Source:: U.S. National Archives, OSS Files
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APPENDIXX H
Timetablee of the Introduction of Exchange Controls in Europe
Movingg money around in Europe in the 1930s was not easy for Jews and gentiles
alike.. In the aftermath of the World War I and the breakdown of the gold standard in
1931,, most countries initiated some form of exchange controls in an effort to forestall
capitall flight. Those imposed by Germany already before Hitler were by far the most
stringent.. When the Nazis came to power these controls were tightened yet more at the
samee time that a number of other countries were beginning to relax theirs.
Thee table below tracks the dates of implementation of the most important measures
imposedd to control capital flows across Europe; the pervasive restrictions on trade
movementss are not detailed. France, Belgium and the Netherlands remained free of
controlss (except for some forward gold transactions) until after the outbreak of war,
Octoberr 1939 for France and May 1940 for Belgium and the Netherlands, respectively.

Albaniaa

15.5.39

Austriaa

9.10.31

Alll fund transfers and foreign exchange transactions require National Bank
authorisation.. Between 1931-38 this was freely given. German system of controls
effectivee 21.4.1938.
Belgiumm

18.3.35-26.4.35

Authorisedd banks, bankers stock brokers and correspondents of foreign stock
brokingg firms, travel agencies and government offices needed permits for foreign
exchangee transactions but these were largely rubber stamped. German controls May
1940. .
Bulgariaa

1918; German system of controls effective April 1941.

Czechoslovakiaa 2.10.31
Alll transactions, including security transactions, required approval from the
Nationall Bank. The German system of controls took effect 1938/39.
Danzigg

12.6.1935

Bankk of Danzig permits required for foreign exchange and Danzig currency
exportt and import from the Bank of Danzig. On 24.2.1936 special certificates or permitss were required for selling foreign exchange to authorized banks. From 12.4.36
Danzig'ss controls mirrored those of Poland. From September 1938 the German systemm of controls was in effect.
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Denmarkk

18.11.31

Fromm 1931 the National Bank of Denmark and those banks and dealers authorizedd by it controlled all foreign exchange flows. Official permission required for purchasee of insurance policies or shares where dividend payments were made outside the
country,, except if the amounts were small. German system of controls in effect from
Aprill 1940.
Finlandd

25.10.39

Francee

minimal before 10.9.39.

Fromm September 1936 anyone with foreign assets had to report them to the Bank
off France. From 1.10.36 Bank of France approval required for the import and export
off gold bullion and for domestic gold transactions. German system of controls in
effectt from May 1940.
Germanyy

13.8.31; revised in 1934 and 1938.

Alll exchange transactions required a permit. A Capital Flight Tax was imposed
onn any transfers above RM 200,000. Threshold lowered to RM 50,000 in 1934. In
19366freeexport of securities limited. Death penalty introduced in 1937 for exchange
controll violations.
Greecee

28.9.31

Germann system of controlsfromApril 1940.
Hungaryy

17.7.31

Germann system of controls from March 1944.
Italyy

voluntary from 10.31; official 26.5.34.

Luxembourgg

18.3.35

Germann system of controlsfromApril 1940.
Netherlandss

minimal before German system of controls effective 28.6.40.

Norwayy

minimal before German system of controls effective April 1940.

Polandd
26.4.36
Alll foreign exchange dealings to go through the Bank Polski or an authorized
bankk or dealer. In 1938, according to me BIS, all Poles had to declare their foreign
currencyy holdings, permit required for foreign currency dealings with foreigners.
Germann system of controls effective September 1939.
Portugall
21.10.22-18.10.37
Romaniaa

18.5.32

Germann system of controls effective June 1942.
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Spainn

18.S.32

Swedenn

voluntary 12.12.1939; official 25.2.1940.

Switzerlandd

minimal starting from 1936.

Ass of 22.6.36 the government prohibited forward transactions in gold, advances
againstt gold or foreign exchange and forward foreign exchange transactions for commerciall purposes "if such operation is not based on a commercial transaction which
justifiesjustifies it."
Turkey y

26.11.30 0

United d
Kingdom m

nonee until 5.9.39.

Yugoslavia a

7.10.31;; German system of controls effective April 1941.

Sources::

Bank for International Settlements
Leaguee of Nations, Money and Banking report 1938/9.
Districtt Bank Ltd. Foreign Department. Review of the Principal
ForeignForeign Exchange Restrictions Throughout the World 1934-1938
Swisss Bank Corp. Currency for Travellers, June 1938.
Bankk of England Archives: German Currency Policy: OV/34/6;
Germann Exchange-Policy: 0V34/7
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SAMENVATTING G

Dee doelstelling van het onderzoek in dit proefschrift is om tot een redelijke
schattingg te komen van het vermogen aan de vooravond van de Tweede Wereldoorlogg in handen van de Joodse bevolking in landen die onder Nazi-heerschappij vielen.. Met uitzondering van Duitsland, waar het peiljaar 1933 is, betreft de schatting
inn de meeste gevallen enig tijdstip in het jaar 1938/39. Het doel is om, in samenhang
mett de zoektocht naar verborgen bankrekeningen in Zwitserland, de vaststelling van
dee mogelijke omvang van Joodse bezittingen die naar veiliger oorden werden gesluisd,, in een verantwoord economisch perspectief te plaatsen.
Aangezienn de vraag omtrent de omvang van plunderingen door Nazi's en wat
hiervann is teruggevonden of verlorengegaan al ruim vijftig jaar openstaat, zou men
verwachtenn dat enkele weken onderzoek een enigszins gegrond antwoord op deze
vraagg zou opleveren. Toch werden geen kant-en-klare antwoord aangetroffen in de
literatuurr en bleek een uitgebreid nieuw onderzoek met behulp van archiefstukken
enn economische verslagen nodig.
Ditt onderzoek maakte het opstellen van een methodologie voor beantwoording
vann de onderliggende vraag noodzakelijk. Bovenal was het echter een avontuur in
dee wereld van de toegepaste economie. Als zodanig probeert het niet nieuwe
theoretischee inzichten te vinden, maar wel het gebruik van de analytische instrumentenn van de toegepaste economie voor het invullen van hiaten in sociaaleconomischee kennis te demonstreren. Het spannende aan dit onderzoek is het feit
datt een instrumentarium dat normaal voor het opstellen van economische toekomstverwachtingenn gebruikt wordt, even nuttig bleek voor een reconstructie van feiten
inn het verleden. We hopen daarom dat met deze studie twee dingen bereikt zijn. Ten
eerstee een bijdrage aan de kennis betreffende de omvang van de vermogens die
onderr het teken van de Holocaust kwamen te staan. Ten tweede een nieuw voorbeeld
voorr het onderwijs door aan te tonen hoe spannend de toegepaste economie in de
praktijkk kan zijn.
Onzee vraagstelling gaat verder dan de kwestie welke slapende bankrekeningen
vann Nazi-slachtoffers er nu nog in Zwitserland liggen. Het betrekt er namelijk ook
dee vraag bij hoe het heeft kunnen gebeuren dat we meer dan een generatie verder
zijnn voordat de beroving van de Nazi slachtoffers als zodanig in kaart is gebracht
Hett verhaal over de Zwitserse bankrekeningen, de omvang van het door Nazi's geplunderdd goud uit bezette landen en het aantal vruchteloze pogingen om tot een berekeningg van de gemoeide bedragen te komen, hebben geleid tot een groot aantal
wetenschappelijkee onderzoekingen en ander speurwerk zonder dat het in de praktijk
tott actie heeft geleid. Halverwege de jaren negentig van de twintigste eeuw kwam
hierinn verandering. De interessante vraag is wat de aanleiding is geweest om na een
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halvee eeuw van passiviteit over te gaan tot een wereldwijde zoektocht naar de feitenn betreffende de roof van bezittingen gedurende de Holocaust.
Centraall bij het antwoord op deze vraag staat het samenspel van de volgende vijf
basisfactoren: :
1.. een hernieuwde interesse in het opeisen van geroofde bezittingen, gevoed
doorr de implosie van communistische regimes, waardoor ook de Nazislachtofferss en hun erfgenamen die voorheen achter het IJzeren Gordijn
woondenn in beeld kwamen;
2.. het vrijgeven van informatie en documenten na de val van de Berlijnse Muur
enn de vijftigste verjaardag van het einde van de oorlog;
3.. het besef van de dringende noodzaak om de onafgedane kwesties van de oorlogg na vijftig jaar op te lossen, mede omdat dit de laatste kans is om informatiee uit de eerste hand te verkrijgen met het oogmerk alsnog persoonlijk
onrechtt goed te maken;
4.. de grotere neiging tot actie met de komst van nieuwe generaties en de algehelee tendentie in de huidige tijd op te komen voor individuele mensenrechten;; en
5.. de verdergaande globalisering waardoor deze kwestie van een binnenlandse
Europesee tot een internationale aangelegenheid is geworden, niet tenminste
doorr de invloed van de Amerikaanse financiële regelgevers en rechtbanken.
Vann het grootste belang is echter de klimaatsverandering, waardoor de nadruk
opp het streven naar collectieve rechtvaardigheid plaats maakte voor aandacht voor
dee individualiteit van Nazi-slachtoffers en voor de persoonlijk rechtvaardigheid.
Tijdenss ons onderzoek werd al snel duidelijk dat het onmogelijk was om een
kortee top-down methode toe te passen, met als doel om bevolkings- en sectorspecifiekee informatie te halen uit macro-economische gegevens (zoals nationaal
inkomen,, nationaal vermogen, money supply, kapitaalstromen enz.). Er bestaan
momenteell nog steeds grote gaten in de beschikbare informatie over het nationaal
vermogen,, zowel geografisch als over de tijd. Bovendien hebben gegevens over
nationaall en persoonlijk inkomen, voor zover zij wel beschikbaar zijn, veelal niet
betrekkingg op een specifieke bevolkingsgroep. Voorts is de verhouding tussen
nationaall inkomen en vermogen nog steeds niet duidelijk, zeker in historisch perspectief. .
Vanwegee bovenstaande redenen is gekozen voor een totaal andere benadering,
diee is gebaseerd op het zoeken naar directe gegevens betreffende vermogen ofwel
eenn schatting daarvan. De desbetreffende gegevens werden grotendeels in belastingstatistiekenn gevonden, en dan met name in die van vermogensbelasting en successierechten.. Uiteraard zijn deze gegevens slechts bruikbaar zolang in redelijke
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matee aan de belastingplicht weid voldaan en/of zolang er, waar nodig, schattingen
vann belastingontduiking en ontwijking gemaakt konden worden. Een probleem hierbijj in het kader van ons onderzoek is dat de inkomens- en belastingstatistieken in de
meestee landen niet aan de hand van geloofsovertuiging werden opgesteld Hierdoor
wass het noodzakelijk om schattingen met betrekking tot de Joodse bevolking te baserenn op de sociaal-economische structuur daarvan en als zodanig vervolgens in te
passenn in de gegevens over de algemene bevolking. Omdat de gepubliceerde historischee statistieken onvoldoende gedetailleerd zijn en intussen veel gegevens vernietigdd zijn, bestond de bottom-up benadering, naast het voortborduren op voorgaande
studies,, uit het doorzoeken van archiefstukken. Hierbij zijn zowel de papieren achtergelatenn door plunderende Nazi's als de documenten over de naoorlogse schadeloosstellingg van hun slachtoffers aan een nauwkeurig onderzoek onderworpen. Aan
dee hand van schattingen van de omvang van geplunderde bezittingen en datgene wat
aann de Nazi's is ontsnapt, kan gekeken worden hoe aannemelijk onze vermogensschattingenn zijn. Hierbij is voortgebouwd op beschikbaar bronnenmateriaal en is
tijdd en moeite gestoken in het toetsen van zijn betrouwbaarheid. Waar mogelijk zijn
dezee elementen gezamenlijk gebruikt om de kwantitatieve conclusies zo goed
mogelijkk te onderbouwen.
Hett is uiteraard niet mogelijk om tot een enkel vaststaand cijfer te komen. Door
steedss te kiezen voor die benadering die het beste aansluit bij het per land beschikbaree type gegevens werden echter wel verschillende stukjes uit de puzzel gevonden
enn samengebracht. Al deze stukjes bij elkaar leverden naar ons oordeel uiteindelijk
eenn redelijk volledig beeld op.
Dee bedoelde puzzelstukjes kunnen worden verdeeld in drie aan elkaar gerelateerdee schattingen op onderdelen:
•• wat was de initiële vermogenspositie,
•• hoeveel werd er geplunderd, en
•• hoeveel bleef er over, inclusief datgene wat naar het naar het buitenland werd
overgebracht. .
Uiteindelijkk is gebleken dat, zodra er een van de drie puzzelstukjes gevonden
werd,, elk extra stukje hielp bij het ondersteunen van de aannemelijkheid van de ramingenn voor de overige onderdelen.
Bijj het definiëren van de doelgroep hebben we de volgende vraag gesteld: "Wie
zoudenn de middelen en de connecties gehad hebben om op het moment dat de
alarmklokkenn luidden, aanzienlijke hoeveelheden geld naar het buitenland te kunnenn sluizen?" Over het algemeen is hierbij het gedeelte van de Joodse bevolking met
dee laagste inkomens buiten beschouwing gelaten, al zijn er wel uitzonderingen op
dezee regel overwogen en toegelaten. Zo is bijvoorbeeld bekend dat in Polen, waar
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dee Joodse gemeenschappen erg hecht waren, middelen bij elkaar weiden gelegd om
alss één geheel naar het buitenland overgemaakt te worden. Aan de andere kant kan
menn verwachten dat mensen met genoeg vermogen om te kunnen rentenieren nietteminn een relatief laag inkomensniveau hebben opgeven, terwijl zij wel degelijk een
aanzienlijkk vermogen ter beschikking hadden. Waar de beschikbare gegevens het
toestonden,, zijn ook de bijzonderrijkenniet in dit onderzoek opgenomen. Was dit
well gebeurd, dan hadden zij de schattingen opwaarts beïnvloed, terwijl om verschillendee redenen de voorkeur uitging naar een aanvaardbaar en dus niet te hoog
eindresultaat.. Dientengevolge zijn onze schattingen vooral gebaseerd op de bezittingenn in handen van de bovenste laag van de lagere inkomensklasse en de gehele
middenklasse.. Dit betekent dat het spaargeld bij elkaar gesprokkeld door mensen
diee aan de rand van het bestaansminimum of net daarboven leefden en de grote vermogenss buiten beschouwing zijn gelaten. Vanwege de gekozen doelgroep moeten
dee resultaten als eerder aan de lage kant dan aan de hoge kant gezien worden.
Hoewell het definiëren van de doelgroep al problemen gaf, bleek het vaststellen
vann de middelen beschikbaar voor overheveling naar veiliger oorden nog moeilijker.
Dee hoeveelheid kapitaal die mogelijkerwijs in het buitenland veiliggesteld kon worden,, hing namelijk niet alleen af van de hoogte van het totale vermogen, maar ook
vann de structuur daarvan. Zo is het bijvoorbeeld over het algemeen praktisch niet
mogelijkk om vermogen vastgelegd in vaste activa of andere zakelijke goederen naar
hett buitenland te sluizen. Hetzelfde geldt voor financiële activa met een lage of
slechtss lokaal bepaalde mate van liquiditeit, waarbij men kan denken aan hypothecairee vorderingen. Daarom moesten er schattingen gemaakt worden, of minstens
eenn beeld gevormd worden, van het relatieve belang van de liquide activa in het
totalee vermogen.
Wee hebben ervoor gekozen om de schattingen van de vermogensstroom naar het
buitenlandd te baseren op liquide activa waarin in voldoende mate handel werd gedreven.. Feitelijk komt dit neer op financiële activa en activa in de vorm van edelmetaall en edelstenen. In principe behoort ook kunst tot de categorie verscheepbaar
vermogen.. Het is echter onmogelijk om zelfs maar bij benadering de waarde van dit
deell van het totale Joodse vermogen vast te stellen, laat staan de waarde van het naar
hett buitenland verscheepte deel. Verder zijn we ervan uitgegaan dat bij vermogensportefeuilless waarvan een relatief groot deel is vastgelegd in vreemde valuta sprake
iss van zodanig complexe beleggingen dat men veilig aan kan nemen dat er voldoendee kennis en gelegenheid was om deze bezittingen naar het buitenland door te
sluizen.. We hebben daarom het totaal van de bezittingen in vreemde valuta en het
geschattee niveau van belastingontduiking dan wel -ontwijking als een indicatie
genomenn voor het vermogen dat zich mogelijkerwijs reeds in het buitenland bevond
off klaar stond om daarheen gebracht te worden. Uiteraard is ook deze presumptie
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discutabel.. Het is logisch dat mensen die daartoe de mogelijkheid hebben, tijdens
eenn crisis hun schulden zullen verhogen, vlottende activa (zoals verzekeringspolissen)) zullen verzilveren en hun vorderingen op zullen eisen. Aangezien er echter
geenn basis is om tot een aannemelijke schatting van de omvang van deze activa te
komen,, heeft de voorzichtigheid ons tot het gebruik van een meer beperkte definitiee gedwongen.
Bijj het uitvoeren van dit onderzoek hebben we zes landen beschouwd, waarvan
dee gezamenlijke Joodse bevolking (in totaal 5 miljoen mensen) ruim driekwart van
dee Europese Joden buiten de Sovjet Unie omvatten. Bovendien zijn dit de landen
waarvann de Joodse bevolking als representatief voor alle landen kan worden gezien.
Dee zes landen zijn Oostenrijk, Nederland, Duitsland, Hongarije, Frankrijk en Polen
(hierr opgesomd in volgorde van de relatieve rijkdom aan bronnenmateriaal en de
specifiekee nadruk van de benadering). De tweede reden voor de gemaakte keus is
veell treuriger: uit deze zes landen kwam ongeveer driekwart van de omgekomen
Joden.. Zij bestrijken dus een hoog percentage van degenen die hoogstwaarschijnlijk
activaa zonder erfgenaam achtergelaten hebben.
Dee zes steekproeflanden zijn zo divers, dat zij een goede basis leveren voor conclusiess die ook representatief zijn voor landen die niet in dit onderzoek zijn opgenomen.. Van de landen die weggelaten zijn, hadden alleen het toenmalige
Tsjecho-Slowakijee en Roemenië een grote Joodse bevolkingsgroep: vijftien procent
vann de Europese Joden woonden in deze twee landen. De Joodse bevolking in
Europaa was echter niet statisch. Naast de stroom Joden die na 1933 uit Duitsland, en
laterr ook uit Oostenrijk, wegtrok, waren er ook de migranten uit Oost-Europa die
eerderr om economische dan politieke redenen hun land hadden verlaten. De vroegstee stromen emigranten kozen in eerste instantie voor bestemmingen binnen Europa,
waarr zij later in groten getale door de Duitse bezetter werden ingehaald. Velen van
henn hadden ten minste een deel van hun vermogen met zich mee genomen of verder
doorgestuurd.. Vanuit het oogpunt van deze studie is het probleem dat in de
vermogensschattingg vastgesteld moet worden in welk land de rondtrekkende Jood
(wandering(wandering Jew) statistisch opgenomen moet worden. We hebben getracht om de
vluchtelingenstroomm die net voor de oorlog op gang kwam buiten de schatting voor
elkk land te houden. Verder hebben we, waar de beschikbare gegevens dat mogelijk
maakten,, per land schattingen gemaakt van de initiële bevolking en van de groep
diee zich later als immigrant in dat land vestigde. Hoewel deze poging niet altijd even
succesvoll was, zijn we er toch van overtuigd dat de mogelijke dubbeltelling de resultatenn niet in aanzienlijke mate vertekend heeft.
Vanwegee de afwezigheid van directe gegevens betreffende de omvang en structuurr van het vermogen van de Joodse bevolkingsgroepen, hebben we een omweg
moetenn bewandelen om tot een totaalbeeld te komen. Terwijl we in het geval van
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kwantitatieff materiaal veelal rechtstreeks op statistische bronnen zijn afgegaan, is er
ookk uitgebreid gekeken naar zowel bestaande studies als persoonlijke herinneringen
vann nog in leven zijnde experts. Via deze bronnen is vooral materiaal over de toenmaligee sociale, politieke en economische situatie verkregen.
Mett name Oostenrijk is rijk aan gegevens over zowel de omvang als de structuurr van Joodse vermogens. Deze zijn destijds opgesteld door de plaatselijke
roofinstanties.. Documentatie betreffende de officiële telling van Joodse bezittingen
inn 1938 (de census van 1938) is volledig bewaard gebleven en in te zien bij het
Oostenrijksee staatsarchief. Hetzelfde geldt voor een grote hoeveelheid correspondentiee verstuurd door Nazi-functionarissen, verantwoordelijk voor het onteigeningsproces.. Belastingsgegevens voor Oostenrijk daarentegen zijn, met uitzondering van
diee over inkomstenbelasting, schaars en onbetrouwbaar.
Nederlandd leverde het prototype voor onze analyse op basis van gegevens over
successierechtenn en de integratie hiervan met de schattingen betreffende de omvang
enn samenstelling van geroofde bezittingen. In Nederland zijn gedetailleerde
gegevenss beschikbaar met betrekking tot zowel de geografische spreiding van de
Joodsee bevolking over platteland en steden als over hun belastbaar inkomen per
tariefgroep.. Verder konden we beschikken over documentatie over individuele successierechten,, die voldoende informatie bevatte om conclusies over de omvang en
opbouww van de Joodse vermogens in Nederland te trekken. Bovendien is Nederland
dee oorlog uitgekomen met een buitengewoon gedetailleerde registratie van de vergaandee beroving van de Nederlandse Joden. Hierdoor was het mogelijk een
vergelijkingg te maken tussen onze schattingen aan de hand van belasting- en andere
gegevenss en de officiële registratie van geroofde bezittingen.
Voorr Duitsland hebben we gebruik gemaakt van een combinatie van algemene
gegevenss uit de census van 1938 (het materiaal in Duitsland is bij verre niet zo gedetailleerdd als dat in Oostenrijk; alhoewel er wel wat van bewaard is gebleven, is hier
zeerr moeilijk aan te komen), verslagen van onteigening (bijvoorbeeld van opbrengstenn uit emigratiebelasting), algemene gegevens over nationale vermogens- en
inkomstenbelastingg en een groot aantal bestaande studies.
Voorr Hongarije bestaan officiële statistieken voor bevolkingsgroepen
onderverdeeldd volgens geloofsbelijdenis. Deze hebben vooral betrekking op
Boedapest,, waar ruim tweevijfde van de Joodse bevolking van Hongarije woonde.
Hierbijj vormen gegevens over inkomsten- en vermogensbelasting voor zowel belijdendee Joden (de term "belijdende Joden" verwijst naar diegenen die als leden van de
Joodsee gemeente geregistreerd staan) als niet-Joden de basis voor onze schattingen.
Voorr Frankrijk zijn de directe bronnen schaars. De pogingen van de Nazi's om
dee omvang en verblijfplaats van Joodse vermogens vast te stellen, waren minder
succesvoll dan elders. Dit werd deels veroorzaakt door de grootte van het land en
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deelss door de spreiding over bezette en onbezette zones. Dientengevolge was het
opvolgenn van bevelen van de Nazi's meer een locale aangelegenheid dan in andere
landen.. We hebben de beperkte gegevens voor Frankrijk over roof voornamelijk
gebruiktt om onze resultaten van indirecte schattingen, gebaseerd op landelijke gegevenss over successierechten, nader te toetsen.
Voorr Polen hebben we gekeken naar zowel secundaire bronnen, die kwesties zoalss de economische structuur van de Joodse bevolking en hun aandeel in de landelijkee inkomens en belasting belichten, als naar documenten uit verschillende
archievenn over de vernietiging en onteigening van de Poolse Joden. Bij dit laatste
draaitt het voornamelijk om de nationale archieven van Amerika en Frankrijk, alsook
omm de archieven van Yad Vashem en een aantal Joodse instellingen. Alhoewel deze
hierr specifiek genoemd worden, hebben we er natuurlijk ook informatie over de
anderee in dit proefschrift beschouwde landen uitgehaald. Vanwege de schaarste van
dee voor ons toegankelijke directe bronmaterialen was deze bron in het geval van
Polenn van relatief groter belang dan in de andere door ons onderzochte landen.
Hoewell er bij al onze schattingen ruimte is voor verbetering, geldt dit vooral
voorr Frankrijk en Polen. In beide landen is de relatieve schaarste aan documentatie
veroorzaaktt door de moeilijke toegankelijkheid. Zo was in Frankrijk tijdens ons onderzoekk een groot deel van het archiefmateriaal aanvankelijk niet voor ons beschikbaar,, in verband met het lopende onderzoek van de Matteoli-Commissie. De
tussentijdsee en definitieve rapporten die inmiddels door deze Commissie zijn vrijgegeven,, hebben echter niet tot een herziening van onze resultaten genoodzaakt.
Ookk in Polen bleek het verkrijgen van toegang tot het archiefmateriaal erg problematisch.. Poolse experts suggereerden echter dat het niet erg waarschijnlijk is dat
eenn uitgebreider onderzoek tot andere inzichten zou hebben geleid. Niettemin hopen
wee dat een openstelling van de desbetreffende archieven in de toekomst onze conclusiess zal versterken. Tenslotte zou het in de toekomst mogelijk kunnen worden om
eenn aantal van de overgebleven hiaten alsnog in te vullen en de resultaten opnieuw
tee toetsen, wanneer nieuw materiaal uit zowel archieven die voorheen achter het
IJzerenn Gordijn lagen als privé-collecties naar boven komt
Hett totaalbeeld dat uit onze historische reconstructie naar voren komt is:
••

Onder de Joden in de bestudeerde landen heerste overwegend grote armoede.
Terwijll gemiddeld ongeveer de helft met moeite het hoofd boven water kon
houden,, was de andere helft redelijk welgesteld. De uitzonderingen hierop
warenn Duitsland, waar de inkomensverdeling meer gelijkmatig was, en Polen,
waarr meer dan 900 procent in armoede leefde. In Polen was het echter wel zo
datt de weinigen met geld over relatief vrij grote vermogens beschikten.

••

Met deze hoge mate van armoede verschilde de Joodse gemeenschap niet
veell van de rest van de bevolking. Over het algemeen lijkt de Joodse bevolk-
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_____

ingg zelfs iets beter af geweest te zijn in Nederland en Hongarije. Uit de
belastinggegevenss in deze landen blijkt dat relatief veel meer Joden belastingplichtigg waren dan niet-Joden. Dit verschil wordt echter grotendeels verklaardd door de verregaande urbanisatie van de Joodse bevolking in beide
landen. .
••

Deze urbanisatie is ook een verklarende factor voor het hoge aandeel van
financiëlee activa in de Joodse vermogens. Dit aandeel liep uiteen van 43 procentt in Polen tot 71 procent in Nederland. Hoewel er wel gezegd wordt dat
hett meeste onroerend goed in een aantal steden in het bezit van Joden was,
zijnn de totale vaste activa in Joodse handen kwantitatief veelal van minder
belangg dan die in handen van de niet-Joodse bevolking. Daar waar het
mogelijkk was om een vergelijking te maken van de vermogensstructuur per
regio,, zoals in Nederland, blijkt dat het aandeel van vaste activa in de vermogenss van de weinige Joden die op het platteland woonden vaak hoger lag
dann van Joden uit de stad.

•• De opbouw van de Joodse vermogensportefeuilles wijst veelal in de richting
vann een grensoverschrijdend beleggingsgedrag. Het aandeel van in vreemde
valutaa gewaardeerde activa was hoog, terwijl bijvoorbeeld junkbonds, in de
meestee gevallen waarin hierover details beschikbaar zijn, geen grote rol
speelden.. Er bestond echter wel een duidelijk verschil in voorkeur voor
bepaaldee activa: ondanks de slechte ervaringen met inflatie in Oost-Europa
gedurendee de jaren twintig koos men in het Oosten juist obligatiebeleggingenn en in het Westen voornamelijk beleggen in aandelen.
••

In de beschouwde vermogens blijken tegoeden bij buitenlandse banken,
goudd en contant geld oververtegenwoordigd te zijn. Een reden hiervoor kan
zijnn dat deze activa vaak als instrument voor belastingontduiking gebruikt
worden. .

••

Er waren duidelijke verschillen in de voorkeursbestemming voor vhichtkapitaal.. In Nederland waren dit de Verenigde Staten; in Frankrijk waren het
Zwitserlandd en de Verenigde Staten, met zo nu en dan Noord-Afnka als
tussenstation;; in Oostenrijk waren het Zwitserland en Frankrijk, maar ook
werdenn activa hiervandaan redelijk vaak in Praag veiliggesteld. Dit laatste
gebeurdee veelal in samenhang met beleggingen in onroerend goed; in
Hongarijee was het Zwitserland; en in Polen waren het de Verenigde Staten en
Zwitserland.. Groot-Brittannië was een kleine derde in de reeks genoemde
bestemmingen,, hoewel kantoren van Britse banken regelmatig als tussenpersonenn entijdelijkebewaarplaatsen fungeerden.

••

In totaal waren in de beschouwde landen ruim 3,6 miljoen Joden direct
slachtofferr van het Nazi-regime. Het staat buiten twijfel dat een aanzienlijk
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aantall van de vermogenden onder deze slachtoffers de mogelijkheid bezat
zijnn vermogen veilig te stellen en zulks waarschijnlijk ook heeft gedaan.
•• In de zes beschouwde landen overleefde 25 tot 88 procent van de Joden de
oorlogg niet. In Polen kwam 88 procent of bijna 3 miljoen mensen om het
leven;; in Nederland kwam 74 procent, ofwel 104.000 mensen om het leven;
inn Hongarije (in vooroorlogse hoedanigheid) kwam 57 procent, ofwel bijna
300.0000 mensen om het leven; in Oostenrijk kwam 30 procent, ofwel meer
dann 65.000 mensen om het leven; in Duitsland kwam 30 procent, ofwel
165.0000 mensen om het leven; en in Frankrijk kwam 25 procent, ofwel
76.0000 mensen, om het leven.

